Climate
Cha[lle]nge
Children
A new perspective on Climate
Change in Pakistan

Sometimes I see signs of spring
rising from the sands of autumn
The branch that is divested of all leaves
will give birth to colorful foliage
This burning wind, this yellow sky
burnt by the hot sun
will give way to dew-laden breeze
and the monsoon will bring cooling rain1
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Cited in ‘Islands of Hope’, Recollections of Dr Akhtar Hameed Khan, AHK Resource Center, Vanguard, 2010
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1. PRELUDE:BEAT THE HEAT
With warming winters, summers swallowing springs, expanding autumns, receding glaciers, fluctuating monsoons,
diminishing habitats, dying species, intruding seas, drying rivers and increasing weather extremities; there is plenty to
paint a doom and gloom scenario. Most of the available literature on climate change is filled with facts and evidences to
prove all this. And there is no doubt most of these facts are not fiction.
But should hope surrender to despair? Should inaction replace action thinking the damage done to Mother Nature is
beyond repair? Should human beings forget the fact that their species has managed to exist on face of earth for almost
two million years facing all the vagaries of nature and acts of its own members to extinguish the human existence by
unending wars, conflicts and destructive inventions? A short and saner answer to all these questions would be a simple
‘No’. With this ‘No’ can be embarked on a path of reflection and action to undo all the wrongs that are clutching the
climate.
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Children and youth-the most precious human resource of the poor developing nations, is also by far the most
unappreciated one especially when it comes to investing in them and acknowledging and unleashing their potential and
capacities. This report retells and reinforces some well-known facts, but with new evidence: children have knowledge
which deserves to be referred to with a high degree of seriousness; they hold capacities which deserve to be
appreciated and amplified, and hold great potentials which deserve to be unleashed to face the very challenge which is
staring us right in the face- the challenge of climate change. If we are to face this challenge we will have to invest in
children and youth. We will have to take them the center stage and let them participate actively in our thinking, in our
plans and program and in our actions to beat the heat.

2. THE CREDITS
We wish to express our gratitude to all those young girls and boys who bestowed on us their youthful ideas, of their
knowledge of climate and opening a window to the situations they are living in. Most of the primary information
contained in this report has come from them and we have just tried in our humble capacity to convey their views,
concerns, demands and suggestions as accurately as our capacity has allowed.
All the women and men of the visited communities must be credited who spared time for the discussions and provided
us a chance to gain insights into their communities and areas. We have benefitted from their information in
triangulation, where it was needed, of the information provided by the children and young respondents especially on
the historical events.
The representatives of the nongovernment organizations and officials of the local administrations and government
departments spared time for interviews and discussions. They provided extremely useful information for this research.
We are full of praise for them.
The undertaking of this research and compilation of this report would not have been possible without the help of the
support staff at RDPI. Imran Khan, Muhammad Shahid, Ismail and Younas; thank you.
The field work for this research was completed following a very hectic and highly demanding time schedule. The field
research team would spend the daytime to conduct focus group discussions (FGDs) and the interviews while consume
nights in assembling their notes and preparing the reports braving the summer heat and long hours of electricity outage.
The field team generated 168 field reports and more than 60 detailed interviews. It is the right place to credit their
contributions.
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Last but not the least we appreciate Plan International for making available resources for this research endeavor.

3. ARCHITECTURE OF THIS REPORT
3.1.

This report

There is an acute dearth of participatory research on the social, economic and political dimensions of climate change
with reference to Pakistan in general and with reference to children in particular. This report is an effort to contribute in
filling some of this knowledge gap. It also aims to influence the development thinking, policies and practices for reducing
the vulnerabilities and enhancing the capacities of poor communities, children and youth in Pakistan.
This report is mainly based upon a participatory research undertaken in sampled districts of Pakistan representing its six
administrative and ecological zones. The primary information was collected primarily from age and sex segregated
children and youth groups and also from elderly women and men in sampled communities. Also conducted were
interviews of officials of local administration and government departments and representatives of nongovernment
organizations in the sampled districts. For the research framework and instruments please see annex 1.

3.2.

The Scope

Pakistan is an extremely diverse country in terms of topography, climatic conditions, culture and level of human
development and poverty. The diversity of topography and climate in various regions of Pakistan has not only created
distinctive environmental conditions which influence and determine the livelihood systems and options but also shape
the unique social, economic and political situations in these regions with internal variations and diversities. Broadly,
Pakistan can be divided into six ecological zones, namely:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mountainous North
Potohar Plateau
Western Highlands
Indus Plains
Eastern Desert Zone, and;
The Coastal Belt including Indus Delta

The following matrix represents the proposed geographical coverage and the sample size.
Region

Mountainous North
Potohar Plateau
Indus Plains
Western Highlands
Eastern Desert Zone
Coastal Zone
Total

District, Province and Region

Hunza (GB)
Muzaffarabad (AJK)
Chakwal (Punjab)
Muzaffargarh (Punjab)
Nowshera (KP)
Quetta (Balochistan)
Tharparker (Sindh)
Thatta (Sindh)
8

Number of Communities

03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
24

Respondents*
Age groups
8-13
14-17
M
F
M F
03
03
03 03
03
03
03 03
03
03
03 03
03
03
03 03
03
03
03 03
03
03
03 03
03
03
03 03
03
03
03 03
24
24
24 24

18-24
M F
03 03
03 03
03 03
03 03
03 03
03 03
03 03
03 03
24 24

Elders
M F
03 03
03 03
03 03
03 03
03 03
03 03
03 03
03 03
24 24
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In total 144 children and youth groups representing both sexes (male and female), three age groups (8-13, 14-17 and
18-24); and 48 elder groups representing both sexes; in 24 (8 urban and 16 rural) communities residing in 8 districts,
four provinces and 2 regions (GB and AJK) in 6 larger ecological zones of Pakistan have been studied. Views of about
1440 children/youth and 480 elders representing both sexes and different age groups have been recorded along with
those of more than 70 government officials and representatives on nongovernment organizations.

3.3.

Methodology

Here is a brief description of the methodology adopted for this research:

3.3.1. The Research Team
The core research team was comprised of:
-

The Research Team Leader and Report Writer
Field Research Coordinator
Sector experts, and a;
Research Analyst

Besides within each sampled district a two member research team comprising a field research supervisor and a field
research facilitator was formed. Care was taken that each team should be gender balanced. The following diagram
presents the structure of the research team.

3.3.2. Development of research framework and information collection tools

ii)
iii)

Framework for Focus Group Discussions made with children, youth and elders along with child friendly
participatory research tools like ‘body mapping’ and ‘diamond ranking.
Semi structured questionnaire for officials of local administrations and government departments, and;
Semi structured questionnaires for representatives of nongovernment organizations.
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A comprehensive research framework was drafted based upon the expected outputs of the research study and Plan’s
guidelines and requirements. The framework was divided into three instruments:

Each question/query in the main inquiry framework was explained with example to facilitate the field research team to
generate lively and fruitful discussion and probe the responses.
Each research instrument was translated into Sindhi (for
two districts of Sindh) and Urdu. However the field
research teams were instructed to use the local languages
for discussions with the respondents. Understanding of
the respective local languages was thus a prerequisite for
the field research teams.
3.3.3. Survey of key documents
A survey of key documents was undertaken keeping in
view the overall research framework. The findings of this
exercise are given in section four ‘Pakistan and Climate
Challenge’ wherein the findings of some recent global,
regional and national level documents have been
presented.
The field research team will be taken from universities and
local colleges comprising students of social sciences
departments, wherever found appropriate and from
partner CSOs from the proposed districts.

Muzaffargarh: Children with ‘diamond ranking’ of their priorities.

3.3.4. Training of the field research team
This research has not been undertaken as a mere research
exercise restricted to the collection and presentation of
information only. It was rather designed as an integrated
information collection and stakeholder engagement,
awareness, mobilization and capacity building tool to
generate information as well as create an interest in
research questions among the respondents as well as
information gatherers.
The members of the field research team were thus
selected from local NGOs based in the respective sampled
districts and wherever found appropriate, from higher
academic institutions so that their understanding and
capacity on the research topic could be built for the follow
up programs which Plan International might undertake in
the sampled districts in future.

A girl looks at the 'body map' drawn by her group during a focus
group discussion
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Day 1: Orientation on participatory research techniques and tools to be used for primary information collection along
with guidelines for this process.

8

Each field research team was orientated on the research
framework and primary information collection tools, participatory research techniques and tools. Keeping in view the
proposed geographical spread of the study and structure of the team, a three day training/orientation session was
organized in each target district. The structure of each training event was as follow:

Day 2: On day two, the field research team was taken to field for an ‘on site’ training and testing of their skills and
information collection techniques and tools.
Day 3: In light of second day’s experience, the information collection
tools and techniques were refined or adjusted, if so needed, and
feedback was provided the team.

3.3.5. Training of field research team
The primary information for this research has been collected from
following stakeholders:
1. Children and youth (both sexes and representing three age
groups including 8-13, 14-17 and 18-24)
2. Community members (both sexes)
3. District based civil society groups
4. Official local administrations and government departments.
5. National and international NGOs

Hunza: Gril children in a local school are ranking their
priorities using the 'diamond ranking' tool.

3.3.6. Tabulation of the primary and secondary information for synthesis and analysis
Each field research team compiled the collected primary information in the form of reports and photographs on daily
basis. An audio recording of each FGD was also made after taking due consent from the participants. At some locations,
however, the participants did not consent to the recording.

3.3.7. Report writing
The collected primary information in the form of field
reports, photographs, voice records and interviews of
stakeholders was tabulated, synthesized and analysed
and clubbed under the heading of each district. The
district specific detailed information is contained in
section 5 ‘The Social Science of Climate Change in
Pakistan’.
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Chakwal: Children displaying the body map they drew in the focus
group discussion.

4. PAKISTAN: THE SCIENCE OF CLIMATE CHA[LLE]NGE

The changing climate and unchanging individual and institutional thinking, attitudes, behaviors, policies and practices
towards climate and environment are posing serious challenges to a stable present and a sustainable future. The pace at
which changes in the climate are occurring is much faster than changes being made in existing consumption patterns,
life styles, policies and practices that are necessary if we are to cope with our age’s biggest challenge—the climate
change.
For a country like Pakistan grappling with a long list of issues on social, economic, political and environmental fronts and
where development indicators are dwindling; climate change is complicating the already prevailing challenges. These
include food insecurity, unsustainable livelihood systems, shortage and abundance of water, disease burden, loss of
biodiversity, environmental degradation and a range of climate induced hazards; to name but only a few. The list seems
to be unending.
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Pakistan has a diverse topography and environmental conditions; with high mountains in the north to coast in the south.
In between there are deserts, river basins, plateaus and canal fed and arid agricultural fields. The climate induced
disasters including cyclones, droughts, floods, heavy rains, heat and cold waves etc. recurrently take a heavy toll on
existing development gains.
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Pakistan is included in the list of countries which are deemed highly vulnerable to changing climate patterns. Maplecroft,
a Global Risk Advisory Firm in its Climate Vulnerability Atlas 2011, has listed Pakistan amongst the 16 countries that are
at extreme risk to climate change given their specific social, economic and environmental conditions. The same source
adds that in the next 30 years the vulnerability of these countries will further increase due to an increase in air
temperature, humidity and precipitation.

At start of the last decade, Pakistan witnessed the worst drought of its history while at the end there were worst floods.
This ironic tradition continued as the current decade also started with an unprecedented monsoon spell that affected 22
out of 23 districts of Sindh Province of Pakistan. This is to be noted that the Metrological Department of Pakistan, in
2011, had forecasted a below average monsoon. Climatologists and environmentalists have clearly declared these
events the result of climate variability.
In floods 2010, some 20 million people were affected across the country while in 2011; the monsoon floods in Sindh
affected more than five million people. The majority of population affected by just these two events lived in the rural
areas and is directly or indirectly dependent upon agriculture. The World Bank and ADB in their ‘Floods Damages and
Needs Assessment 2010’ had estimated that the agriculture sector was the worst affected sector of the economy and
sustained losses worth more than five billion dollars. Some recent reports like “Food Insecurity in Pakistan” by
Sustainable Development Policy Institute (SDPI) and South Asia Human Development Report 2011 have identified
[climate induced] disasters as one of the leading causes of food insecurity in Pakistan.
In its final report that appeared in 2010, The Task Force on Climate Change constituted by Planning Commission of
Pakistan back in 2008; identifies three key priority areas for Pakistan vis-à-vis climate change. These include Water
Security, Food Security and Energy Security. The report cautions that climate change will increase the variability of
monsoon rains and enhance the frequency and severity of extreme events such as floods and droughts. The report calls
for taking short and long term measures that could contribute to mitigation of and adaption to climate change by
increasing understanding, awareness and institutional capacities. Where this report is good in portraying the physical







Warming is likely to be above the global mean
Precipitation in summer is likely to increase
Fewer very cold days are very likely. There is very
likely to be an increase in the frequency of
intense precipitation events in some parts of the
region, and;
Extreme rainfall and winds associated with
tropical cyclones are likely to increase.

During the last century, average annual temperature over Pakistan
increased by 0.6 °C, in agreement with the global trend, with the
temperature increase over northern Pakistan being higher than over
southern Pakistan (0.8 °C versus 0.5 °C). Precipitation over Pakistan
also increased on the average by about 25 %.
Studies based on the ensemble outputs of several Global Circulation
Models (GCMs) project that the average temperature over Pakistan
will increase in the range 1.3-1.5 °C by 2020s, 2.5-2.8 °C by 2050s,
and 3.9-4.4 °C by 2080s, corresponding to an increase in average
global surface temperature by 2.8-3.4 °C by the turn of the 21st
century. Precipitation is projected to increase slightly in summer
and decrease in winter with no significant change in annual
precipitation. Furthermore, it is projected that climate change will
increase the variability of monsoon rains and enhance the
frequency and severity of extreme events such as floods and
droughts.

UNDP’s Human Development Report 2007/2008
Source: Planning Commission, Government of Pakistan, Task Force Report on Climate
cautions that the accelerated glacial melt in the Change, 2010
Himalayas will compound already severe ecological
problems across Pakistan, initially increasing floods before reducing the flow of water to river systems vital for irrigation.
The report also notes that in Pakistan, climate models simulate agricultural yield losses of 6–9 percent for wheat with a
1°C increase in temperature adding that during 2005, Pakistan faced temperatures 5–6°C above the regional average.
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The IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report (AR4), 2007
makes certain climate projections for South Asia for
21st century. According to these projections:

Past and Expected Future Climatic Changes over Pakistan
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dimensions and impacts of climate change, it scantly
touches its social, political and economic
repercussions which Pakistan is facing and will have to
face in days to come.

UNDP’s most recent Asia Pacific Human Development Report 2012 ‘One Planet to Share: Sustaining human progress in a
changing climate’ highlights the losses caused by floods 2010 in Pakistan quoting that the event affected 78 of the 141
districts disturbing the lives and livelihoods of more than 20 million people which make up more than 1/10 th of the
country’s population. The report adds that more than 1900 people lost their lives while 1.6 million housing structures
were destroyed.
The report also quotes important facts on Pakistan’s energy generation and consumption patterns. It notes that Pakistan
is one of the major importers of coal in Asia and also uses atomic energy for power generation. The share of renewable
(mostly hydro) in Pakistan’s energy mix is 37.4% while rest is generated through fossil fuels. More than half of country’s
population uses biomass.
The report notes that 25% of Pakistan’s population was below the level of minimum dietary energy consumption in
2006-08. Ironically, the report shows, the situation had not changed since 1990-92. The report also adds that meat
consumption is much lower.
Amplifying the structural dimensions of rural poverty in Pakistan, the report shows that Pakistan has a relatively high
concentration of large landholding, yet 58 percent of farms are smaller than 2 hectares while millions of landless rural
households depend on agricultural wage employment.
The IPCC’s special report on Climate Change ‘Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance Climate
Change Adaptation’ 2012 highlights two very important dimensions of capacity to manage climate triggered extreme
events namely governance and communication. The report emphasizes that countries with institutional and governance
fragilities often lack the capacity to identify and reduce risk and to deal with emergencies and disasters effectively.
Exemplifying Pakistan as a case in sight, the report notes that the problems in terms of managing recover and
emergency management after Pakistan floods is an example illustrating the importance of governance as a subject of
resilience and vulnerability.
On the question of risk communication, the report shows that how risk communication failures have been revealed in
Pakistan floods in 2010 wherein the weak and insufficient risk communication as well as the loss of trust in government
institutions in the context of early warning or climate change adaptation can be seen as a core component of
institutional vulnerability.
The most important climate change potential threats to Pakistan are identified as:

Source: Government of Pakistan, Planning Commission, Task force report on Climate Change, 2010
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The above threats lead to major concerns for Pakistan in terms of its Water Security, Food Security and Energy Security. Some
other climate change related concerns of Pakistan are identified as: Increase in deforestation; loss of biodiversity; increased
health risks (heat strokes, pneumonia, malaria and other vector-borne diseases) and risks to other vulnerable ecosystems (e.g.
rangelands, degraded lands, mountainous areas etc.).
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• Increased variability of monsoon;
• Rapid recession of Hindu Kush-Karakoram-Himalayan (HKH) glaciers threatening water inflows into the Indus River System (IRS);
reduction in capacity of natural reservoirs due to glacier melt and rise in snow line;
• Increased risks of floods and droughts;
• Increased siltation of major dams resulting in greater loss of reservoir capacity;
• Severe water-stressed and heat-stressed conditions in arid and semi-arid regions, leading to reduced agriculture productivity
and power generation;
• Increased upstream intrusion of saline water in the Indus delta, adversely affecting coastal agriculture, mangroves and breeding
grounds of fish; and
• Threat to coastal areas including the city of Karachi due to sea level rise and increased cyclonic activity due to higher sea surface
temperatures.

4.1.

Some Salient Climate Extreme Events in Pakistan Since 1990

2011: Sindh Floods
2010: Indus Floods
2009: Karachi received 205 mm of rain at Masroor Airbase and 143 mm at Airport on 18 & 19 July. Heaviest rainfall earlier
recorded at Karachi Airport was 207 mm on 1st July, 1977. The normal rainfall at Karachi Airport for the periods 1961-1990 and
1971-2000 are respectively 85.5 mm and 66.2 mm.
2007: Record heat wave gripped Pakistan during June, 2007. 48°C temperature was recorded on 9th June at Lahore, a record
repeated after 78 years. Earlier it was recorded on 8th June 1929.
2007: Two super cyclones namely Gonu (02A) of Cat-5 and Yemyin (03B) of Cat-1 developed in the Arabian Sea during June, 2007
and hit Makran coast and adjoining countries. The history of the Arabian Sea at least during the previous century shows no such
events occurring twice in a month.
2006: In Pakistan, monsoon-related flooding resulted in more than 185 deaths from late July through mid-August 2006. In
neighboring eastern Afghanistan, heavy rainfall generated flooding that claimed at least 35 lives.
2005: Heavy rain caused flooding in parts of Balochistan / NWFP and Afghanistan during March. The flooding hit Balochistan
province very adversely. There were more than 30 fatalities in south-western Pakistan.
2005: During June, unusually warm temperatures in the mountainous areas of northern Pakistan accelerated snowmelt and
brought extensive flooding along the Kabul, Swat, Kunar and Chitral rivers.
2003: Heavy rain and snow produced flooding during February (around 17th of February) and was responsible for more than 60
deaths in Balochistan province. Flash flooding washed away parts of roads and highways.
2003: At least one million people were affected by seasonal monsoon rains in southern Pakistan. Heavy rains caused 162 deaths
with 153 fatalities in the Sindh province.
2003: During early June, a heat wave caused maximum temperature to reach 52°C at Jacobabad on the 5th of June; normal highs
in early June are around 44°C.
rd

2001: 620 mm rainfall in Islamabad during 10 hours in the month of July (on 23 of July); it caused flooding in Lai nullah.
1998-2001: History’s worst drought gripped southern parts of Pakistan and parts of surrounding countries.
1999: A severe cyclonic storm hit the coastal areas of Pakistan and India and caused catastrophic damages.
1996: 640 mm of rain was received by Lahore in August 1996, making it the wettest month for Lahore during the period 19612000. Previously the city received 511.7 mm rainfall during August 1976.
1996 437.4 mm rainfall occurred in Lahore during a 3-day period (23-25 August) causing heaviest urban flooding of the city.
1992: Last century’s worst flood in Jhelum river in Pakistan.
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Source: Various reports of Pakistan Meteorological Department, National Climate Data Centre, USA and World Meteorological
Organization

5. PAKISTAN: THE SOCIAL SCIENCE OF CLIMATE CHA[LLE]NGE
This section presents a synthesis of the primary information collected from children and youth and communities. The
details are given in section seven.

5.1.

The Sampled Communities

Urb/Rur
Urban

Hunza
Gulmit

Muzaffarabad
Chella Bandi

Nowshera
Pabbi

Rural

Aliabad

Manak
Payaan
Bella Makri

Pir Piai

Nasirabad

5.2.

Aza Khel

Chakwal
Basti
Malangan
Saloi

Muzaffargarh
Bhutta Pur

Quetta
Kassi Road

Seetpur

Killi Sabeel

Basti
Dorrey

Wasli Wala

Shamozai

Tharparker
Turkiya
Paro
Bhambion
Bheel
Ahmed
Khan Noon

Thatta
Muhallah
Kashingar
M. Ismail
Khaskheli
Karmi
Samoon

The Local Knowledge: Children and Youth’s Vocabulary and Description of Climate, Climate Change
and its Causes
“We do not know what climate change is? But we know heat is increasing and it is unbearable.”
A child in Bhanbio Bheel, Tharpaker

Children and youth groups were asked to share their understanding and perceptions of
seven basic terminologies of climate. It was very encouraging to learn that most of the
groups at almost all the locations enthusiastically expressed their views and extended
their understanding of these terms. One major finding based upon these responses is that
more the level of education or literacy and their quality among the children more aware
were they found of these terminologies. In Hunza, for instance, discussions were made
with respondent groups comprising school children and college youth. Here the
participants reported that in their areas literacy among children and youth was almost
100%. They expressed their views, made statements and tried to define each term. The
following table shows the variety of responses children and youth groups in Hunza made
against each of the basic climate terminologies or concepts.
It was also found that more the association with or dependence on environment and
climate or their resources, more sensitive were children and respondents about them.

Hunza
Terminology

Number of
distinct
statements
and
definitions
Climate
47
Weather
43
Season
37
Atmosphere
37
Temperature
38
Precipitation
44
Environment
40
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In Aliabad (Hunza) the child respondents were of the view that summers were getting hotter while winters were getting
colder. They told that in winters the weather changes very frequently adding that there were heavy rains in summers
due to which crops were damaged. They were of the view that due to the creation of Atta Abad Lake, these changes
were happening. They opined that 5-6 years ago winters used to be longer as compared to now.

14

The respondents were also asked that how they described the climate of their areas. On this question children at almost
all the locations eloquently described the characteristic of their local climatic conditions. Besides this they also told
about the changes they had observed or experienced in the local seasonal settings or weather patterns. At most of the
locations the young respondents told that there had been changes in weather conditions ranging from changes in the
length of the seasons, in seasonal temperature regimes and weathers. At some locations children and youth were found
of the view that the extreme events or their impacts like floods, landslides and water scarcity were the results of
changes which in their view were occurring in the climate.

The girl respondents in Aliabad (14-17) said that the climate in their area was normal and following the same routine.
However the boys of similar age group in the same locality were noted to have different views. They opined that just
few years ago summers were hot and winters were cold. They said that this had totally changed as there were heavy
rains in summers and no snow fall in the winters due to which winter were very cold. They said that even summers had
become cooler compared to what they used to be. They added that due to heavy rains the incidents of flooding and land
sliding had increased and there was an increase in the number of different diseases. They shared that fruits in their area
were not ripening due to lowering of the summer temperature thus affecting their livelihoods.
Another group of youth in Aliabad told the research team due to global warming and greenhouse gases their area was
getting warmer. They said that compared to the last year, this year seemed to be warmer. For instance, they noted, right
from its start the summer had become very hot whereas earlier it was not the case. First it was not raining too much but
after Attabad Lake the frequency and intensity of rains had increased. They also noted that this year, it took crops and
fruits one additional month to ripe. The said that even the winters were getting colder and unpredictability of weathers
had increase. It is changing very frequently adding that on one day it was sunny while the very next day it rained.
In Nasirabad locality of Hunza, the children of age group 8-13 said that previously summers were not as hot as they had
become. They said that now the weather changed very frequently. Sometime it becomes very hot and very quickly it
becomes very cold, they added. They feared that if the situation remained same, the crops would ultimately fail this
year.
In Gulmit, the urban locality of Hunza, the children (8-13) were noted to be of the view that there was change in the
weather patterns of their area largely due to the creation of Attabad Lake on Hunza River back in 2010. Counting the
other factors, they said that air pollution and water pollution were the other two factors for this change. Another group
of children (14-17 boys) blamed the increase in population and CO2 emitted by the vehicle in Pakistan was causing the
change in the weather patterns. They said, “Our parents say that in past the winters were too cold but during summers
it was not too much hot and the weather was normal. But now it has changed. Sometime it becomes very hot and very
quickly it becomes very cold.”
In Gulmit, the young boys (18-24) were noted saying, “Since the creation of Attabad Lake the cold season has increased
and the warm season is becoming less. It is June but still we are wearing warm jackets. It is cold temperature here in
Gulmit. For nine months it is cold while for only three months it’s warm. There is less snow after Attabad but very cold
and it rains like Murree and Islamabad. Now there are more winds. It was not too much cold in December and January
this time but since February onwards it became very cold.”
In Muzaffarabad, the children at different locations said that summers had become hotter, there was an increase in rain
fall and winter had become warmer. They also said that the disease burden had also increased. They termed the
increase in population and cutting of trees as the reasons causing these changes.
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In Muzaffargarh, commenting on the climatic conditions of their areas; the respondents told that the climate of their
areas seemed to have changed. They said that it was not like the one they would experience in the past. To substantiate
their perception they opined that summers had become hotter while intensity of coldness during the winters had
reduced to an extent that sometimes they felt as if these were summers.
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In Nowshera, children and youth noted that climate of their area had changed due to an increase in rains which had
caused the reduction in the hotness of summers while some other groups contested this statement saying that climate
was getting warmer because of pollution and depletion of ozone layer. They also noted that wind storms with dust have
increased in spring and summer as well.

In Quetta, some children and youth groups were noted saying that their areas had dry weather, were chilly and had
become extremely polluted where there was a decline in rainfall with almost no snow fall during last 10 years while in
Tharparker, the dry periods were found to be very much part of children and other respondents’ thinking of climate.
Likewise in Chakwal, some respondent groups were noted as saying that winters were not as cold as they used to be and
the length of autumns and summers had increased and there was a decline in
the frequency of rains.



In Hunza many children and youth groups termed global warming, air
pollution, increase in population and the creation of Attabad Lake as the
reasons for climate change.
In Muzaffarabad, many respondents were of the view that especially since the
earthquake in 2005, the local weather conditions had become unpredictable
and intensity of climatic events like rains, snowfall, summer and winter
temperatures etc. had increased. The school/college going children and
educated youth expressed their concerns opining that changes in the weather
conditions were the result of pollution and increase in traffic. They added that
rapid increase in human population, depletion of ozone layer and
deforestation were some other factors contributing to the climate variability.
A group of young girls in Bella Makri opined that due to some unknown
reasons, earth was getting hotter with every passing year.

Due to air pollution there is a great
impact on the ozone layer. Ten per cent
sun rays are absorbed by the earth
while 90 per cent it reflects back. When
these rays cannot move back due to air
pollution they cause global warming
A girl child in Gulmit, Hunza



In Nowshera, counting the factors contributing to climate change, children and youth groups noted breach in the ozone
layer, vehicular emissions, smoke from brick kilns and industries, bomb blasts, population growth and cutting of trees.
According to children and youth groups in Quetta the population increase, people’s life styles, ignorance towards
climate sensitivity, increase number of automobiles especially smoke emitting rickshaws, deforestation, poor waste
management, use of plastic bags and increase in tourism; were the factors contributing to climate change in their area.
In Tharpaker where children were articulate in describing the changes, most of them were found struggling to
understand the reasons behind those changes. However majority of them termed them as acts of the God/gods as a
punishment to people’s sin, while many others termed ruthless cutting of trees in Thar as the main cause.
We came to know about the climate change through the BBC (British Broadcasting Corporation) radio reports wherein it
was told that big holes had been created in the upper layer of the atmosphere due to which temperature is increasing
day by day. We have also observed a variation in seasonal temperatures. Since we have been ruthlessly cutting trees for
burning them as fuel at homes, the concentration of carbon dioxide and other harmful gases has increased causing the
change in the climate.
A children group in Tharparker

Last year [2011] was very unusual. Early in the year due to severe cold and frost leaves of plants and trees were burnt.
Then in the rainy season the torrential rains inundated hundreds of villages and people lost everything-from homes to
crops and the savings. Why this all happened, we simply do not know.
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Except in Hunza where four local languages are spoken, at none other location, especially children and youth groups and
even the groups comprising elders were found to have no or diminishing knowledge of local names of the months. At
some places although children and young respondents tried to recall the local names of the months, they were only able
to only the names of few months and those two in abrupt order. However at all locations most of the groups were found
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A youth group in Tharparker

to be familiar only with the Gregorian calendar (Jan-Dec) and were able to draw the seasonal calendars according to this
solar calendar.
The local calendar: names of months as described by children and youth groups in Hunza
Months
First month of
the year
Second month
Third month
Fourth month
Fifth month
Sixth month
Seventh month
Eighth month
Ninth month
Tenth month
Eleventh
month
Twelfth month

Local names of months
March
Sambula

Nasirabad
Hud

Gulmit
Ei Toqish

April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January

Bo fauo
Sartan hisa

Yum chila

Hmal
Juza
Sartan
Ausad
Sumbula
Mazan
Akrab
Kous
Juno Jela
Jadey/ Bado Jela

Habba
Tomus
Kumpacz
Hamapoch
Shunderpoch
Surpoch
Das Ei Toqish
Naw Toqish
Hub Toqish
Banz Toqish

February

Joat chila, Dalo

Dalo

Asat hisa
Gharu hisa
Dalo, Thumshaling
Jadi, Humol shalas hisa

Unlike the local names of the months, all the children and youth groups at all locations were found well acquainted with
the local names of the seasons, their duration and general characteristics as well as changes, that were in their view,
occurring in the normal duration and weather conditions associated with each season. Although there were inter and
intra group variations in responses especially when it came to the duration of the seasons, a large majority of children
and youth groups were founding holding the view that duration and the characteristics of the seasons were fluctuating
or showing obvious signs of variability/change.
Children and youth at all the locations also drew seasonal calendars showing their routine social and economic activities
as well as changes, which they thought, were occurring or had occurred in those activities. At most of the locations
children and youth groups, both boys and girls, were found to have great sensitivity towards and good understanding of
livelihood systems and their linkages with or dependence upon climate and natural resources.
Seasons
Winter

Hunza
Bauy,

Youn,
Zimiston
Spring

Gharu

Baharey
Bohor
Summer

Sheni

Waloo
Tobiston
Monsoon

Haralchi

Local names of each season at
Chakwal
Muzaffargarh
Pala
Siayala
Siyala
Pala
Sardi
Bahar
Bahar

Muzaffarabad
Sardi,
Siyala

Nowshera
Jamay
Yakhni

Quetta
Zimai

Tharparker
Siyaro

Thatta
Siaro

Bahar,
Phool Keeli

sparlay

Sparlaye

Wan Phoot

Bahar

Garmmi
Bariyan

Garmi Oray

Garmi

Honala

Dobai

Unharo

Unharo

Sawan

Pashakal

Bahar

Sawan

W’sa

Waskaro

Sanwan

Khisan
Pat Jhar

khazan

Khazan

Khezan

Minai

Pan

Surae

Datu

Sharoo
Tirmo sar
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Autumn
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Sumbula

5.3.

Impacts of Climate Change

At all the locations, children also identified changes that they had observed in the seasons in general and in terms of
temperature and precipitation in particular. Here is the summary:
5.3.1. Changes in seasons in terms of temperature:
Place/Season
Hunza

Winter
. Less snow fall
. Severe cold
. Temperature is going
down year by year
.More cold winds

Spring
. Low temperature
. Access water in
glaciers
. Temperature
decreased
. Very cold
. Up to June we are
facing freezing
weather

Summer
. Temperature
increased
Frequent
temperature change
More heat more than
before
. Temperature
touching 40 to 42 CC.

Monsoon
Children could not
identify temperature
changes in this
season

Muzaffarabad

. Last time winter was too
cold
. Winter was not too cold
rather it was hot like as if
was early summer
. Velocity of winter winds
has increased
. Winters have reduced to
two months only.
. Not colder as these used to
be in the past
. Getting hotter.
. Getting intense

. Last spring was
normal
. Last spring was
colder than last three
years
. Change in the
duration of spring
Duration of spring has
shrunk

. Hotter than ever
before
. Duration has
reduced.
. Intensity of summer
has increased

Children could not
identify

. Longer summers
. Hot summers

Children could not
identify

Children could not
identify

Winters directly
transform into
summer with no
spring in between
. Duration and natural
characteristics of
springs have
disturbed

Getting more intense

Children could not
identify

Children could not
identify

For last 8-10 years
temperature has
been on the rise

Children could not
identify

. Becoming more
intense.
. Have become
longer.
. During some years,
summer season is
shorter and is not too
hot but in other it is
longer and hotter.
. Heat is increasing
and with it the
intensity of wind
storms.
Summers are hotter
than what these used
to be.
. Summers are not as
severe as these used
to be.

Children could not
identify

. No major change. .
For the last 3 to 4
years strong winds
have been blowing
during the autumn
which cause dusty
atmosphere in this
area
Children could not
identify

Quetta

.Intensity has decreased
. This year the winter
season was extended till
May and the intensity of the
weather was also high

Tharparker

. Have become colder.
. During some years, winters
are colder and in others
they are not so cold.
. Winters are not as cold as
they used to be.
. Due to last year [2011]
rains, the winters in 201112 were cooler than the
normal.

Children could not
identify

Thatta

.Last winter was colder than
the normal.

. Spring lasts longer
compared to what it
used to be.
. No change.

Temperature
in
monsoon fluctuates

Duration of autumn
season seems to have
increased.
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Muzaffagarh
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Nowshera

Autumn
. Low temperature
. Cold air
. Very cold
. Temp Decreased
. In the month of
October and
November, the
weather of Aliabad
become windy with
storm
. No change
. Duration of the
autumn season
appears to have
increased over the
years.

5.3.2. Changes in seasons in terms of precipitation:
Place/Season
Hunza

Winter
. Increase in cold
. Last year in 2011, there
was no snow fall
. In 2010 the snow fall
continued till the month
of march, but in 2011
there was no rain.

Spring
. Heavy rain fall
. Due to climate
change it is raining
in spring months

Summer
. Increase in rain fall
. Erratic rains

Monsoon
. More rain shower
with thunderstorm

Muzaffarabad

. During last winter
season there were heavy
rains
. The intensity and
frequency of winter rains
have increased.
Frequency of winter rains
has decreased
. Winter rains are getting
erratic
. Increase in foggy days
. Frequency of rains has
decreased and that of
snowfall has almost
finished.
. Snow fall has decreased
from 1-2 feet few years
back to mere 3 to 4 inches
now

There were more
rains and storms
than usual

. There were more rains in
last summer due to which
the intensity of summer had
reduced.

Torrential rains
during last monsoon
season

Less rains

No rains

Heavy rains-flooding

Tharparker

More rainfall during
winter.
. Some years back,
sometimes it would hail in
the winter. For last few
years people had not
witnessed this
phenomenon. People
think it is due to heating
up of the winters.

. Springs have
become shorter.
. There is no
rainfall. Many
people do not
recognize Spring as
a distinct season in
Thar.

Thatta

. Winter rains have
reduced
. Winter rains have
increased

Quetta

Sometime it rains
during spring
This year there was
unexpected rains in
spring

Rains have become
erratic
. Summer rains have almost
diminished
. 10 years ago a drought
started that continued for
almost seven years and
ended just 2 to 3 years back
. Last year the summer rains
were sufficient and people
were quite satisfied.
Last year there was heavy
rainfall.

. Summer rains have
increased

Unpredictable rains

. For last three
years, there have
been more rains
during the rainy
season. Last year
there were intense
rains.
. Rainy season
seems to have
extended to the
winter months.
. Rainfall patterns
have drastically
changed.
. Length of the rainy
season has
increased
. There are more
rains in the rainy
season as witnessed
during 2010 and
2011

Very dry season
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Muzaffagarh
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Nowshera

Autumn
. Windy
. There is too much
rain due to high
glaciers and high
mountains
. There is change,
due to Rakaposhi,
as it is the third
highest mountain of
Pakistan and is
positioned in the
front of Hunza

Besides identifying the changes which children and youth thought had occurred in the temperature and precipitation
regimes, at all locations children and youth groups also identified the impacts of these changes. According to them the
changes in temperature and precipitation had disturbed cropping patterns, crop and fruit yields, livelihood systems,
increase in disease burden etc.
5.3.3. Climate Induced Hazards Identified by Children and Youth
Children and youth groups at all locations identified the prevalence of a number of climate induced hazards in their
areas and also told their local names as well as the impacts of these hazards. Many groups opined that the changes in
climatic conditions were contributing into increasing the frequency and intensity of these hazards.
Hazards
Droughts leading to water
stress
Torrential rains or untimely
rains leading to flooding
Cyclones
Tornadoes
Forest or grassland fires
Hot winds
Cold winds
Desertification
Coastal inundation
Sea intrusion
Upland farming-deforestation
leading to land sliding or mud
sliding
Glacial lakes and their
outbursts
Wind erosion
Soil erosion
Extinction or endangerment of
species (flora and fauna)
Change in agricultural yields
Change is fish catch etc.
Conflicts (on resources etc.)
Avalanche
Lightening
Windstorms
Hailstorms
Dust storms
Others

Hunza

Muzaffarabad

●
●

●

●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

Nowshera

Chakwal

●

●

●

●
●

●
●

Muzaffargarh

Quetta

Tharparker

Thatta

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
●

●
●
●

●

●

●
●
●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●
●
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Comparing the traditional and improved coping mechanisms to face disasters, especially the youth groups at locations
like Hunza, Muzaffargarh and Thatta acknowledged that nongovernment organizations had created awareness about
the disaster preparedness, established community based early warning systems and helped communities to get
organized for disaster management.

5.4.

Climate Change and Development Issues

5.4.1. Water for Drinking and Irrigation
Children and youth at almost all the locations vociferously counted the scarcity and contamination of water.
Contamination and scarcity of drinking water and scarcity of irrigation water was noted to be one of the major concerns
of the respondents.
In Hunza some children and youth groups told that they were facing a shortage of water especially for agricultural
purposes. They told that due to consistent cold the glaciers were not melting due to this the wheat harvesting was
delayed for almost a month this year. They said that there was no coping mechanism to deal with this problem. They
said that due to floods the irrigation water channels were damaged which could not be repaired.
Some other groups in Hunza opined that due to increase in population drinking water was getting scarce while some
youth group criticized the concerned government departments for poor water management which was the real cause of
water shortage.
At all three locations of Muzaffarabad, the respondents told that a considerable number of springs had dried due to
which people were facing water shortage.
In Nowshera, the respondents told that in their areas public water supply schemes were available but the water that
was being supplied was contaminated. The elderly members of the community and some youth groups told that water
table had gone down to 100 feet whereas just few years back it was at 25 to 30 feet. Almost all the groups complained
that especially after the floods 2010, the ground water at various locations had become saline. In Pubi, the urban
location of Nowshera, the respondents told that especially during summer the drinking became scarce.
Scarcity of water was also echoed in Chakwal where the respondents told that especially during the summer they had to
face water shortage. They said that although public water supply schemes have been provided but still they were facing
the water shortage.
In Muzaffargarh, almost all the respondents were unanimous in their view that availability of water for drinking and
irrigation was not an issue in their areas. However they pointed that quality of drinking water was an issue as well as
high costs involved in irrigating the fields owing to high costs of diesel as people mostly use diesel pump run tube wells.
In the urban locality of Quetta, the youth groups told that water supply system in their area had outlived its life. The
underground water supply pipes have eroded causing the mixing of drinking water with sewage, they added. Almost all
the respondents groups shared the view that due to long drought and decrease in rains; streams had run dry, water
table had fallen to 1200 to 1500 feet forcing people to resort to purchase highly contaminated water. This water, they
added, takes a heavy toll on people’s incomes and health. At the rural locations the youth groups told that due to
consistent water shortage and drought the agriculture had reached at the verge of total destruction.
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Sweet Water and Bitter Water
In Mithi city and at some other places, piped water supply is available. However the water supply is intermittent and people have to
resort to wells and ponds. Here the children told that they gott water from government water supply only once a month. They
termed this water as ‘sweet water’. They said that for twenty nine days of a month they had to use ground water from the wells
which they termed as ‘bitter water’.
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In Tharparker, acute water shortage was pointed out by almost all the respondents. The respondents told that they had
to cover long distances to haul the drinking water. Largely this job is performed by women and young girls, they told.
The respondents told that the available drinking water was mostly brackish but they had become used to its
consumption.

On the question of water table, the respondents told that normally ground water
became available at 300 ft. and wells were the only source of water for majority
of households. The respondents also told that most of Thar is rain-fed and timely
and sufficient rains are the most sought after things in this desert. They said that
during winter the water table fell and many wells ran dry. On the question of
water management, the respondents told that during rainy season, people use
water collected in the water ponds or depressions. At some places people have
constructed covered water tanks to stop evaporation.


“We are dying due to absence of water.
The rich people [in Thatta City] use as
much water as they desire while poor
had not enough even for their bare
minimum needs.”
“We do not have any time for
education. Our whole day is consumed
in household chores and mostly in
fetching water.”
Quotes from girls of Kashingar Muhallah,
Thatta



The issue of sea intrusion and
biodiversity loss [in Thatta] are a
result of reduction in the Indus
water flows. This is a clear
violation of the [Interprovincial]
Indus Water Treaty of 1991.
A young boy at village Karmi Samoon

Children and youth in the Karmi Samoon village of Thatta told that they had
to face great difficulty in accessing the drinking water. The water table lies at
60-70 feet and even at this depth, the water is brackish due to consistent sea
intrusion. According to community elders this was not the case at the time
when Sindhu (river Indus) used to bring sufficient water to the river. The
decrease in Indus’s flow has destroyed the delta and the mangrove forest
affecting the fish catch. The agricultural activity has also been severely
affected. Women and young girls in this village told that they had to face a lot
of problems in this context as most of their time and energies were
consumed in search of water. They said that considerable portions of their
household incomes were consumed on purchasing water cans at very high
prices from the water vendor. Even this water is unhygienic and results in the
outbreak of many diseases especially diarrhea, the women and girls added.
The elderly and the youth groups in the Karmi Samoon village also told that
they were having a severe problem of drainage. 80% people in the village rely
on agriculture and fishing and complained that sea intrusion was the main
issue being faced on their part since no fresh water of Indus was released into
the sea.

In Ismail Khaskheli, another rural location of Thatta, lack of drinking water supply and sanitation was noted to have been
causing widespread water borne diseases of which diarrhea happened to be the major killer. During focal group
discussion it was told that last month two children died due to diarrhea. Although people in this village have installed
hand-pumps but they purchase drinking water cans from private vendors. ‘Even this water is not drinkable but people
have no other choice’ one of the youth groups commented. They said that they had to carry big pots on their heads and
walk miles to bring water.
Likewise there is a dearth of drinking water in Kashingar Mohalla as there
is no public water supply scheme available. According to girls of this area
diarrhea spread rapidly in their area as sanitation was poor and safe
drinking water unavailable. The added that people already suffering from
the poor diets became more vulnerable to this situation.
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A child water vendor in Thatta: Scarcity of
clean drinking water is an issue of gigantic
scale for most of the poor communities
across this largest district of Sindh that lies
next to Pakistan’s Financial Capital Karachi.
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Too young for too big a task:

5.4.2. Forced Population Migration or Displacement
Most of the respondent, children, youth and elderly, in Hunza were of the view that people were migrating from Hunza
not because of change in climate or climate induced hazards but for education, jobs and business purposes. They added
that many households also move temporarily in winter to the warmer places downstream. However in past many people
had migrated due to shortage of land for cultivation. Hundreds of families from “Ayeenabad” had to shift to relief
camps/temporary shelters as their lands and houses had been submerged in the Hunza Lake created due to blockage of
Hunza river by Attabad land slide back in 2010. These families are living in shelters camps, in harsh weather condition
and are facing different problems.
Children and youth groups also reported that some residents of Nasirabad have migrated due to shortage of water. In
Nasirabad there is no glacier. Therefore people purchase water from Nagar Gulmit for irrigation. In Nasirabad the youth
group (18-24 boys) reported, “Due to population increase the already stressed water resource have becomes insufficient
for the people. They cannot do anything for this as they are borrowing it from Nagar. The shortage of water is great
challenge for us.
Most of the respondents in Muzaffarbad’s three locations told that they had not migrated ever in the hands of some
climate induced calamity. However a good number of them said that during the Kashmir earthquake 2005 they had to
be displaced to the relief camps temporarily. Some respondents also told that even in 2010 floods they had to be
displaced temporarily moving to Haripur and Rawalpindi and some other locations. They said, ‘we didn’t migrate
anywhere but due to earthquake we shifted temporally in tents. Now we have built our houses.’
In Nowshera, children and youth groups told that temporary displacement did occur during floods 2010. Some families,
they added, of their area whose house were damaged migrated temporarily to other locations but returned after the
water receded. They told that their relatives offered them shelter adding that the displaced families had become a huge
burden on the poor host families. Similarly in Muzaffargarh the children and youth groups told that during the flood of
2010 they had to get displaced from Muzaffargarh to safer places.
Although the respondent in Quetta did not mention any incident of forced displacement of people in the hands of
climatic shocks, our field researchers have reported that many families have migrated to other areas of the province or
the country due to scarcity of water. They also add that owing to unrest in the city caused by ethnic and sectarian
conflict, many families have fled to safe places.
In Tharparker, the respondents told that displacement had been part and parcel of people of their area. Although some
children were found to have no idea of displacement, the youth groups told that many families who depend upon labor
and livestock move to upper parts of Sindh during the harvesting season. They also told that drought occured every 2-3
years in their areas and this is the time when people along with livestock move to other parts of Sindh in search of labor
and water and fodder for their livestock. Mostly people move to Nawabshah, Mirpur, Sanghar, Jhuddo, Umerkot and
Ghotki. Due to floods in 2011, people had to leave their homes and they took refuge in shelter camps and on the sand
dunes and were depending on relief provided by government and nongovernment agencies.

The women told that they had always suffered a lot whenever a disaster struck. They said that especially the pregnant
women were most vulnerable who were compelled to give birth in the shelter camps. The said that they were normally
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The elders in Karim Samoon shared that in 1999 due to cyclone, in 2004 due to Indian Ocean Tsunami, and in 2010 due
to cyclone Phet, people from the coastal areas of Thatta were forced to evacuate their villages. They said that this
dispersion had serious consequences for children. It divided families and disrupted social networks and interrupted
children’s education.
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The most touching accounts of forced displacement were reported by children and youth groups in Thatta. Here are
some accounts:

not allowed to move out of the houses but disasters shattered every traditional norms. They also narrated the story of a
fellow young woman who died during pregnancy in floods 2010.
Young respondents in Karmi Samoon told that sea intrusion had swallowed 22 villages as out of 33 villages only 11
villages in their locality are left.
In an FGD, the young women lodged a protest against the ignorance of government towards their plight. They
complained that whenever any disaster struck, they were forced to migrate. One of the old women while telling the
story of her grievances said, ‘we were totally shaken from all ways during the cyclone of [sic] 1964,we left everything at
home and migrated to refugee camps without knowing where to go and what to do.’
Sharing their memories, the elderly men in Karmi Samoon told that in 1999 and later in 2010, they were forced to
migrate and face many problems because it was difficult for them to get their women out of houses whereas in case of
children they had to cope with the similar situation.
During the flood of 2010 people of Kashingar Muhallah were forced to vacate and many of the people who migrated
have not returned. It was reported by respondent in this locality.
The girls in Kashingar Muhallah told that they found it more difficult than men to escape from a catastrophic event. They
said that the warnings of super flood of 2010 created confusion among them. One of the girls desperately cried and said,
“We did not know what to do and what not to do, where to go and where to migrate. Our children were crying
helplessly and there was no one to help us”. Hundreds of women had to migrate in 2010.

5.4.3. Food Security
In Aliabad, Hunza, children and youth groups told that food
insecurity was not a major issue in their area. However at
other two locations, Nasirabad and Gulmit the respondents
opined that there was a direct link between food insecurity
and climate as if the climate is not favorable it damages the
crops and creates a shortage of food. They told that farmers
in their area grew potatoes as the main cash crop round the
year and it depended on favorable climate.
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The IDPs of Ayeenabad living in shelter camps, since 2010, have lost their cultivated land, orchards, houses- each and every thing in
the Attabad Disaster. They told, “When we were in our village; there was no problem for us. We would do farming and we had
everything at that time. We would easily afford the fee of our children as we used to earn well from the selling of our crops. After
the disaster we are facing many problems including food security. For the last two years Government of China has been providing
food items to us. We do not know how long China will continue to support us.”
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Some other groups in Hunza told that sometimes food
shortage was created due to different incidents. For instance,
the said, few months back due to massacre in Kohistan and
Chilas, Karakoram highway remained blocked for many days
Inside view of a poultry farm in Thatta. For thousands of poor
which severely affected the transportation of food items to
families in this one of the poorest and most vulnerable
their area. They added that Attabad disaster had severely
districts of Pakistan, regular availability of balance and
affected the agricultural activity in their as the creation of the lake
nutritious food is a distant dream.
had hampered mobility of people and transportation of goods.

Most of the respondents in Muzaffarabad viewed a clear link between climate [change] and food security counting other
local factors too that had contributed in food insecurity at local level. A large number of respondents argued that since
2005 their households had not been able to fully restore their economies. They said that prior to the earthquake they
used to keep livestock but with the shock of earthquake coupled with consistent rise in the prices of commodities
including livestock, and reduction in the size of pastures their ability to afford livestock had eroded contributing directly
to household food insecurity.
A large number of respondents were of the view that there was no change in their food intake patterns and hence there
was no issue of food security. However many children acknowledged the existence of food insecurity, but they were not
able to fully comprehend and explain the whole situation.
“Due to too hot summer our crops were damaged. We could not cope with the situation and are now facing
food shortage”
A girl from Bella Makri, Muzaffarabad

Some children and youth groups argued that due to change in environment taste of food had changed. Counting other
factors contributing to food insecurity, some respondents viewed that decrease in number of households keeping
livestock and reduction in the size of cultivable pieces of lands due to increase in population had actually contributed to
food insecurity for a large number of households, including their own.


We don’t know what to do with
the food insecurity issue. But we
want that some steps are taken
to safeguard our future.”
A youth group in Pabbi, Nowshera



In Nowshera children and youth groups while analyzing the linkages between
climate change and food insecurity said that Floods [2010] caused heavy
damage to crops and caused the shortage of food and water. The fields
damaged by floods in 2010 required farmers a lot of effort and money for their
restoration. The break thus occurred in the production and payment cycles
have also affected the food production, they opined.
Counting other factors contributing to food insecurity some children and youth
groups said that the wind storms, hail and dry weather affected fruit trees as
well as freshly harvested grain stocks. Women and girls in Nowshera opined
that the prices of food items were extremely high but their quality had
deteriorated affecting the public health. They also complained of adulteration
of food items as one factor contributing to food insecurity.

In Muzaffargarh, most of the respondents said that food insecurity was not a major issue in their areas. However they
acknowledged that during floods and in case of crop failure owing to climatic shocks, food stocks are damaged which
cause the food insecurity. They also pointed out that high food prices also affect the food intake as people resort to
reducing the food consumption during the periods of stress. Sharing their ordeals some respondents told that during
floods 2010, a large number of livestock perished which has caused household food insecurity as people are unable to
fulfill their dairy needs.
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A story narrated by children of their friend Dhanki and her sister in Turkiya Paro, Mithi.
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“Last month Dhanki died spitting blood. Doctor said she had TB. Dhanki’s sister is also suffering from same disease.
Doctor says her TB is the result of severe malnutrition.”

“Last year *2011+, during rains we ate nothing. We had nothing at our home to give to our children. For
many days we kept on waiting for the outside aid. When it arrived from government and nongovernment
organizations, it was only for few days. Afterwards our hardships restarted and are continued till today.”
Children at Bhanbion Bheel and Ahmed Khan Noon
“We do not know what food insecurity is. We are satisfied whatever food is available to us. Two times meal
a day is a sign of prosperity for us.”
A girl at Bhanbion Bheel
We Tharis totally depend on rains. Our prosperity and poverty move with the cycle of rains. If there are
rains, it means we are rich, and if it does not, we stand poor.
An elderly woman in Bhanbion Bheel

In Thatta, the young women at all the locations told that food security had direct impact on them. They said that food
crisis led them to malnutrition and ultimately it impacted the health of children.
Sharing their experiences, men in Karmi Samoon told that during the cyclone of 1999 and floods of 2010 farmers faced
numerous problems with respect to the cultivation of cops. They said that their crops were totally destroyed by the
flood such as wheat, rice and other vegetables. Due to this the food security came at stake. Being located in the coastal
area, Village Karmi Samoo always has always suffered a lot at the hands of disaster. Food security is one of the main
issues that has always negatively impacted the said village. During discussion
women said that whenever disaster had occurred their agriculture lands were
destroyed which led to hunger and malnutrition.



Girls in Kashingar Muhallah said that floods had ruined the lives of residents of
Kashingar Muhallah. They said that floods had derived them to the depth of
poverty and they were at the verge of complete desolation. ‘We take very little
food- hardly enough to keep our lives intact’ they deplored. Malnutrition was
reported to have broken the backbone of the Kashingar Muhallah community.
The local residents are reported to have lost their ability to afford a balanced food
since long.

A 13 year old child at village Karmi Samoon,
Thatta
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In Kashingar Muhallah it was reported that people here train their children for
begging. There are households whose children and girls indulge in prostitution
and men in selling drugs. Poverty and hunger were reported by these households
as the main causes forcing them to get involved in these activities.

“In times of flood or when the
crops are not good, animals do not
have anything to eat: our crops are
always bad and we do not have
adequate food. There is not enough
money to purchase school supplies
for me and my sister. My father is
poor because of disasters.”
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In village Ismail Khaskheli the women respondents told that whenever the flash
flood struck their locality, people faced difficulties in shape of food shortage.

5.4.4. Climate Change and Livelihoods
A camel herd is grazing in Tharparker: The local economy is highly
dependent upon livestock and hence availability of fodder and water for
livestock. This area has been facing recurrent droughts which force
people to temporary migration to barrage or canal fed areas or where
they could find labor for them and water and fodder for livestock.

Children and youth groups at all locations identified
the impacts of changing climate patterns on different
livelihood options. They highlighted that how
different livelihood sources were impacted by climate
and any change in weather conditions adding that
most vulnerable livelihood sources were those
directly dependent upon natural resources like
agriculture, livestock and horticulture etc.
Respondents in Kashingar Muhallah shared that there were some women in their locality who were forced to opt for
prostitution as their source of livelihood. In the same locality children shared that they sell balloons, peanuts, work as
domestic workers, collect fuel wood and transport water. These children told that they had to change their business
with change in the season and weather conditions. They said that during winter they sell popcorns and peanuts and in
summer they sell balloons. There were also young girls in a focus group discussion who reported to generate income
through singing, dancing and prostitution. They said that floods had pushed many families in their locality into these
businesses.

5.4.5. Climate Change and Health
Children and youth at all locations identified a number of communicable and
non- communicable diseases, their local names, their symptoms, seasons in
which a specific disease occurs and also tried to explain the linkages of
disease burden with climate change. They also reported the incidents of
child mortality and morbidity and analyzed these incidents in the context of
climate and changes in it.
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In Muzaffarabad, children told that in their area incidents of eye infection, different kind of allergies, scabies, fever and
cough normally occur during summer while flu was a winter’s ailment.
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In Hunza, children and youth groups told that incidents of chicken pox,
headache, diarrhea and typhoid normally occur during summers while
A board announcing the presence of a Basic backache, joints pain, pneumonia and pharyngitis during winter. They
Health Unit (BHU) in Chakwal: At most of the viewed that there was a link between climate change and child mortality and
locations, the respondents complained of the non- morbidity because infants suffer from pneumonia during winter. They said
availability of health services.
that due to change in climate there was an increase in different diseases like
chest pain, fever, tonsils which the considered directly affect the health of
children.

In Nowshera, children were of the view that diarrhea, scabies and heatstroke affect their health during summer.
Commenting on child mortality and morbidity, children guessed that air pollution had had a contribution in child
mortality and morbidity. In Aza Khel, the children told that 30 babies were born in their area out of which nine died.
Other respondents commented that diarrhea was the main killer of children in their area. They blamed the
contaminated drinking water as the sole reasons besides lack of awareness. Some respondents opined that the birth of
babies with disability was also an outcome of pollution.
In Quetta, children told that in their area incidents of malaria and diarrhea normally occur during spring and summer. In
Tharparker children told that scabies, measles and cholera are the diseases of summer while winters brought TB and
chicken pox. In their view, rainy season brings the skin infections. They said that children in their area had died due to
different diseases; among them T.B is one. They emphasized that there was no health facility in their area due to which
patients had to suffer a lot. Many patients including pregnant women, they told, with critical condition die on their way
to hospitals. They said that children often get affected with scabies and fever and 3 to 4 children die every year due to
fever and cholera. (It was told in Bhanbion Bheel). Some groups also counted measles as the cause of children death in
their area.
In all the three localities of Thatta, the respondents were unanimous in their view that poverty, poor sanitation and
unavailability of clean drinking water were the cause of many diseases. At none of the locations was available any formal
health facility due to which provision of these facilities was among the top demands of the respondents. In village Karmi
Samoon, the child respondents reported three cases of child death that died due to Gastro in the aftermaths of flood
2011.

5.4.6. Climate Change and Poverty
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According to the children in Aliabad, there is a link between poverty/wellbeing and climate changes owing to the fact
that most of the people in Hunza earn their living from agriculture sector. They said that even other businesses had a
link with climate. For instance, they told, people of Hunza suffered a lot due to the Attabad disaster. Potato was the
main source of income of majority of the people before Attabad disaster. After Attabad Lake around 70-80% people
have totally lost their income source due to accessibility issues. The children said that affectees’ incomes had reduced
because they lost each and every thing in the disaster. The children added that although the affectees living in the
camps were trying to send their children to schools, their studies had suffered.
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Child participants of a focus group discussion in
Kashingar Muhallah in Thatta: Kashingarh Muhallah
is one of the poor of the poorest communities of
Thatta city and was worst affected by floods in 2010
which forced the community to displace on safe
locations. Many children in this community
contribute in their household incomes by selling
popcorns and peanuts in winter and balloons in
summers and by working as domestic servants.
Some children were reported to resort to begging
and some even to prostitution. Poverty was counted
by all the respondents as they key factor pushing
many children into labor markets and floods in 2010
had exacerbated the poverty levels.

In Nasirabad, Hunza, most of the respondents thought that no one in their area was poor, because 99 % of the people
were farmers and managed to earn good living and afford the education and health of their children.

Explaining the local concept of poverty and affluence, the children in Muzaffarabad said that the local word for a poor
person is Ghareeb and for an affluent one is Ameer. They said that a ghareeb is one who possess no land or has a small
piece of land, who has a small house made of local material, has no or a small number of livestock.
Most of the respondents opined that after the earthquake in 2005, the poverty level in their areas had increased as
people had lost their assets especially the income earning family members, pieces of agricultural lands, housing
structures and livestock. However many among them acknowledged that there was an improvement in the housing
stock as people had received compensation as well as government instructions to build earthquake resistant structures.
Analyzing the impacts of climate induced hazards/disasters, the respondents told that floods in 2010 had caused
destruction of crops, housing structures and local infrastructures and had thus contributed to poverty.
“Rich people can afford all good delicious food items. Poor buy the cheapest and low quality food. Reduced crop
productions due to weather changes have impacted the food availability and variety for children and all population in
our area.”
A children group in Pir Piai
Sharing their perceptions of poverty and affluence, children and youth groups in Nowshera said that a poor child is one
whose parents are poor and depend upon alms and charity. Rich people go to Hajj (pilgrimage) and
abroad for tourism. They said that the rich families took good care of their children while the poor “Poor children
families did not afford to provide even basic food to their children. They opined that the do not go to
school. They go
identification of poor children could be made from their living. Poor children are not looked after for
for begging.”
their health and educational needs. They work at auto-mechanic workshops or
at tailoring shops.
A child in Aza Khel,
“The clothes tell
Nowshera
the background
Some children groups were of the view that changes in weather conditions affected the farmers and
of children. Poor
laborers the most. And when the parents suffer or when they are affected the children are directly
children have
or indirectly affected too, the opined. They said that many farmers lost their land holdings in floods
yellow faces and
2010.
dirty old
clothes.”
Some youth groups told that the prices of land in Nowshera since floods 2010 had gone down like
A child in Pabbi,
never before. People have lost their properties and assets which had contributed in the poverty of
Nowshera
their children.
In Chakwal, some children and youth groups said that climate or weathers did not cause poverty or wellbeing.
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Almost all respondents in Quetta were found holding the view that child poverty was high and the level of child labor in
different trades was also very high in Quetta. The eroding economic conditions in the hands of drought and conflict had
pushed many families to poverty and forcing children to contribute to household incomes, they opined.
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Many children and young respondents in Muzaffargarh shared that child labor was an issue in their area as to support
their families children had to get involved in labor/economic activities. Describing the poverty and its characteristics, the
children said that a poor child was one whose parents were not able to send him/her to school, keep him/her engaged
in economic activities like menial labor.

“Poverty
is
increasing. We
are living on
foreign aid”

Elders in village Ahmed Khan Noon, Tharparker told that they had to
engage all members of the family including children both boys and girls to
fetch water from the far flung areas. They said that their lives revolved
around water. They said that they wanted to send their children to schools
but their landlord often kept their children engaged in Begaar (forced
labor).

“Our children do not
play with toys. Poverty
plays with us.”
An old women in
Tharparker

A young girl in
Tharparker whose
family was
affected by floods
2011

Describing the characteristics of rich and poor, the children and young respondents said that rich
people possessed large flocks of livestock, had good clothes, had money in their pockets, have
government jobs, had few children, had big tracts of fertile lands and had large incomes. Poor on the
other hand, they continued, have more daughters, have small pieces of land most of which are
infertile, have small flocks comprising mostly of sick and weak animals, who earn through daily wage labor. Linking
poverty with the droughts, they said, ‘whenever a drought strikes, and it strikes recurrently, livestock perish and the
poverty and misery of the poor exacerbated.’
“Our children labor with us. They weave carpets; make bricks on brick-kilns, graze cattle and harvest crop. We know they
should instead be going to schools. But we cannot help them, for we are very poor.”
A women in Tharparker

Women in Bhanbion Bheel lamented that they we have been poor since ages. The
said that a failed monsoon always followed by an increase in their hardships. They
told that their men go to other districts of Sindh for labor and sometime the
whole family including the children had to move along for labor. A group of
children in the same community remarked that they played with poverty instead
of sport items. ‘Our parents are poor and they do not have money to buy us sport
goods. They do not have enough to feed us twice a day, even. When we fall sick,
they do not have enough money to take us to the doctor” they deplored.
“Climate hits only those who are poor. If it rains heavily, the poor’s houses are
destroyed and it take them very long to get recovered. The rich people’s homes
withstand the rains and if damaged they quickly get them repaired.”
“Last year floods have completely changed our lives. We had never spread our
hands for help in front of anybody. But now we are asking everybody for help.”


“Ghareeb (poor) is one who is
Bheel. Sahookar (rich) is one who is
Muslim. Sahookaars have big pieces
of lands and huge flocks of livestock.
Ghareeb do not have these
belongings.”
Quote of a Bheel Child in Bhanbion Bheel



Quotes of young women from Bhanbion Bheel and Turkiya Paro, Tharparker

In the surveyed communities of Thatta, majority of the people were poor mostly depending on the agriculture, fishing
and menial labor. The respondents reported that consecutive disasters had destroyed hundreds of acres of agricultural
lands and have ruined their businesses rendering them poorer.
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In Hunza, on the question of child protection, most of the respondents were of the view that there child protection was
not an issue in the areas since issues like kidnapping, killing were almost non-existent. Some respondents were of the
view that although issues like kidnapping were not common, child labor was a big local issue.
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5.4.7. Climate Change and Child Protection

In Gulmit, children told after the Attabad disaster, the schools remained closed for almost six months due to which their
education was affected. Most of the children were unable to attend their educational institutions (especially female
students) due to accessibility and safety issues. They said that after the Attabad disaster local youth had got involved in
loading and unloading of trucks coming from China.
Commenting on the issue of child protection, almost all respondents in Muzaffarabad acknowledged that child labor and
exploitation of children at the workplaces were big issues. The child respondents shared that corporal punishment in
schools was also an issue affecting their protection. However the respondents were not able to contextualize the child
protection issues with the climate or climate induced vagaries.
In Nowshera, children thought that child protection includes protection of children from hot and cold weather and
provision of food and education. They said that when children are not protected from germs and social evils, question of
child protection arises. Parents normally do not care for hygiene of their children. This situation challenges the safety of
children from diseases, they added.
Most of the boys were of the view that child protection was not an issue in their area. However the girls argued that
were indeed problems like girls were not allowed to attend schools especially when they are at some distance from
homes. Some girls also mentioned that strictly observing veil as was expected from them was also an issue when it came
to their mobility and attending educational institutions.
In Quetta children and youth respondents told that discrimination and exploitation on the accounts of ethnicity, sect
and class was common while child abuse and violence was also a common practice. Some children also shared that
various child protection issues were also common owing to high rate of child labor. They added that many children were
forced to labor owing to poverty which had increased due to consistent drought, failure of agriculture and unrest that
had affected the livelihood systems and people’s income earning options.
When women of Ahmed Khan Noon in Tharparker were asked of protection of their children they said they were not
worried about their children. ‘We have never bothered where do our children go and what they do’, they added.
Participants of other groups told that child protection was not an issue in their area. They said that it was natural for
parents to protect their children. They told that their local Panchayat System functioned well and thus they felt secure.
They claimed that nobody could dare to touch their children. However some participants of focus group discussions
shared their fears that with the arrival of laborers working on Thar Coal Project, they felt insecure for their girls, children
and other belongings.
In Thatta, according to respondents, ‘Lik’, ‘Bachao’ and ‘Baran Jo Bachao’ are common local terms used for protection
and child protection respectively. During the heavy rain of 2011 children suffered a lot. A boy in Karmi Samoon
narrating his family’s sad story told, “My home was destroyed one year back and my toys were also present over there
and still I am missing all these toys.” Children reported that they were beaten by their parents when they were in camps
during floods 2010 while some told that they were sent for begging.
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Our field research team also met children who work as water vendors and transport cans of drinking water on donkey
carts. These children told that often they had to work for more than sixteen hours.
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Especially in Kashingar Muhallah, children told that they sold balloons, peanuts and popcorns and even worked as
domestic workers. They shared that while doing their work many people misbehaved with them and they were often
harassed. A group of young girls shared their ordeal that how their chronic poverty had forced them into singing and
dancing at private parties and into prostitutions.

Some children also shared stories of their fellow children who went missing while they were in the camps. Children also
told that while they were living out in the open during floods 2010, they were afraid of being kidnapped while girl
children shared how afraid they were when their families had to take refuge at so called relief camps.

5.4.8. Climate Change and Education
In Hunza, most of children are school going although there are some dropouts. The respondents were of the view that
children’s education was directly and indirectly affected by Climate Change. For instance, they said, due to Attabad
disaster schools remained closed for many months. Some school buildings were converted into IDP camps and were thus
not being used for education delivery affecting the education of their students.
Analyzing the state of enrollment in their area, the respondents said that there was a certain section of the youth which
did not attend any educational institution. These young boys, according to the respondents, are involved in some
business activities, work in restaurants and hotels and sometime become the drug addicts.
Explaining the linkages between education and climate change, the child respondents said that especially during rains,
floods and snowfall they could not attend their schools. Sharing their memories of the Attabad Landslide event, some
children told that for many months after the event they remained in shock and were psychologically disturbed. ‘Many of
us would draw paintings of water, boats and bridges in those days’ one respondent recalled.
Giving accounts of their ordeal, the girl respondents told that the disturbance caused by the Attabad Lake especially in
terms of people’s mobility, had especially affected their education. They told that during that time many parents did not
allow their daughters to travel to their educational institutions fearing about their protection and safety. This affected
the educational sessions of many girl students.
In Nowshera, while analyzing the linkages between climate and education, the respondents said that because of rains
and floods, children’s education got affected. The schools were closed for many months because of floods in year 2010,
they told. Some respondents were of the view that the school enrollment and literacy levels were on rise and not much
affected by the weather conditions except that the floods damaged the school buildings in 2010. A youth group in Pir Pia
estimated that the education ratio had decreased from 70% to 50% due to poverty and flood losses of families who were
still suffering.
In Muzaffargarh, children and youth groups shared that school enrollment had increased as most of the school age
children in their area were attending schools. They also added the even parents had become sensitized about the
importance of education. Many girl child and young girls shared that due to non-availability of schools for girls they were
not allowed by their parents and family members to continue their education by attending the schools as they were
located at some distance from their villages.
The children also shared that during the floods in 2010, their schools remained closed for many months as they were
either destroyed or damaged in the floods or were being used as camps for flood affectees. They also told that their
school furniture was damaged either by the floods or was used by the flood affectees who were taking shelter in the
schools, as fuel wood. They demanded that government should take measure to stop such practices and make
arrangement for the continuation of education no matter whatever the circumstances.
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Non availability of schools, absence of teachers in available educational facilities and lack of affordability of parents to
send their children to schools; are the issues echoed loudly on the question of education in Tharparker.
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In Quetta some respondents opined that government education system was ineffective and inefficient while private
educational institutions were expensive making poor parents to lose interest in sending their children to schools.

Children and youth groups in Bhanbion Bheel reported that the literacy rate was very low in the village of Bhanbnion
Bheel. Amongst an estimated 1000 population of the village hardly 10 to 15 male members of the community were
somewhat literate. Not a single girl in this village reported to be literate.
‘In village Ahmed Khan Noon there is only one school. It was damaged during last year’s floods. It has yet not been
repaired. The children’s education is thus stopped since last year.’’
Reported by children and youth

In Turkiya Paro, children told that the flood affectees were shifted to schools adding that he people of Turkiya Paro also
took refuge in a school and stayed there for quite some time.
The field research team for Thatta reported that there were only few children in the coastal community of Karmi
Samoon who had an access to education. These children were attending a private school established by a
nongovernment organization. Only one percent girls and women in this locality were reported to be literate.
A similar situation was reported from Ismail Khaskheli village where floods in 2010 and rains in 2011 had rendered the
school building useless. Children from this locality go to a nearby small town Gujo to attend their school. The distance
between the village and Gujo is reported to be around 9 kilometers.
In Kashingarh- the urban locality of Thatta selected for the research, the population is estimated to be around 5000 and
there is one government primary school. The children told that school teachers’ absenteeism has intensified after floods
2010.
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A school building
in Muzaffargarh
after the flood
waters receded
in 2010.

6. CLIMATE CHANGE: PERCEPTIONS OF STAKEHOLDERS IN THE SAMPLED DISTRICTS
Semi structured interviews were conducted with government
officials and representatives of nongovernment organizations in
each of the sampled districts. The field teams were instructed to
select those organizations and departments whose work has
relevance with the main or sub themes of the research. Each
questionnaire contained eleven questions.

6.1.

Key Changes that have occurred or occurring in the weather patterns

In Muzaffarabad the representatives of CSOs observed that frequency and intensity of snowfall and monsoon rains have
reduced.
In Nowshera the government officials said that the weathers have become intense with longer summer and shorter
winter seasons while the monsoon rains causing flooding. Holding somewhat similar views the CSO representatives
added that winters and summers have become milder.
In Chakwal the government official said that the duration of winter season had reduced while that of summer had
increased. One official said that earlier it was commonly perceived that winter started late in the southern districts of
Punjab like Multan but now the winter start simultaneously in Chakwal [one of the northern districts of Punjab) and
Multan. A CSO representative observed that months of April and May have become hotter and sometimes it appears
that there are only two seasons-winter and summer with no spring or autumn in between.
In Quetta the government officials opined that frequency of rains had reduced due to which drought periods had
become more frequent. A CSO representative said that due to global warming global temperature has raised by 1
degree Celsius. Rains have decreased and there are more dust storms blowing from neighboring Afghanistan.
The whole climate is disturbed; frequency of rainfall has decreased, water table has gone deeper. 20 years ago in
DEBA area people used to dig small well and water was available at 6-7 feet but nowadays in same area water is
available beneath at 1200 feet. In 1980 and 1982 people did not have fans in their homes because temperature was
very moderate and pleasant. Now for 4-5 months people have to use fans because weather has turned very hot. After
the Afghna War population of refugees has increased. This factor has also contributed in disturbing the environment.
People are building houses on the hills in Quetta city. Eco system is totally disturbed and the wild life has almost
extinct.
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In Tharparker the NGO representatives opined that there was a growing change in weather and seasonal rainfall
patterns as proved by 2011 rainfall besides the severe drought in 2001 and cyclone in 1999. They added that these
events had left psychological impacts. Heat waves and gradual rise in temperature are the key changes that have
emerged.
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Views expressed by a government official in Quetta.

In Thatta a government official viewed that the summers had become hotter and winters colder. Another official opined
that coastal waves, coastal winds and the duration of rain have increased. Some civil society representatives did not see
any major change in the weather patterns while others said intensity of weathers had in fact increased in Thatta adding
that there were more rains in the coastal belt, more intense coastal waves and winds and an increase in the humidity.

6.2.

Causes of Climate Change

Counting the causes of changes in the weather patterns, government officials and CSO representatives in Hunza were
unanimous that increase in population and in pollution was the main cause. While in Muzaffarbad a government official
commented that main causes included the deforestation, lack of natural resource management and specially the
peoples who were controlling natural resources. The other officials blamed deforestation and global warming.
1. The forest cover in Nowshera has been badly damaged. Trees have been cut ruthlessly from the nearby hills on
the south of the district touching Cherat Cantt which causes flash flooding in case of heavy rains. Earlier trees
and plantation provided some protection against flash flooding but now with forest cover gone the area has
become vulnerable to flash floods. Overgrazing is another reason. The poor agricultural practices and unplanned livestock businesses have done lot of damage to the fields in the district. Brick industry in Aza khel area
has impacted the weather of the district very badly. The little town hosts around 400 brick kilns and they are
using synthetic material, plastics, rubber tyres and even solid waste for brick baking which is badly damaging the
nearby crops and atmosphere.
2. The moral standards of the society are at the lowest ebb. People’s sins, obscenity, negligence towards paying
Zakat (charity) and widespread prevalence of usury are the real causes that have invited the wrath of God in
shape of climate induced catastrophes. The more a society goes away from moral standards of Islam, the more it
slips deep into troubles.
Views of two government officials on the causes of changes in weather patterns.

A representative of an NGO in Nowshera opined that it is the God who better knows the causes of climate change,
however according to scientists global warming is the main cause. He added, ‘our communities believe that it is Allah’s
wrath on people and warnings are issued from Almighty from time to time to humans.’
In Chakwal, a government official opined that an increase in the concentration of carbon dioxide in atmosphere was the
main reason causing climate change. Another official said that the poor sanitary conditions were the main reason for
changes in the weather patterns.
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A government official in Quetta opined that population was increasing very rapidly. In early 80s afghan refugees began
to arrive in Panjpai, Saranan and Surkhab areas. At that time those area had big forest reserves but within ten year
period the whole forest cover was chopped down by the refugees. Citing another example, he said that few years back
on the Governor House Road there were more then 200 unique trees which were 70 to 80 years old and thousands of
birds used to inhabit those trees. All of those trees have been cut down, he deplored. He added that government had
never showed any interest to promote the environment friendly policies and practices. He said that solid and liquid
waste is also taking its toll on the environment and climate adding that scarcity of irrigation water due to consistent
drought farmers were compelled to use sewage due to which there was an unprecedented increase in dangerous
diseases.
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In Quetta, a civil society representative opined that due to increase in the population environmental resources were
shrinking. He cited the example of urbanization due to which, in his view, weather patterns had got disturbed.

Another government official in Quetta opined that deforestation, increase in population, stone crushing machines near
T.B sanatorium, global warming and dust storms blowing from Afghanistan were causing climate to change. Another
official said that deforestation was the major cause. He said that in the name of development highly detrimental
practices have been put in place including blasting the hills for making road for the road construction, tree cover had
been removed which had directly contributed in decrease in snowfall and rains. Counting other causes, he added that
increase in motor vehicles had produced a lot of smoke which was directly contributing in climate change.
In Tharparker an NGO representative counted deforestation and pollution as the main causes of climate change.
In Thatta, a government official said that global warming was causing the rise in temperature while other official also
made similar statements. The representatives of the nongovernment organizations termed global warming, industrial
pollution, burning of fossil fuels, greenhouse effect, depletion of ozone layer etc. as the causes of climate change.

6.3.

Climate Induced Hazards

In Hunza, the government officials identified landslides and floods as the two climate induced hazards. A representative
of an NGO said that many natural as well as manmade disasters were prevalent in Hunza. However, he said, mostly
floods are affecting the area. He said thunderstorm did not occur in Hunza but now there were rains with thunderstorm.
Representative of another NGO in Hunza told that the Zuchar Nala (stream) normally created floods once in two years
but five years back there was a huge land sliding in this Nala which destroyed the water channel and brought a muddy
soil which damaged the crops. He said that earthquakes occasionally hit the area but after the Attabad disaster
earthquake had become more frequent and their intensity had also increased.
Official of another NGO in Hunza said that landslides and floods wre the climate induced hazards and their frequency
was on rise due to increase in rainfall. He said that earlier in 1992 and later in 2010 due to heavy rainfall massive floods
hit the area.
In Muzaffarbad, the government official counted glacier melting, flash floods, strong winds, shifting weather patterns
and global warming as the climate induced hazards Muzaffarabad is vulnerable to.
In Nowshera, according to government officials, floods in River Kabul and flash floods from Cherat hills, windstorms and
droughts were the climate induced hazards visiting Nowshera from time to time. The representatives of nongovernment
organizations considered floods, windstorms, dust laden winds and droughts as the climate induced hazard being faced
by Nowshera.

In Chakwal the government officials told that localized flash flooding and drought are two main hazards while according
to representatives of nongovernment organizations water shortage was the only hazard faced by Chawal.
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In Tharparker the representatives of civil society organizations told that heat wave in the month of May and especially
during the months preceding monsoon; had direct relation with fire incidents in Tharpakar’s villages. Even a spark
sometimes turns into huge fires destroying the whole village and sometimes many villages, they told. They said that
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In Quetta, government officials pointed out that deforestation in Quetta and in its surrounding areas caused flash
flooding, wildlife had almost extinct while pollution levels had touched the alarming levels. They said that floods,
earthquakes, fertilizers mixing with the drinking water, abrupt rise and fall in temperature and ozone layer depletion
were the main hazards. They added that people had encroached upon the hills and had removed the natural forest
cover due to which flash floods frequently hit the city. According to them due to decrease in snowfall and rains many
streams had run dry and water table fallen.

rainfall, cyclone, wind-storms, heavy rainfall and viral disease breakout are the main climate induced hazards that had
been impacting Tharparker.
In Thatta, the government officials and representatives of NGOs identified tsunami, cyclone, torrential rains, floods, cold
waves and heat waves as the climate induced hazards in their district.

6.4.

Major Disasters

The stakeholders at Hunza consider Attabad landslide as the major disaster event that has occurred in their area
creating a number of problems even after two years of its occurrence in 2010. However they said that since then there
have occurred many changes in the structure of the mountains like very visible cracks and people remain afraid of them.
In Muzaffarabad, the stakeholders told that according to their memory floods in 1992, earthquake in 2005 and floods in
2010 were the major disasters Muzaffarabad had ever faced. In Nowshera the stakeholders told that floods in 2010
followed by an outbreak of epidemics in human and animal population were the major disaster still fresh in their
memories. In Chakwal the respondents were unanimous in their view that they could not recall any major disaster that
had ever occurred in the history of Chakwal. However, they said, the outbreak of dengue in 2004 had taken many lives
and hundreds of individuals were reported to be affected.
The stakeholders in Quetta told that in recent years the earthquake in 2008 that jolted Quetta and Ziarat was a major
disaster adding that consistent drought conditions have badly impacted the agricultural activities and most of the
farmers have abandoned farming, child labor increase and dropout from schools increased.
The stakeholders in Tharparker stated that Tharparker was a disaster prone area. They said that torrential rains in 2011
destroyed a large number of shops, houses and schools were destroyed adding that earlier in 2005 there were also rains
that caused losses and in 1998-99-2001 due to the worst drought the whole economy of Tharparker was crippled.
In Thatta, the stakeholder termed the torrential rains in 1992, cyclone in 1999 and floods in 2010 as three major
disasters in the recent history of the district. They said that 1999 cyclone had completely devastated Jati, Sujawal and
Shahbander Talukas of Thatta.

6.5.

Impacts of Disasters on Children and Youth

Explaining the impacts of disasters on children and youth the government officials in Hunza said that after the Attabad
landslide disaster, the dietary patterns and behavior of children had completely changed. The representatives of the
NGOs told that before Attabad lake incident, the youth and children were getting their education in a very good
environment. After this disaster the situation completely changed as they were traumatized, they opined. Many children
had to move to tents. People and children have become very aggressive and feel insecure, they remarked.
Elaborating the other impacts of the disasters on children, the representatives of NGOs in Hunza said that the Attabad
disaster had made the mobility of people extremely difficult. Many people have so far died while many pregnant women
gave birth on boat while they were being rushed to hospital. They said that glaciers are advancing day by day and
especially the people of Ghulkin are at utmost risk posed by the glaciers. They said that due to government’s inaction on
Attabad Lake had frustrated local population and youth. They have been protesting on streets against this injustice.
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In Nowshera, the government officials stated that floods 2010 had negatively impacted children and youth. Children do
not feel safe even in their own houses and with their parents. They said that floods and other climate induced hazards
coupled with poor governance and unrest in the country had literally sickened every individual psychologically and
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In Muzaffarabad, the government official opined that the post-earthquake 2005 developments had in fact improved the
education and health services, physical infrastructure, people have got new awareness and employment opportunities
also enhanced especially for women and youth due to the generous technical and financial support extended by the
international community. They said that even the performance of the government departments had improved.

people are resorting to seek all legitimate and illegitimate means to earn their living. The said that rising inflation and
losses caused by the floods had badly affected people’s incomes which have in turn translated into lowering the
standards of living including children’s education, health and other social services that they required.
Members of the civil society organizations in Nowshera explained that the temporary migration of people during floods
2010 disrupted the education of children while the destruction of educational and health facilities continue to haunt the
development of children and youth in their district. They said that people engaged in farming were badly affected by
floods in 2010 and continue suffer due to climate induced shock. This situation, they said, has eroded their capacity to
provide facilities to their children and other dependents. They said that poverty and lack of economic opportunities have
fueled malpractices like kidnapping for ransom and beggary. ‘The obscenity among girls has also increased and their
protection is becoming difficult for parents’ commented one NGO representative. They also noted that pursuing higher
education for girl children had become very difficult.
In Quetta, the government said that child protection was a major issue especially for children who had been forced to
labor markets due to poor economic conditions partly caused by the climate induced hazards like drought. They said
that unavailability of clean drinking water and snake bites are some other hazards that posed risk for children. Giving
example of pollution caused by the frequent dust storms, one official commented that the pregnant women and unborn
babies were reported to have been affected by this pollution.
At Tharparker the stakeholder opined that in case of displacement, in the hands of climate induced calamities as
witnessed back in 1999-2002 drought and later in 2011 rains, children and women are most affected physically as well as
psychologically. They added that in any disaster situation children in their area were the most vulnerable segments of
society.
Disasters shake the very basic foundation of human development. Children and women are among the worst affected
ones. In a disaster situation children are deprive of protection and education. In worst cases some women and children
have to resort to prostitution and begging for their living as sources of income and livelihood are disturbed. In Thatta
disaster have been, from time to time, impairing lives especially of women and children. As witnessed in different
disasters, education suffered severe setback. Majority of the schools were converted into relief camps, school buildings
were destroyed, communication system disturbed, there was an outbreak of diseases, child abuse was rampant,
violence against them increased and no protection was ensured.
Views of Government officials at Thatta
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The representatives of NGOs working in Thatta commented that migration, inaccessibility of health and education
services, psychological stress or trauma, shortage of water were some of the key issues children and youth had to face
during different emergency situations in Thatta. Sharing their views on the floods 2010, torrential rains in 2011 and
cyclone 1999, they said that 70% of houses in Thatta were made up of mud or other local materials. These structures
were damaged, crops were destroyed, there were losses of livestock, shortage of food items, outbreak of viral diseases,
and hygiene conditions were quite poor. Children suffered badly in that situation, they added.

6.6.

Policies and programs being implemented having direct or indirect relevance to deal with climate
change

Hunza
Free distribution of seeds, plants and fertilizers, training on
alternative cropping etc. (Agriculture Department)

Equipping the organization with modern equipment to deal with
any emergency situation (FOCUS Humanitarian)
Communities are being made aware of disaster management
(KADO)
Psychosocial support to Attabad affectees, soft loans to youth,
provision of agricultural input. (AKRSP)

Muzaffarbad
The Planning and Development Department has recently established a separate unit EAP to address the environmental issues and
climate change.
The EAP department is implementing three different projects. Policies and legislations are being developed to deal with the climate
change.
State Disaster Management Authority has a very clear policy and procedures to deal with the climate changes issues and SDMA is
advocating with all stakeholders for designing and planning the interventions to deal with climate change.
Nowshera
No strategy or policy has been drafted until now by the
Organizing Disaster Risk Reduction Trainings and holding
provincial or local government to deal with climatic change.
meetings and public gatherings to discuss the protection
planning of vulnerable areas/communities. (Human
Development Organization)
Global Welfare Organization is implementing two projects
involving rebuilding the irrigation channels, leveling of fields
including de-silting, agricultural trainings on improved seeds and
other cultivation methods. The DRR is an integral part of the
projects.
Khegarah Development Organization (KDO) is implementing a
project on the reclamation of field on the side of the River Kabul
Rural Development Program is implementing projects in
Agriculture and income generation sectors.
Social Activist Network has worked on bonded labor and
education, DRR, WASH and cleaning of wells.
Quetta
Indirectly climate change policy is embedded in our Agriculture
Water Environment and Sanitation Society spreads awareness,
Department. The Forest & Agriculture Officers in Baluchistan
and advocate on provincial level. WESS has built the capacity of
who have done BSc and MSc in Forestry have enough
different stake holders regarding sanitation and flood
information regarding climate change and its impacts on the
management.
nature and people. They are indirectly following the climate
change policy.
Environment Protection Agency has recently written a detail
letter to the Secretary Environment regarding the climate
change national plan of action 2012 to 2030 in which strong
recommendations were suggested in order to successfully
implemented the strategy in Baluchistan

Tharparker
Thardeep Rural Development Program (TRDP) is implementing climate change related projects.

Thatta
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SRO has rehabilitated 2.5 Hectares of Mangroves forest in K.T
Bander and plantated Babool trees on about 5 acres.
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Community Development Department has developed a flood
contingency plan and takes lead in coordinating with NGOs
during the disaster situation.
The District Health Department has built capacity of health staff
regarding disaster risk management and preventive health care
in coastal areas.



All the stakeholders including communities, youth and children should be made aware of climate change.



Capacities of local government departments, disaster management department and communities should be
built [to deal with impacts of climate change].



Awareness campaigns should be launched targeting communities to conserve existing and plant new forest
stocks.



Water and sanitation services should be improved.



Urbanization should be managed by providing social services and infrastructure in rural areas.



Promote sustainable natural resource management concept and practices.



Agriculture related issues being faced by farmers should be resolved and irrigation system should be improved.



Communities should be provided trainings on DRR



Field should be leveled to improved irrigation and conserve water.



Rainwater harvesting techniques should be promoted at in the domestic as well as in the agriculture sectors.



Afforestation should be promoted at the denuded hills and to control flash floods.



Brick kilns should be encouraged to use environment friendly fuel and smoke reduction technologies.



DRR trainings should be organized in schools, colleges and universities for girls and boys to make them aware
how to help themselves and others in times of emergencies. These trainings should be made mandatory to
receive for all students.



Committees should be formed at every village level. These committees should be entrusted with the tasks of
early warning, evacuation and relief coordination during disasters.



Capacity of NGOs and PDMAs should be built by providing them modern equipment and training for dealing with
emergency situation.



DRR trainings should be provided to CBOs and community activists in all villages.



Farmers affected by recent floods and those affected by other calamities should be provided support to
rehabilitate the damaged agricultural fields.



Investments should be made in research on various dimensions of climate change.



Coordination among the government and nongovernment institutions should be enhanced so that their
programs, resources and skill could complement each other.



Every department, NGO and individual should take active part in efforts to reduce the climate change.
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Recommendations by the Stakeholders to Deal with Climate Change
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6.7.



The National Environment Policy was formulated in 2005. However the biggest hurdle in its implementation is
government itself. If all government departments follow this policy the risks of climate change and climate
induced disasters can be reduced.



People/communities should be involved in the policy formulation process. Only then the sustainable measure
can be taken.



Smart and suitable systems for solid and liquid waste management should be adopted.



Government should follow atleast its own polices dealing with climate change and environment. People often
misuse government policies. For instance WAPDA provides subsidy on agricultural connections. In rural areas
even if someone has to take a bath he runs the tube well. Zhob, Qillah Saifullaha and Barkhan are the only places
which directly come in the Monsoon range. Due to our own mistake entire eco system has been disturbed and
its impacts will be more severe in recent future. So actions should be taken immediately to address these issues.



All the Government departments and private sector should submit EIA reports of their projects to the
environment department. Unless this practices is not adopted there cannot be brought any improvement.



NGOs should enhance coordination among themselves while government must allocate sufficient budget for
dealing with climate change and disasters.



Education, health and hygiene related training should be provided to teachers and to the communities.



At district level there is hardly any public institute for the mitigation of disaster related problems. There is a dire
need of establishing such institutions on part of government.



Every citizen should receive a training to deal with an emergency situation.



Local governments should take concrete and tangible steps to provide speedy services to the population
affected by disasters. Preparedness programs should be initiated to train the communities who are more
vulnerable to the disasters.



Communities should be organized at village and UC levels for early warning and preparedness actions.



Health department should be provided with required equipment and facilities like staff, ambulances and mobile
health facilities.



Health department should regularly organize vaccination campaigns.



The poor farmers must be provided with seeds, fertilizers and irrigation water on subsidized rates.



Government should undertake a survey of lands damaged by the disasters and make programs for their
rehabilitation.



The disaster affected families should be provided with psychological support. Government and nongovernment
organizations should draw short and long terms plans to deal with climate change and disasters.
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NGOs have limited resources and coverage. Only the Government can take large scale initiatives to deal with
climate change. NGOs should extend their support to governments in shape of awareness campaigns, advocacy
and capacity building initiatives and implementation of model projects.
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7. CLIMATE CHANGE: FROM NORTH TO SOUTH
7.1.

FROM THE ROOF OF THE EARTH:HUNZA

7.1.1. Basic information about the field research
Name of Locality

Urban or
Rural

Aliabad
Nasirabad
Gulmit
Total

Rural
Rural
Urban

8 – 13
M
8
9
5
22

F
4
3
7
14

Number and age group of respondents
14 – 17
18 – 24
M
F
M
F
12
11
12
11
10
12
12
12
7
7
10
11
29
24
34
34

25 & above
M
F
10
11
11
10
12
12
33
33

7.1.2. Brief Profiles of the localities
Required Information
Total Population of the area

Aliabad
23590

Number of Government Schools
Number of Private schools
Number of hospital (if)
Number dispensary (private and government
both)
Number of local CBOs
CBOs working on issues

2
6
2
2

Number of religious places (Muslim and nonMuslim Both)
Number of Madrasshas
Government water supply available or source
of water
Literacy Rate among women
Literacy Rate among men
Katcha pacca road (Status)

Solid waste management system
Street lights available
Paved streets
Sewerage line
Sui gas available if not what is the source

In process
Almost
No
In process
No.

6
Education, women
development, youth
development.

Nasirabad
7212 aprox, Total House
hold 883
2
3
2

Gulmit
391 household 1000 2817

2
0

Education, women
development, youth
development, saving and
micro financing etc

8

2
Water Shortage,
Education, women
development, youth
development.
4

0
2

2
1 by NGO

0
Tap water

80%
70%
There are many link
roads

85 percent
65 percent
Available almost every
part of the village. Some
are in good condition
while some in bad
condition.
Non
No
No
No
No. Very few on cylinders
mostly on wood.

Available almost every
part of the village. Some
are in good condition
while some in bad
condition.
Non
No
Yes
No
No. Very few on cylinders
mostly on wood.

Term
Climate

Responses/Definitions/Statements of Children and Youth
1. The one year weather of the valley is called climate
2. Climate is the weather of whole year
3. Different seasons make climate
4. Climate effects our living system
5. Climate of each area is different
6. Changing of weather is called climate
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S.#
a)
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7.1.3. Children and Youth’s Vocabulary and Description of Basic Terms and Concepts

b)

Weather

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
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18.
19.

Att’abad disaster was caused by climate
Climate of an area does not remain same
Changing of weather is called climate
Season changing is climate
Change in season again and again is climate
Changing of season is called climate
Climate changes every day in whole year
Today climate is very hot
Its change day to day and causes rain, snow and wind
Climate cannot change day by day
Weather and season together make climate
Changing of season is climate
There are four seasons which make climate; summer, winter, autumn and spring
Climate is the weather condition of an area. Factors of Climate are rain fall, air pressure and
temperature.
The weather condition of specific area is known as climate.
The climate of Nasirabad Hunza is pleasure.
The condition of any one year e.g. hot, cold, war, cool is called climate
The climate of Nasirabad, Hunza is normal.
In winter the climate of Nasirabad become cold.
During one the seasonal change in known as climate.
The weather condition of one year is called climate.
Climate is very important for our life. Climate has an effect on people’s cloth, health and crops.
Winter, spring, summer and autumn are different type of climate. They come and go
Climate has different season
Climate depends on people and our environment
Climate effects people’s cloth and on crops
Climate is a weather of the whole world
The specific weather of an area is called climate
The climate in Gulmit is not too hot and not too cold
Climate brings a lot of change in our life
The climate in Gulmit is mostly windy and cloudy
Season and weather area called climate
Temperature causes climate
The climate of Gulmit is normal
The climate in down area is hot
The climate of Murree is very cold. Snow falling is the main source of it.
Gulmit is in the north of Pakistan. That is why there is snow falling in winters
The climate of Karachi is very hot now a days
The climate in Gulmit is neither too cold nor too hot
Different weathers make climate
The climate of Muslim world is hot
The climate of Iran is cold
Climate of one day is called weather
One day temperature is called weather
Weather is change in season
Good weather is good for crops
Weather effects our environment
Seasons cause change in weather
Different season make weather
Weather is changing day by day
Weather of hunza is hot in summer and cold in winters
We have four seasons in Pakistan and each consists of three months spring, summers, autumn
and winter.
There is a difference in climate and weather. Weather is for shorter period or for certain days.
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

c)

Season

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
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24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Atmospheric condition of an area for one day is called weather.
The weather conditions of Nasirabad are windy, sunny and cloudy.
Factors of weather are temperature, rainfall and air pressure.
The Climate condition of one or two days
Today the weather is cold
The weather of Nasirabad changes from time to time.
The weather of Nasirabab, Hunza is lovely in summer.
Today the weather is normal in Nasirabad.
Sometimes the weather of Nasirabad is different from other villages in Hunza.
Within 24 hours the change of season is called weather.
Weather is important for life and crops
In our area the weather is normal, not too much cold and not much hot. The weather is very kind
to us
Weather is the change in climate from place to place.
In our area the weather is hot and people enjoy it
Weather depends on water
Weather is the climatic condition
In this area the weather is very cold. In this area most of the time it is cold. In Pakistan the
weather becomes very hot.
There are different type of weather
Today’s weather has a sun shining
Yesterday the weather was cloudy
Today the weather of Gulmit is hot
Mostly the weather in Gulmit is cold
The weather in summer will be hot and in winter it will be cold
The fast changes in weather will make us ill
The season we have all year is called weather
Farming, animal husbandry, horticulture, forestry etc. depend on weather
Our crops depend on weather
People of Gulmit depend on different weathers
The weather of Gulmit is windy
There is a big difference in the weather of rural and urban areas
The weather changes every time
In Gulmit most people like sunny and rainy weather
There are four seasons; summer, spring , autumn and winter
One days weather is called season
Every season is important for our life
Seasons changes according to climate
Every season consists of three months
Spring is a very good season
I like summer season
In 365 days there are four seasons
Summer season is very hot in Aliabad
There are four season summer, spring , autumn, winter
Summer season is very enjoyable
I love spring season
There are four seasons in which there are different weather conditions. Some seasons are very
hot some are cold. This is the reason why people migrate in winters to hotter areas
Some seasons are favorite seasons for people e.g. in summer people enjoy because it becomes
very green and warm.
In Shina the local language of Nasirabad, we say spring (Bharee), Summer (Walo), Autumn
(Sharow) and winter (Youn).
The summer season is very hot and the winter season is very cold.
In spring season new plants grow up. In autumn season leaves fall down.
There are four seasons in Pakistan, and same here in Nasirabad Hunza.
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Atmosphere

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
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d)

36.
37.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

We enjoy all seasons of Nasirabad, Hunza.
The snow falls regularly in winter season.
We keep our sheep and animal in shade in winter season.
Our villagers take the sheep and livestock to pastures in spring season.
Season is a part of climate, it affects our world
Season means mosum
Life on earth depends on seasons e.g. growing of crops
Season affect agriculture e.g. in summer the crops grown while in winter they do not
The summer season is start in Gulmit
The season of Ghulkin in winter is so cold then Gulmit
In autumn the leaves are gone from the trees because of winds
The summer season is from March to September
In Gulmit we have all four seasons
Different weather cause season
In spring the flowers grow on the trees and we enjoy this season very much
This is the hottest season. In which we grow crops and the people enjoy very much
Winter starts in the month of December. Winter is a cold season in which snow falls and we enjoy
it very much
Spring and summer are the best seasons of Gulmit. In these season Gulmit looks like a heaven
In spring season there is so much work for people
Moving of air is called atmosphere
Cover between earth and sun is called atmosphere
It protect us from sun rays
Atmosphere is a layer which effects the earth
Atmospheric pressure is a characteristic by the atmosphere
There is no air in atmosphere
Gaseous layer around the earth is atmosphere
The gaseous air surrounding the earth which have layers e.g. stratosphere, troposphere
There is no water in atmosphere
There is no oxygen in atmosphere
Layers of air is called atmosphere
In atmosphere there are many gasses like CO2 H2O etc.
The gaseous envelope surrounding the earth
The air pollution is damaging our atmosphere
In atmosphere there are different gasses, e.g. Nobel gasses, carbon dioxide, smoke etc.
In our village there are no any factories so our village atmosphere is better than cities.
When we build many factories they produce smoke of different chemicals and the smoke of
factories goes into atmosphere and it damages the ozone layers, which causes skin cancer.
We like our atmosphere and we grow most and most trees to increase the level of O 2 and we
want to save our Ozone.
Ozone layer protects us from damaging rays of the sun.
CO2 is damaging the ozone layer.
The climate and change in season is called atmosphere,
In Nasirabad, the atmosphere is cool in summer, and too cold in winter.
Our atmosphere was clean but now our village is polluted and the atmosphere has become bad.
Our atmosphere is surrounded by ozone layer
In our village the atmosphere was clean. The reason is no factories and power stations.
Atmosphere is ozone layer and it cleans our environment
Our village’s atmosphere is very clean
Atmosphere saves our earth
The Attabad lake has a great effect on our atmosphere
The rural atmosphere is better than rural one
The atmosphere of Gulmit is cloudy
Ups and downs in the weather pattern
The damage vehicle and factories damage our atmosphere
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19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

e)

Temperature
(hot and cold)

34.
35.
36.
37.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

The atmosphere is cloudy because of the wind in winter
The ozone layer is becoming thinner because of Global warming
The clean atmosphere can cause good health
The mode of specific area
Temperature cause the change of climate
Temperature can be measured by thermometer
The season of hot and cold is called temperature
There is hot temperature in summer and cold temperature in winter
Aliabad’s temperature is cold and hot
Temperature in winter gets cold with snow falling
In winter temperature is very cold
Summers are hot
In winter season temperature of Aliabad is very cold
The season of hot and cold is called temperature
In Hunza Ali Abad temperature is cold and hot
In our country temperature also differ e.g. in Punjab there is hot due to which there is doubled
crops

Precipitation
(rain, snow
and hail etc.)
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f)

The condition of hotness and coldness is known as temperature.
The temperature of our area is varying day by day.
In summer there are hot and in winter there are cold temperatures.
There are two types of temperature, ie. Low temperature, high temperature.
In summer the temperature of Nasirabad Hunza is normal.
This time the temperature of our area is normal.
We should not live in too much cold or too much hot
In our area the temperature is increasing. Sometime it becomes very hot and sometime very cold.
Temperature affects the health of children
Temperature change from hot to cold
Day to day the temperature is becaming very hot in Gojal
Temperature in the north pole is not hot
The countries in the equator are very hot
In Gulmit the temperature in winter is of -3 to -4 degree centigrade
The temperature of Gulmit is normal
In summer the temperature is mostly at 10 degree centigrade to 15 degree centigrade
The temperature of Gulmit is low
The measurement of something how hot or cold it is called temperature
The temperature of Karachi is very high now a days
Temperature means how hot or cold a body or a weather is
In Gulmit the temperature is normal so we can grow crops like wheat, potato etc.
There is hot temperature in downstream areas
The temperature of Gulmit is normal nowadays. But in other areas of Pakistan there is hot
temperature
36. The temperature in Hunza Nagar is not so high and not low
37. Upper areas have cold temperature
38. Temperature changes everyday
1. When sea becomes hot, vapors go to sky and mix with clouds which cause rain and this is called
precipitation
2. There is low snow fall in Hunza
3. There is heavy rain in our area
4. Sometimes it hails in summer
5. There is snow falling in winter season
6. Rain falls after thunder
7. Precipitation is different in each season
8. There is low snow fall in Hunza, this year
9. There is heavy rain in our area
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13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
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Environment
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g)

10. Sometimes it hails in summer
11. Rain is caused due to clouds and clouds are made by evaporation of water in sunny days. when
there is cold these vapors freeze and become rain in summers, snow in winter
12. Snow falls in three months.
13. Rain, snow, hail are types of precipitation.
14. In our area there are heavy rain fall in the month of April to May and the local name for the rain is
Azzo.
15. There is heavy snow fall from December to February and the local name for snow fall is Hin.
16. There is high rain fall in the month of June.
17. In winter the snow fall and many people like to eat hail.
18. The production or formation of a chemical is called precipitation
19. There was no snow fall last year
20. During snow fall people wear warm clothes
21. In winter there are snow and rain fall in our areas
22. In Gojal there was little snowfall and there were more rains then snow
23. Because of Attabad disaster there were more rains. It was very cold because of the rain
24. When the snow falls, people do not feel well. But they make tea, soup or other thing to save
themselves from winter season
25. In Gojal it is not so hot in summers
26. In the mountains there is always snowfall and is very cold
27. In Gojal there is very little amount of rainfall and snow because our area was hot
28. Attabad Lake has created many problems for transport. Now there are more rains and a little
amount of snow. There was no hail. In the past snow fell in a huge amount.
29. Because of Attabad disaster huge amount of water is stored in the lake of Gojal, Hunza. The water
vapors go to the sky and become clouds and rain begins. In the mountains sun shines and in the
evening rain starts falling.
30. There is heavy rain fall in June
31. There is heavy snowfall in the month of December and January
32. Because of deforestation global warming is increasing
33. When rain falls it cause flooding
34. The acid rain causes cancer
35. Rain creates marsh area which cause malaria
36. There is less rain fall in Gulmit but there is heavy snowfall
37. There are heavy rain in March and June
38. The monsoon brings heavy rainfall
39. Most of the crops depend on rain
40. When the sea heats up it causes rain
41. In March and June there is heavy rain fall due to which people cannot do labor
42. There is only occasionally rainfall in Gulmit and whenever it is we enjoy very much
43. We enjoy the rainy season in the month of May and June and also enjoy snow season in the
month of January
44. There falls more snow in rural areas than urban areas
1. Everything around us is called environment
2. All biotic and abiotic factors that influences organism form the environment
3. The collection of all living and non-living things is called environment
4. Where we are living is called environment
5. Our surrounding is environment
6. We should clean our environment because It is important
7. The place where human being live is called environment
8. Society is a part of environment
9. Environment should be neat and clean
10. Favorable environment is important for human survival
11. Keep your environment clean.
12. Use dustbins.
13. Keep your earth clean.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Clean your surrounding area.
Do not pollute water
Do not pollute the land.
Don’t burn plastics
Do not cut trees but save them.
Do not smoke as it pollutes environment
When living and non- living things interact with one another they create environment.
Land water, air and sky make our environment.
Our surroundings like mountains, trees, rivers etc. are our environment.
All the birds, animals, houses and other creatures surrounding us are called environment
Greenhouse effect is an example of environment
The environment of Gulmit is very clean and good and nobody gets ill here.
Our environment is not good because the plastic bags
The environment of Gulmit has natural beauty
The environment of Gojal is better than other valleys
Gojal is famous for its good environment
The environment of our region is very beautiful
From more plantation we can make our environment clean
We should make our environment more beautiful
Gulmit environment is different from Karachi
We should save our environment from dangerous gases and waste products
We are living like an ecosystem in our environment
Rural and urban areas have different environment
Environment of rural areas is better than other areas
We should grow more plants in our environment
Our environment is better than urban area
We have fresh environment in our area

7.1.4. Climate of Hunza as Perceived by Children and Youth
In Aliabad the child respondents were of the view that summers are getting very hot while winters are getting very cold.
They told that in winters the weather changes very frequently adding that there were heavy rains in summers due to
which crops were damaged. They were of the view that due to the creation of Atta Abad Lake, these changes were
happening. They opined that 5-6 years ago winters used to be longer as compared to now.
The girl respondents in Aliabad (14-17) said that the climate in their area was normal and following the same routine.
However the boys of similar age group in the same locality were noted to have different views. They opined that just
few years ago summers were hot and winters were cold. They said that this had totally changed as there were heavy
rains in summers and no snow fall in the winters due to which winter were very cold. They said that even summers had
become cooler compared to what they used to be. They added that due to heavy rains the incidents of flooding and land
sliding had increased and there was an increase in the number of different diseases. They shared that fruits in their area
were not ripening due to lowering of the summer temperature thus affecting their livelihoods.
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Expressing their views, the male elders in Aliabad said that in Aliabad if it was cloudy it was too cold and if it was sunny
then it was too hot. It was not like that, especially in summer; they said. They told that snow fall patterns in winter had
also changed as there was marked decrease in the quantity of snowfall.
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Another group of youth in Aliabad told the research team due to global warming and greenhouse gases their area was
getting warmer. They said that compared to the last year, this year seemed to be warmer. For instance, they noted, right
from its start the summer had become very hot whereas earlier it was not the case. First it was not raining too much but
after Attabad Lake the frequency and intensity of rains had increased. They also noted that this year, it took crops and
fruits one additional month to ripe. The said that even the winters were getting colder and unpredictability of weathers
had increase. It is changing very frequently adding that on one day it was sunny while the very next day it rained.

In Nasirabad locality of Hunza, the children of age group 8-13 said that previously summers were not as hot as they had
become. They said that now the weather changed very frequently. Sometime it becomes very hot and very quickly it
becomes very cold, they added. They feared that if the situation remained same, the crops would ultimately fail this
year.
The elderly women respondents in Nasirabad were noted to be of the view that it was severe cold during winter but it
seemed that the temperature was increasing. ‘We are going towards the warm weathers; the winters are less cold now
as compared to previous years’ they analyzed.
In Gulmit, the urban locality of Hunza, the children (8-13) were noted to be of the view that there was change in the
weather patterns of their area largely due to the creation of Attabad Lake on Hunza River back in 2010. Counting the
other factors, they said that air pollution and water pollution were the other two factors for this change. Another group
of children (14-17 boys) blamed the increase in population and CO2 emitted by the vehicle in Pakistan was causing the
change in the weather patterns. They said, “Our parents say that in past the winters were too cold but during summers
it was not too much hot and the weather was normal. But now it has changed. Sometime it becomes very hot and very
quickly it becomes very cold.”
In Nasirabad the elderly women told the research team, “In past there was too cold in December and January, now in
these months the weather is normal, but it is too cold in March and April during the spring season which affects the
cherry blossom. It look like that the temperature is increasing. We were not using fans in summer, but now we are using
these things.”
In Gulmit, the young boys (18-24) were noted saying, “Since the creation of Attabad Lake the cold season has increased
and the warm season is becoming less. It is June but still we are wearing warm jackets. It is cold temperature here in
Gulmit. For nine months it is cold while for only three months it’s warm. There is less snow after Attabad but very cold
and it rains like Murree and Islamabad. Now there are more winds. It was not too much cold in December and January
this time but since February onwards it became very cold.”

Local names of months
March
Sambula

Nasirabad

Gulmit

Hud

Ei Toqish

April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January

Bo fauo

Yum chila

Hmal
Juza
Sartan
Ausad
Sumbula
Mazan
Akrab
Kous
Juno Jela
Jadey/ Bado Jela

Habba
Tomus
Kumpacz
Hamapoch
Shunderpoch
Surpoch
Das Ei Toqish
Naw Toqish
Hub Toqish
Banz Toqish

February

Joat chila, Dalo

Dalo

Sartan hisa
Asat hisa

Gharu hisa
Dalo, Thumshaling
Jadi, Humol shalas hisa
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Months
First month of
the year
Second month
Third month
Fourth month
Fifth month
Sixth month
Seventh month
Eighth month
Ninth month
Tenth month
Eleventh
month
Twelfth month
(or last month,
if locally the
year is divided
in twelve
months)
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7.1.5. Local Names of the months, as Described by the Respondents

7.1.6. Seasons as described by the respondents

Youn,
Zimiston

Spring

Gharu

Baharey
Bohor

Normal
duration of
each season

Normal weather
conditions in each
season

Changes that have
occurred in the normal
duration of each season

Changes that have occurred in the
normal weather conditions of each
season

Jan – Mar
Dec-Feb
Mid NovFeb

Snow falling
Extreme cold
It was too much snow

Dec-April
Nov-April
Nov-March

Less snowfall
Sever cold
Longer winter
Less snow, long winters, cloudy

Normal, maybe there
is difference of a week

Ups and down are there, in 2011
it was not too cold as it was in
past.
Without snowfall.
Low temperature
Bright sunshine, dry cold and
almost no snowfall

Can’t separate from
winter season

Heavy rains
low temperature
no sunny days
More rains

Apr –Jun
Mar-May

It was normal last
year, but before that
it was too cold with
snow fall
Wind storm, too cold

Normal temp
Cool breeze
Cold and rainy

Sometime heavy rain
fall, with storm and
windy weather

Summer

Sheni

Waloo
Tobiston

Rainy
Season

Haralchi

Sumbula

Jul – Sep
Jun - Aug

Jul – Sep
Sep-Nov
21 Aug-Sep

Rainy and temperature
rises
Warm, very less rain
Rainy and mostly
cloudy

Heavy Rainfall
Heavy winds

It is raining this year,
but in past it was not
like that.

Sometimes with rainfall, it
became cold.
Heavy winds, and was cloudy for
29 days (1 May -29 May)and very
cold

Last year it was too cold
with heavy rain

Hot summer last years
This year summer is cold

Hot, increase in
temperature
If it is raining then the
flooding start

Heavy rain fall, depends upon
rain fall,

Same

Heavy rains last years. Heavy rains
are increasing year by year due to
which temperature is going low and
less snow fall due to which there is
severe cold in winters

Some time due to unfavorable
climatic conditions crops
damaged that’s why people take
low interest
Heavy rain and variable climate
with heat wave

Less snow fall

Weather can affect rainfall. In
last three years the weather of
Shinaki (Nasirabad) has been
changed, we can say that the
weather of Abbotabad and
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Winter

Local
names for
each
season
Bauy,
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Normal
Seasons

Nasirabad have become same, if
in morning it is raining then in
evening the weather becomes
clear, or vise versa.
Variability in rain, showery rain
Autumn

Datu

Oct-Dec

Sharoo
Tirmo sar

Sep-Nov

Normal and windy
Cold winds and rain

Depends upon
weather of Aliabad,

terrific Windy
weather conditions
in these months

Heavy rain fall
Heavy winds
No snowfall now

Strom with cold waves

7.1.7. The Seasonal Calendar

Winter

Collection of wood
Busy with business
Indoor activities

Wood cutting from
other place for sale
Spring

Sowings
Farming

Any changes that have
occurred in these routine
economic activities due to
climate change
Sometime sever cold delays
outdoor activities in winters
like collection of wood

Routine social activities

Any changes that have occurred
in these routine social activities
due to climate change

Repairing of water
channel, bridges, link
roads etc

Sometimes people can’t go for
repairing of channels

If the temperature is too
low then we aren’t able to
work

Working on repairing of
link road , meeting with
IDPs of Attabad

Due to cold do not have any
other activities

In case of heavy rain it delays
sowing system

Novroz, Only

Sometimes due to shortage of
water, sowing delays , Some

Farming is going delay due
to cold temperature year
by year
Plantation, Cropping,
repairing of our field,
starting of daily activities.
Tourist come here to enjoy
the cherry blossom
Due to cold climate the
cropping season gets late

farming/agricultural
activities
Changing in the normal
cultivation period
There is less water in
glacier melting
Tourists can’t come
here, if weather is too
cold.
Repairing of irrigation
Channel, link road,
cemented work start.

There is less water in
glacier melting
Tourists can’t come here
Summer

Agricultural activities

Increase in tourist,
work as guide,
Agricultural
activities, Collection
of Cherries for sale
in market.

Due to rain our fruit damage
and delay harvesting also

Different functions
Salgirah

in summer we can say that
it is “season” means that
working season, if there is
good season, we can make
good saving of cash and
food for winter, but with in

Now we are working of
two projects, of schools
and play ground for
students,
Secondly most of the
IDPs were with us , they

If it becomes too cold, it
become problem to work.

time due to unfavorable
climatic conditions crops
damaged that’s why people
take low interest
This year it is too raining,
there fore the work of
different activities become
too late.
Less tourists come here
There is great effect on our
studies, till now this is the
month of summer, but till
now we are in sweeter and
our parent are in coat

Totally dependent on climate

Due to ruthless weather it can
affect the social activities.
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Routine economic
activities
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Seasons

these months if there is
raining and flood, because
if there is flood, then the
roads will block and we
can’t able to such things
Monsoon
/Rainy
season
Autumn

Harvesting
Fruit drying

In rainy season we can’t
proper dry fruits and it
become spoil

Storage and drying of
fruits for winters

In case of rain and windy
weather we cannot
properly store our products
Due to climate change and
ups and downs in weather
conditions we are in not in
position to achieve our
target

Collection of Grass
for cattle’s
Apricot drying
Selling of Wood in
market

said we are planning to
start our rehabilitation
work

Oct Salgirah
Marriage ceremony

We try to complete the
remaining work of our
social activates before
winter

Some time due to weather
condition marriages and
functions delays

Yes, due to the diet people
prefer to choose this time and
also can give fresh fruit
products to their bridal.
Due to raining fall and stormit
become problem for the
community

7.1.8. Causes of Climate Change as Perceived by the Respondents
The children and young respondents counted following reasons that are causing the climate variability:
-

It is a natural phenomena
Global Warming
It may be due to Attabad landslide, also due to air pollution and increase in population
Don’t know.

However one girl respondent in Gulmit said, ‘due to air pollution there is a great impact on the ozone layer. She added
ten per cent sun rays are absorbed by the earth while 90 per cent it reflects back. When these rays cannot move back
due to air pollution they cause global warming’.
7.1.9. Changes in the Routine Temperature as Perceived by the Respondents

Winter

-

-

Low temperature
Less snow fall
Sever cold
Temperature is going down year by year

Temperature increased but very dry. Less snow fall
Dry but very cold winters
Due to Attabad lake heavy rains/snow falling
Cold wind blowing

What are the impacts of these changes in
temperature on people/children’s routine daily life,
health, social and economic activities
Some diseases like coughing owing to cold
No agriculture activities

-

-

Spring

-

Rain falls
Low temperature

-

Access water in glaciers
Flooding
Temperature decreased

-

-

-

Diseases like cough and fever
Schools closed
Survival is becoming difficult
Yes, in winter we cannot perform outdoor
activities due to severe cold
Our daily life is totally change due to
Attabad landslide,
Increase in Diseases
The education of children is suffering
Blockage of roads
Sowing

Bridges are damaged
Farms are damaged
Cultivation is getting late
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How people/children describe changes (if there are any, in their
view) in temperature patterns
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Seasons

-

Very cold, rains and windy
Up to June we are facing freezing weather

-

-

Summer

-

High temperature
Flooding

-

Fruit ripping
Harvesting
Raining
Temperature increased
Changes very frequently. Sometime cloudy and
sometime sunny so can feel the heat more than before
If it is sunny day then the temperature is high, up to 40
to 42 CC.

-

-

There is great effect on our studies, till now
this is the month of summer, but till now
we are in sweeter and our parent are in
coat

-

Collection of fruits
Harvesting
Collection of grass for animals

-

Can’t do agricultural activities in case of rain
Fruit cannot dry properly
Can’t play
Can’t do outdoor activities
Usage of warm cloths
Crops are damaged
Some time summers are very hot to do
outdoor activities
The cherry was late due to cold but now
suddenly the temperature increased which
affected the fruit. So there are more
chances that the fruit will totally damage.
If there is heavy rain with flood, the tourist
will not come here,
With heavy rain fall it affect the crops and
fruits especial the drying of apricots

-

Rainy
season
Autumn

-

Low temperature
Cold air

-

Very cold
Falling leaves
Temp Decreased
In the month of October and November, the weather of
Aliabad become windy with storm

-

Crops and fruits late for one month
Water shortage for irrigation
Due to heavy rain the wheat crop damaged
It affect the studies of our children till now
they are wearing coat and sweeter

-

Enjoyable to some extent

Crops and fruits damages
Collection of leaves
Collection of wood for winters

Due to heavy winds the trees were damage.
With heavy storm or rain storm, we could
not work in field or collect grass and wood
for hard winter

7.1.10. Changes in the Routine Precipitation as Perceived by the Respondents

1.
2.

Less snow
Hard cold

3. Last year in 2011, there was not any snow fall
4. In 2010 there was great snow fall till the month of
march, but in 2011 there was no such case

What are the impacts of these changes in
precipitation on people/children’s routine daily life,
health, social and economic activities
1. Flue and fever is common in infants during
winters, incidences of pneumonia increase,

2. Owing cold season many disease grow like
pneumonia and flue etc
3. Shortage of water for agriculture purpose
4. Disease e.g. cough, fever, pneumonia and
joint pain for old age people.
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Winter

How people/children describe changes (if there are any, in their
view) in precipitation patterns
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Seasons

5. It was not too cold
6. If there is storm, snow fall, we become ill,
and same like with our families members.
All of our activities depend upon weather. If
the weather is too cold then we live inside
our house, we can’t do anything.
7. Pneumonia and pharyngitis in elders and in
infants, flue and fever.
Spring

1.
2.

Heavy rain fall

1.

Due to climate change it is raining in these months

Due to longer colds harvesting of crops is
delayed

2. This year there is heavy rain fall in the
month of March to June, therefore, with
this change in weather pattern it has affect
the studies of students, the agricultural
activities, special the cherry blossom
affected and also the flower of Apricot.
3. Agriculture activities are late,
4. Pneumonia and pharyngitis in elders and
infants
Summer

Rainy
season
Autumn

1.
2.

Heavy rain fall , low temperature

1.

Rainfall some times, but some time hot

2. Floods, landslide, agriculture crops
damaged.
3. The storm and rain fall affect the apricot,
the collection of cherry and crops
Due to thunderstorm the crops damage

More rain shower with thunderstorm
1. Windy
2. There is too much rain due to high glacier and high
mountains
3. There is change, due to Rakaposhi, because the third
highest mountain of Pakistan is positioned in the front
of Nasirabad

Damages to crops and fruits due to flooding

1. Leaves are falling
2. Storage or collection of grass wood for
winters
3. Difficult to collect agricultural products and
grass for winters
4. Crops and leaves of tress damages.
5. The third largest Glacier is in the front of
Aliabad, therefore it become ruthless wind
with snow fall, it is not good for the farmer,
for small children’s, due to this most of the
people face pneumonia, TB, fever, Chest
pain etc.

7.1.11. Climate Induced Hazards as Identified by the Respondents

Suki Saal
Waski

Description (If Available)
When snow falls in winters there is an increase in water but due to

less snow falling and cold during spring, glacier are melting
slowly.
Glaciers are not melting due to cold
Due to less snow in winters there is shortage of water for
agriculture
Due to less snow. And during spring the no glacier melting due
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Local names for
these hazards
Chilay qaat
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List of possible climate induced hazards
and risks including*:
Droughts leading to water stress

to cold
Torrential rains or untimely rains
leading to flooding

Tornadoes

Mose

It’s totally linked with temperature and precipitation

Moor

Flooding happen during summer in sunny days
From 2010 there is continually flooding in summers

Chubush
Law Buth Buth

Forest or grassland fires
Heat waves

The circular motion of the wind

Tish
Fu chibila
Button garurum

Tato Hoshi
Maz Ir
Cold waves

Button chagurum

Moving of Wind, some time from Rakaphosi

Damdama
Suz
Inundation

Chilay zameen chubi

Due to Attabad lake

Due to heavy rain fall on mountain, it become the causes of
flood
Upland farming-deforestation leading
to land sliding or mud sliding
Glacial lakes and their outbursts
Wind erosion

Doraas

Qoq
Sheal shaq manas

In 2007 there was outburst of glacier due to high temperature

Inaghan

Some time it happen in Rakaphosi Glacier
Ruthless Wind in spring or Autumn cause soil erosion

Chipopush

Ochi
Duma
Zameen doras

Due to conservation program at Karakorum ranges
It depend on weather conditions

Especially after Attabad lake disaster
With heavy snow fall on mountain of Glacier it move from up
to down wards

7.1.12. Coping with Hazards
Hazards
Traditional coping mechanism (positive as well as
negative)
Floods
Help each other to change the way of flood waters
There is a specific system to help each other in such
hazards through volunteers, scouts and guides.
The community members of Aliabad have been
coping with different disaster. During the disaster of
Attabad, many of the community and other group
member were there to help out the affected people
of Attabad, in searching and rescuing the dead and
injured ones.
Earthquake

Changes that have occurred in coping
mechanisms (if any)
People used to help each other under a
community relationship. This system is on
decline.
Different nongovernment organizations, have
trained them to face these challenges.
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Chal kharas
Shaal saaq banas
Henal

People are trying to make earthquake proof
houses with the support from different NGOs
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Soil erosion
Extinction or endangerment of species
(flora and fauna)
Change in agricultural yields
Conflicts (on resources etc.)
Avalanche

Attaabd Disaster

Relief was provided by China and FWO.
Besides government and nongovernment
organizations also provided relief to people
of Gojal.

Diseases attack on
crops
Infectious diseases

Use of sprays(pesticides) etc

Conflicts (on
pastures and post
Attaabd incident)

Jirga system was available for water management
Conflicts on water are common in Hunza especially
in summers. People quarrel mostly in summers on
water

People now try to store food for some
months to face any emergency situation
Pesticide are now being provided by NGOs
Health facilities are available
People refer to health facilities of AKHSP and
Government
Depends on the situation (for pastures a case
is in court while different CSOs are helping
people to manage Attabad conflicts.

The elderly men and women respondents added that there was no proper mechanism to cop up with different type of
disasters or hazards. People just help each other voluntarily. But in the recent years this system is towards decline due
to shortage of time as people are now engaged with different jobs, therefore they can’t give time for such activities. It is
feared that in the coming years it will be more difficult for people to help each other due to time constraints.’ Another
important point is to be noted that after Attabad disaster there is grouping amongst the people due to the distribution
of the relief. Therefore, the people are not helping each other like they did in previous years. This has greatly affected
the traditional bonds and community self- help mechanisms.
7.1.13. Climate Change and Development Issues
- Water Supply
On the question of availability of water for drinking and other purposes, the respondents told:
There has created a shortage of water especially for agricultural purposes. Due to consistent cold the glaciers are not
melting. Due to this the wheat harvesting was delayed for almost a month this year. There is no coping mechanism to
deal with this problem. Another reason is the damage caused to the irrigation water channels by the floods and also by
the ongoing work on Karakoram Highway.
There is also a shortage of drinking water due to constant increase in population and poor water management on part of
the government agencies concerned.
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In Nasirabad, the elderly respondents told that right from the time when Nasirabad came into being, there has been a
shortage of water for irrigation. However for drinking purposes the spring water is available. However our field research
team members observed that there seemed to be no shortage of irrigation water but there was a shortage of clean
water for drinking as the local residents were observed to be using water for drinking with apparent impurities like dust
particles in it.

- Forced population movement/migration
Most of the respondent, children, youth and elderly, were of the view that people were migrating from Hunza not
because of change in climate or climate induced hazards but for education, jobs and business purposes. They added that
many households also move temporarily in winter to the warmer places downstream. However in past many people had
migrated due to shortage of land for cultivation. Hundreds of families from “Ayeenabad” had to shift to relief
camps/temporary shelters as their lands and houses had been submerge in the Hunza Lake created due to blockage of
Hunza river by Attabad land slide back in 2010. These families are living in shelters camps, in harsh weather condition
and are facing different problems.
It was also reported that some residents of Nasirabad have migrated due to shortage of water. In Nasirabad there is no
glacier. Therefore people purchase water from Nagar Gulmit for irrigation. In Nasirabad the youth group (18-24 boys)
reported, “Due to population increase the already stressed water resource have becomes insufficient for the people.
They cannot do anything for this as they are borrowing it from Nagar. The shortage of water is great challenge for us.
- Food security
In Aliabad, the respondents told that food insecurity issue was not a major issue in their area. However at other two
locations, Nasirabad and Gulmit the respondents opined:
-

There is a direct link between food insecurity and climate because if the climate is not favorable it damages the
crops and creaates a shortage of food. Here people grow potato for whole year and this crop depends on climate.

-

Sometime food shortage is created due to different incidence. For instance few months back due to massacre in
Kohistan and Chilas, Karakoram highway remained blocked for many days thus creating stoppage of food supplies.

-

Till now there has been no issue of food security in Nasirabad. However during the conflict in Gilgit there created
some problems. During that time the people of Nasirabad helped each other.

-

Gulmit had never faced food insecurity. Residents of Gulmit had always helped others from upper as well as lower
Hunza. But Attabad disaster has affected more than 70% people because their income source was potato and
apricot. After this disaster they cannot sell their products due to the accessibility issues created by the Attabad lake.

The IDPs of Ayeenabad living in shelter camps, since 2010, have lost their cultivated land, orchards, houses- each and
every thing in the Attabad Disaster. They told, “When we were in our village; there was no problem for us. We would do
farming and we had everything at that time. We would easily afford the fee of our children as we used to earn well from
the selling of our crops. After the disaster we are facing many problems including food security. For the last two years
Government of China has been providing food items to us. We do not know how long China will continue to support us.”

Livestock
Employment
/job/services

Positive and negative impacts of climate change as described by the respondents
In situation of severe cold, floods and snow; most of the people cannot go outside. This affects their
business. The business is also affected when there is blockage of roads. A case in sight is that of Attabad Lake
due to which blocked Karakoram Highway. Due to this incident many people have lost their businesses, lands
and jobs. In extremely cold weather even the travel by boat in Attabad lake does not remain possible.
In case of rains and floods shortage of grass for animals is created.
Sometimes people cannot go to job due to blockage of roads and bridges caused by snowfall, land sliding,
flooding and rainfall. The positive impact of the Attabad land slide is that many people have got new jobs on
attractive remunerations.
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Livelihood sources
Business
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“At the very beginning of Attabad disaster one morning at school I asked my students that how many of them had been
without breakfast that day. Three of them told me that they had taken only boiled potato for breakfast. When I asked
them why? They replied that because they did not have flour to make bread.”
A teacher from Gulmit
- Impacts on livelihood systems

Labor

Mining
Transportation
Horticulture
Agriculture

Handicrafts

Construction work gets delayed due to rain and snow thus affecting the labor opportunities.
Crops are damaged in case of severe cold. The heavy rains cause flooding thus affecting the crops. This
situation reduces the labor opportunities. While if temperature increases or stays normal according to a
season there are various crops like peas, onion etc; which create labor opportunities.
In case of snow and rain people are unable to mine due to which they could not earn their living.
In case of heavy snowfall or rain the roads get blocked thus affecting the transportation of people and goods.
Further the 28 km of Karakoram Highway has submerged in the Attabad Lake.
The health and ripening of fruits depend on climate. Many people dry fruits and sale in the local market. The
fruits’ drying also depends on climate.
Crops are damage in case of severe cold and floods. While high temperature is favorable for crops.
Heavy rains damage crops and fruits while production increases in favorable weather conditions. If the
weather is good in summer people get good crops of wheat, corn, potatoes, cherries, apricot etc. These
crops are also damaged in case of severe cold. In case of heavy snowfall or rain the roads are blocked
affecting the transportation of agricultural produce to market.Since most of the people in Hunza are
dependent upon agriculture, a change in climate or weather conditions directly affect the livelihoods of the
majority. Further a large number of people in Ayeenabad have lost their lands to Attabad Lake and are thus
left with no livelihood options and have become dependent upon relief.
People make handicrafts throughout the year.

7.1.14. Climate Change and Health
Disease burden: Common diseases in the area

- Common non-communicable Diseases in Area
Non
Local names for these Symptoms
communicable
diseases
diseases
Diabetes
Sugar or Sugar
Pain in body
Bemari,
Increase in urination
Daki Shinaln
High Sugar level
Backache
Joint pain

Blood pressure
Headache

Mashching, Mikholus,
Mad sakh
Chaming ,
Mag Gani Shinain,
Birin Rishen
B.P
Kapal mekholus
Cish shinain
Sar reshing

Seasonality (if any)

Linkages with
weather conditions

Summer

Winters
Round the year

Seasonality (if any).

No specific season for this
disease

Linkages with
climate change
(if any)
No

Pain in the back

Winter

Cold

Pain in joints

Winter

Cold

Headache
Bleeding from the nose
Pain in head

No specific season

No

Summers

Yes
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- Common Communicable Diseases in the Area
Communicable
Local names
Symptoms
Diseases
for these
diseases
Chicken pox
Shotomuchy
Red spots appear on the
Bemari,
whole body of the patient with
Huryanz
fever
Flue
Zukam
Hepatitis
Kanal
Weakness
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Heart attack
Typhoid
Low vision
Disease of joints
Diarrhea
T.B
Anemia

Hepatitis
Pneumonia
Dyspepsia
Pharyngitis

Asthma
Temperature

Maso fail manas
Typhoid
Shoun, Khaira kur
Jaking
Julab
Dari bugan
T.B, Khus Bemari
Ghusha
Multan buyas, Kanal
Khun kami
Kanal
Zard pirwavn
Namuniya
Hazma
Buky bemari
Halq rishin
Daama, Dama Han
Duma
Chibubush/Shal

Pneumonia

Increase in heartbeat
Dizzying
Low vision
Pain in joints
Fever in body and
laziness
Coughing , weakness
and laziness
Palpitation with pale
conjunctivae and lips
and nail and tiredness.
Weakness, body pain,
fever, jaundice
Problem in breathing
Pain in stomach
Pain in upper and
lower respiratory
system
Trouble in breathing,
wheezing and cough
Body temperature

Around the year
Summers
Around the year
Winters
Summers

No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Around the year

No

Around the year

No

Around the year

No

Winters
Around the year
Winters

Cold
No
Cold

Winter and Spring

Cold

Summer

Pain in chest

Winter

Due to increase
in temperature
Change in
temperature
Ups and downs
in temperature
Due to climate
change

Fever

KU

Spring, Summer, Autumn

Cough

Ku

Winter

Leprosy

Roni
Punoro

The diseases shift from
one person to other
It is like Chickenpox

It was pest disease, which
shift from goat

No

Child Mortality and Morbidity
The respondents shared their views, as:

-

- Child Malnutrition
Especially the younger and elderly respondents opined that their families were not using balanced diet due to lack of
awareness and ignorance. In meeting with the IDPs of Attabad Lake, the respondents told that they were living in
temporary shelters camps. They said that before the disaster when they were living in their villages, they used fresh milk
for the infant and family member. But after shifting to the camps, those luxuries had gone, they recalled. They added
that 40% of under- five children were malnourished and 60% lactating mothers were anemic for lack of
awareness/ignorance and disaster.
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-

There is link between climate change and child mortality and morbidity because infants suffer from pneumonia
during winter
Due to change in climate there is increase in different diseases which directly affect the health of children. There are
cases of chest pain, fever, tonsils etc.
Child mortality means Za Merg while child morbidity is Za Bimori in local language.
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Sr.#
1

Terms
Food

2

Food insecurity

3

Nutrition

4

Malnutrition

Local Terms
Shapiq
Ration
Khurok
Shapiq y qaat
Kahat alin
Khurok kami
Sheyas minas
Korak
Sihathmend
Ashato
Tiki nush
Kamzori

Linkages with climate change
Production of crops totally depend on climate

Due to cold there are no crops causing food insecurity.

No

7.1.15. Climate Change and Child Rights
- [Child] Poverty
According to the children in Aliabad, there is a link between poverty/wellbeing and climate changes owing to the fact
that most of the people in Hunza earn their living from agriculture sector. The also said that even other businesses had a
link with climate. For instance, they told, people of Hunza suffered a lot due to the Attabad disaster. Potato was the
main source of income of majority of the people before Attabad disaster. After Attabad Lake around 70-80% people
have totally lost their income source due to accessibility issues. The children said that affectees’ incomes had reduced
because they lost each and every thing in the disaster. The children added that although the affectees living in the
camps were trying to send their children to schools their studies had suffered.
In Nasirabad, most of the respondents thought that no one in Nasirabad was poor, because 99 % of the people were
farmers and managed to earn good living.
- Child Protection
On the question of child protection, some respondents opined that various social and religious organizations were
playing vital role in child protection. Most of the respondents were of the view that there child protection was not an
issue in the areas since issues like kidnapping, killing were almost non-existent. However, they added, there were still
some issues like teenagers using drugs which sometimes were found to be a cause of road accidents. Some respondents
were of the view that although issues like kidnapping were not common, child labor was a big local issue.
Member of a youth respondent groups told that issue of early marriages which was somewhat common should also be
treated as a child protection issue.
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- Education
Most of children are school going although there are some dropouts. The respondents were of the view that children’s
education was directly and indirectly affected by Climate Change. For instance due to Attabad disaster schools
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In Gulmit, the children told that Child protection means Za Bachat in their local language. They said that after the
Attabad disaster, the schools remained closed for almost six months due to which their education was affected. Most of
the children were unable to attend their educational institutions (especially female students) due to accessibility and
safety issues. The said that after the Attabad disaster local youth had got involved in loading and unloading of trucks
coming from China .

remained closed for many month. Some school buildings were converted into IDP camps and were thus not being used
for education delivery affecting the education of their students.
Analyzing the state of enrollment in their area, the respondents said that there was a certain section of the youth which
did not attend any educational institution. These young boys, according to the respondents, are involved in some
business activities, work in restaurants and hotels and sometime become the drug addicts.
Explaining the linkages between education and climate change, the child respondents said that especially during rains,
floods and snowfall they could not attend their schools.
Sharing their memories of the Attabad Landslide event, some children told that they for many months after the event
they remained in shock and were psychologically disturbed. ‘Many of us would draw paintings of water, boats and
bridges in those days’ one respondent recalled.
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Giving accounts of their ordeal, the girl respondents told that the disturbance caused by the Attabad Lake especially in
terms of people’s mobility, had especially affected their education. They told that during that time many parents did not
allow their daughters to travel to their educational institutions fearing about their protection and safety. This affected
the educational sessions of many girl students.

7.2.

FOOTHILLS OF HIMALAYAS: MUZAFFARABAD

7.2.1. Basic information about the field research
Name of Locality
Urban or Number and age group of respondents
Rural
8 – 13
14 – 17
18 – 24
M
F
M
F
M
F
Chella Bandi
Urban
4
8
10
10
12
8
Manak Payaan
Rural
5
5
12
10
12
11
Bella Makri
Rural
5
5
10
9
12
9
Total
14
18
32
29
36
28
7.2.2. Brief Profiles of the localities
Required Information
Total Population of the area
Number of Government Schools
Number of Private schools
Number of hospital (if)
Number
dispensary
(private
and
government both)
Number of local CBOs
CBOs working on issues
Number of religious places (Muslim and
non-Muslim Both)
Number of Madrasshas
Government water supply available or
source of water
Literacy Rate among women
Literacy Rate among men
Katcha pacca road (Status)
Solid waste management system
Street lights available
Paved streets
Sewerage line
Fuel

25 & above
M
F
9
9
8
9
12
27
20

Chella Bandi
20,000
4
7
Nil
1

Manak Payan
10,000
3
2
Nil
Nil

Bella Markri
355
NILL
1
Nil
Nil

5
Yes
6 Mosque

Nil
Nil
2 Mosque

Nil
Nil
1 Mosque

2
1

1
1

NILL
NILL

40 %
30%
katcha
NILL
NILL
NILL
NILL
LPG and fuel wood

40 %
30%
katcha
NILL
NILL
NILL
NILL
LPG and fuel wood

30 %
70%
katcha
NILL
NILL
NILL
NILL
LPG and fuel wood

7.2.3. Children and Youth’s Vocabulary and Description of Basic Terms and Concepts
Local terminologies
Mosam
Mosam
Mosam
Garmi & Sardi
Darja Hararat , tapp
Badal (rain), Sheen (snow), Kareeri (hail), Barish, Baraf (snow) , Rou’t, arh, sheen ollay
Mahol

7.2.4. Climate of Muzaffarbad as Perceived by Children and Youth
Here are the statements which children and young respondents made while describing the climate of their area:
- Summers have become hot
- Diseases have increased
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Term
Climate
Weather
Season
Atmosphere
Temperature
Precipitation
Environment
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S.#

-

Rain fall has increases
Due to the increase in population weather is changing
Another cause of changing weather pattern is deforestation and depletion of ozone layer which is threatening our
environment.
In winter temperature is low and in summer also temperature is low. There is heavy rainfall throughout the years

7.2.5. Local Names of the months, as Described by the Respondents
The Children and young respondents told that they had heard from their elders the name of months in Hindko and
Pahari languages. However most of the respondents were unable to recall those names. Only the elderly women
respondents at Chella Bandi were able to tell the local names of the months.
Months
First month of the year
Second month
Third month
Fourth month
Fifth month
Sixth month
Seventh month
Eighth month
Ninth month
Tenth month
Eleventh month
Twelve month

Local Names of the Months
Poh
Maah
Phagan
Chait’r
Vesakh
Jaith
Haar
Sawan
Badro
Asso
Katain
Maggar

7.2.6. Seasons as described by the respondents
Normal
duration of
each season

Normal
weather
conditions in each
season

Winter

Sardi, Siyala

Sep-Feb
Oct-Mar

Cold weather

Spring
Summer
Rainy
season
Fall

Bahar,
Phool Keeli
Garmmi
Bariyan
Sawan

March-Apr
Feb-Apr
Mid Apr-Oct
Apr-Aug
Jul-Aug

Khisan
Pat Jhar

Oct-Nov

Changes that
have occurred
in the normal
duration
of
each season
Dec-Feb

Pleasant

No

Hot weather

Jun-Oct

Normal
and
sometimes cold
Dry and windy

Jun-Aug
Nov

Changes that have occurred in the normal
weather conditions of each season

Last year winters were intense and their
duration was longer than usual. There was
also an increase in the snowfall and winter
rains.
It was too cold in the winter. Earlier people
used blankets but now they also need to use
quilt in winter
Now there are more rains in spring but there
are less flowers and fruits.
Summers have become harsher and also
there is an increase in skin diseases.
Intensity and frequency of monsoon rains
have increased during last few years.
Heavy rains and bare trees
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Local names
for
each
season
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Normal
Seasons

7.2.7. The Seasonal Calendar
Seasons

Routine
activities

Winter

Menial labor
Services
Farming

economic

Any changes that have
occurred in these routine
economic activities due to
climate change
There is less work in winter
and problems are increasing
day by day due to disasters.

Routine social activities

Any changes that have occurred
in these routine social activities
due to climate change

Normally people wake up
late in the morning

No change
Intense cold sometimes reduces
people’s capacity to work

10 years back due to long
duration of winter people
would stays at homes for
longer duration but now the
winter duration has reduced
and people don’t like to stay
at home for long time
Spring

Summer

Rainy
season

Labor opportunities
increase
Farming
People work in the
evenings because it is
hot in day time.
Herders take their
animals to higher
altitudes pastures for
grazing

Children and youth go for
picnics and entertainment

No change

In summer people get busy
in grass cutting and

No change

Children bathe in river,
Fruits are picked and sold
in local market
During
floods
people
gather wooden planks
from the river to earn a
livelihood.

No change

Some people also fish in
the river as a source of
livelihood.
Fall

No change

7.2.8. Causes of Climate Change as Perceived by the Respondents
Some respondents were of the view that especially since the earthquake in 2005, the local weather conditions had
become unpredictable and intensity of climatic events like rains, snowfall, summer and winter temperatures etc had
increased.
The school/college going children and educated youth expressed their concerns opining that changes in the weather
conditions were the result of pollution and increase in traffic. They added that rapid increase in human population,
depletion of ozone layer and deforestation were some other factors contributing to the climate variability.
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Many children and young respondents especially pointed finger to the ruthless of cutting of trees as the major cause of
changes in the climate. A group of young girls in Bella Makri opined that due to some unknown reasons, earth was
getting hotter with every passing year.
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Counting the reasons for the changes in climate, most of the elderly women termed them the punishment from the God
for people’s sins and bad habits.

7.2.9. Changes in the Routine Temperature as Perceived by the Respondents
Seasons

How people/children describe changes (if there are any, in their
view) in temperature patterns

Winter

-

Spring

Last time winter was too cold
Winter was not too cold rather it was hot like as if was early
summer
Velocity of winter winds has increased
Last spring was normal
More rain fall was noticed in the spring
It was pleasant weather in last spring but it was colder than
last three years
There is a change in the duration of spring. According to some
respondents it had increased while other responded
otherwise
Summer temperature seems to be higher than before,
Summer is hotter than ever before
Earlier summer duration would be longer but now due to
forests its duration has reduced.
Due to increase in motor transport intensity of summer has
increased

-

Summer

-

Rainy
season

-

Heavy rain fall
Apparently there is no change in this season.
Duration of the rainy season/monsoon has changed.

Fall

-

No change
Duration of the autumn season appears to have increased
over the years.

What are the impacts of these changes in
temperature on people/children’s routine daily life,
health, social and economic activities
There is an increase in the seasonal diseases
More children are falling sick
Due to cold weather children do not take bath
daily
No effect
People used to work easily in this season but
this year due to heavy rain fall, they could not
maintain their routine.
Spring temperature has increased and during
this spring there were less flowers compared to
last year.
There is an increase in seasonal diseases
including malaria, dengue fever, skin ailments,
hairfall and diarrhea.
Due to increase in summer temperature
demand for electricity has increased which has
led to load shedding of electricity.
If temperature increase, more children get sick
Due to hot sunny days, people prefer to stay
inside to protect their health. This in turn affects
their income earning activities.
In summer children take more sleep and feel
lazy.
During summer people could not do tougher
jobs. Earlier it was not the case.
Land sliding, soil erosion, seasonal floods are the
impacts of the rainy season. These phenomena
adversely affect people’s economic and living
conditions. Besides the tourism is also affected
during rains and floods.
No visible impact
Children and people get sick due to the dryness
of this season

7.2.10. Changes in the Routine Precipitation as Perceived by the Respondents

Spring

-

During last winter season there were heavy rains
The intensity and frequency of winter rains have increased.
There were more rains and storms than usual

Summer

-

There were more rains in last summer due to which the
intensity of summer was reduced.

Rainy
season

Torrential rains during last monsoon season

What are the impacts of these changes in
precipitation on people/children’s routine daily life,
health, social and economic activities
The unusual rains affected people’s routine social
and economic activities.
Fruit trees lost their fruits due to heavy rains and hail
storms.
Due to unusual rains mobility of people was
affected.
The heavy rains also inundated some areas
affecting people’s houses and disturbing their
social life.
There are seasonal floods which affect the routine
life including children’s education and health.
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Winter

How people/children describe changes (if there are any, in their
view) in precipitation patterns
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Seasons

7.2.11. Climate Induced Hazards as Identified by the Respondents
List of possible climate induced hazards and risks including*:
Torrential rains or untimely rains leading to flooding
Tornadoes
Forest or grassland fires
Heat waves
Cold waves
Desertification
Upland farming-deforestation leading to land sliding or mud sliding
Glacial lakes and their outbursts
Wind erosion
Soil erosion
Change in agricultural yields
Conflicts (on resources etc.)

Local names for these hazards
Sallab
Chakkar
Jungle Nar
Tat oush
Tao oush
Shar
Moos Veeri
Karab
Kattao
Mood Phai
Khakatt
Sarieen

7.2.12. Coping with Hazards
Hazards
Floods
Land Sliding
Rain falls
Earth quack

Traditional coping mechanism
Temporary migration
Nothing
Nothing
People would simple come out of
houses

Changes that have occurred in coping mechanisms (if any)
Temporary migration
Plantation at vulnerable location
Nothing
People have built earthquake resistant housing structures

7.2.13. Climate Change and Development Issues
- Water Supply
At all three locations of Muzaffarabad, the respondents viewed that a considerable number of springs had dried due to
which people were facing water shortage. To cope up with this situation, people have begun to store the water.
- Forced population movement/migration
Most of the respondents in Muzaffarbad’s three locations told that they had not migrated ever in the hands of some
climate induced calamity. However a good number of them said that during the Kashmir earthquake 2005 they had to
be displaced to the relief camps temporarily. Some respondents also told that even in 2010 floods they had to be
displaced temporarily moving to Haripur and Rawalpindi and some other locations. We didn’t migrated any where but
in earth quake we shifted temporally in tents but now we builts shelters.
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A considerable number of respondents were noted to be of the view that there was no change in their food intake
patterns and hence there was no issue of food security. However many children acknowledged the existence of food
insecurity, but they were not able to fully comprehend and explain the whole situation.
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- Food security
Most of the respondents viewed a clear link between climate [change] and food security counting other local factors too
that had contributed in food insecurity at local level. A large number of respondents argued that since 2005 their
households had not been able to fully restore their economies. They said that prior to the earthquake they used to keep
livestock but with the shock of earthquake coupled with consistent rise in the prices of commodities including livestock,
and reduction in the size of pastures their ability to afford livestock had eroded contributing directly to household food
security.

“Due to too hot summer our crops got damaged. We had nothing to do to cope with the situation and are now
facing food insecurity”
A girl from Bella Makri, Muzaffarabad
Some elderly respondents deplored that IDP’s from Indian Occupied Kashmir who had settled for longtime in
their areas should be sent back so that the lands thus freed up could be cultivated. This, in their view, would
contribute to more crop production and thus food security.
Some children argued that due to change in environment taste of food had changed. Some young respondents
said that the crop yield had reduced resulting in reduction of supply and increase in demand and thus creating
the question of affordability of food items and food security.
Counting other factors contributing to food insecurity, some respondents viewed that decrease in number of
households keeping livestock and reduction in the size of cultivable pieces of lands due to increase in population
had actually contributed to food insecurity for a large number of households, including their own.
-

Impacts on livelihood systems

Livelihood
sources
Labor

Linkage with natural resources

Transportation

During the rainy seasons, due to landslides roads get
obstructed. This situation affects people’s mobility and
thus the livelihoods associated with the transportation.
Directly dependent upon climate/weather conditions.

Farming
Handicrafts
and production
of
various
items

During extreme winters and summers people do less work
which affect their productivity and hence livelihood

Climatic conditions affect the availability of energy supply
especially the electricity

Positive and negative impacts of climate change as
described by the respondents
During rainy season people’s work affected.
However the good side of the situation is that
availability of water for drinking and crop
production improves resulting in lesser efforts to
collect drinking water and improved crop
production. The weather also improves which
improves people’s mood.

Due to changes in climatic conditions crop
production is impacted.
Due to long hours of electricity outages, livelihoods
associated with these sources, are affected.

7.2.14. Climate Change and Health
- Disease burden: Common diseases in the area
It was reported during the focus group discussions that in the target areas, some people had died last year due to
dengue fever.
Common Communicable Diseases in the Area

Dust allergy
Scabies

Local names for
these diseases
Hawoo,
Khashoor

Kharish

Symptoms

Seasonality (if any)

Red spots in and around eyes,
swollen eyes

Summer
After earthquake this
ailment was reported to
have
been
quite
common
Summer
Summer

Dryness in throat, sore throat
Red spots on skin

Linkages with weather
conditions
Hot weather
Dusty weather

Hot weather
Hot weather
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Communicable
Diseases
Eye infection
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-

Headache
Flu
Fever
FLUE
COUGH

-

Dany
Nazla
Bukhaar
ZUKAM
KHANG

Pain in the head
TEMERATURE HIGH
TROUT PAIN
DNT KNOW

In all seasons
Winter
SUMMER ,WINTER
SUMMER
SUMMER

No
Cold weather
SEASONAL INFECTIONS
SEASONAL INFECTIONS
SEASONAL INFECTIONS

Common Non-communicable Diseases in Area

Non communicable
diseases

Local names for these
diseases

Symptoms

Seasonality (if any).

Pneumonia

Namonia

Chest infection ,backache

Winter

Linkages
with
weather
conditions
Cold weather

Diabetes
Blood pressure

Sugar
Blood Pressure

No
No

No
No

Heart attack
Cancer

Dil Da Dora

Weakness
Face swelling
Patients get angry in high
BP
Left arm pain

No

No

7.2.15. Climate Change and Child Rights
- [Child] Poverty
Explaining the local concept of poverty and affluence, the children said that the local word for a poor person is Ghareeb
and for an affluent won is Ameer. The said that a ghareeb is one who possess no land or small piece of land, who has a
small house made of local material, has no or a small number of livestock.
Most of the respondents opined that after the earthquake in 2005, the poverty level in their areas had increased as
people had lost their assets especially the income earning family members, pieces of agricultural lands, housing
structures and livestock. However many among them acknowledged that there was an improvement in the housing
stock as people had received compensation as well as government instructions to build earthquake resistant structures.
Analyzing the impacts of climate induced hazards/disasters, the respondents told that floods in 2010 had caused
destruction of crops, housing structures and local infrastructures and had thus contributed to poverty.
- Child Protection
Commenting on the issue of child protection, almost all respondents acknowledged that child labor and exploitation of
children at the workplaces were big issues. The child respondents shared that corporal punishment in schools was also
an issue affecting their protection. However the respondents were not able to contextualize the child protection issues
with the climate or climate induced vagaries.

Tree plantation near and on the river banks to reduce the harmful effects of flooding.
Proper solid waste management and sewerage system
Afforestation
Improve sanitary conditions
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Recommendations/demands extended by the respondents:
The respondents were asked to extend the recommendations to better adapt with and mitigate the climate
variability/change and its impacts: Here are given what they have recommended to and demanded from the concerned
institutions:

-
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-

Early warning system
Field terracing
Construction of retention and protection walls
Flood protection bunds
Development of playgrounds and parks
Provision of libraries
Awareness campaigns
Vocational Centers especially for girls and women
Promote safe construction practices and standards including the land-use planning to restrict construction at
vulnerable places like river banks and waterways
Measures to control soil erosion
Land compensations to the flood affectees
Permanent solution for the settlement of migrants from Indian Occupied Kashmir so that issues of conflict on
resources could be solved
Provision of health facilities
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NEIGHBOR OF RIVER KABUL: NOWSHERA

7.3.

7.3.1. Basic information about the field research
Name of Locality

Pabbi
Pir Piai
Aza Khel
Total

Urban or
Rural
Urban
Semi
Urban
Rural

Number and age group of respondents
8 – 13
14 – 17
18 – 24
M
F
M
F
M
F
2
4
7
6
8
7
3
7
7
7
6
7

25 & above
M
F
7
6
8
6

2
7

9
24

4
15

8
22

8
21

6
20

6
20

6
18

7.3.2. Children and Youth’s Vocabulary and Description of Basic Terms and Concepts
S.#

Term
Climate
Weather

Season
Atmosphere
Temperature

Precipitation

Environment

Responses/Definitions/Statements of Children and Youth
With the passage of time weather changes. In winters it is cold and in summers it is warm
Daily hotness or coldness.
The atmospheric conditions of an area is called weather
The weather is the existing condition of hotness or coldness at a given place
The climate of a place is called weather. With passage of time, weather changes
The change in climate is called weather
Season is the name of summers, winters etc.
The state or condition of weather is called as season.
The circle of gases around our earth is atmosphere
The gases around the earth are called atmosphere
The hotness is temperature
Intensity of hotness is called temperature
The coldness and hotness are temperature
Raining from sky is precipitation. Sometimes the water drops get colder and form snow. Heavy snow fall is
called hailing.
Sometime hail occurs in our area.
Rain and hails are precipitation.
Sea causes clouds to form and they cause rain or precipitation.
All the items around us whether natural or artificial are called environment
All the living and non-living things around us are called environment
Pollution affects the environment and temperature variations are also because of pollution.
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7.3.3. Climate of Nowshera as Perceived by Children and Youth
- Weather of our area is hot. In spring flowers blossom.
- Autumn, spring, summers and winters are seasons in our area.
- Climate of our area has changed due to rains. The hotness has reduced due to recent rains.
- Weather of our area has changed and got hotter due to climate change. It is because of pollution and breach in
ozone layer. Wind storms with dust have increased in spring and summer as well.
- The climate of our area is moist as it is situated on the bank of River Kabul.
- Rains are occurring but untimely which has good effect on temperature but are bad for crops.
- Weather of our area is defined as hot summers. Summer causes people to get sick.
- Our area’s climate is very hot and less cold.

7.3.4. Local Names of the Months, as Described by the Respondents
Months
First month of the year
Second month
Third month
Fourth month
Fifth month
Sixth month
Seventh month
Eighth month
Ninth month
Tenth month
Eleventh month
Twelfth month

Local Names
Har
Pashakal
Baadro
Asoo
Kathak
Poh
Mah
Phagan
Chether
Besaki
Maghar
Jet

Note: Most of the respondents were simply unaware of the local names of the months. They were familiar only with the
Gregorian calendar and to some extent with the Islamic Calendar which is a lunar calendar. Even the local names
mentioned in the table are not in right order.
7.3.5. Seasons as described by the respondents
Normal
Seasons

Winter
Spring
Summer
Rainy
season
Fall

Local
names for
each
season
Jamay
Yakhni
sparlay
Garmi
Oray
Pashakal
khazan

Normal
duration of
each season

Normal
conditions
season

Nov-Feb
Nov-Jan
Feb-Mar
Mar-Apr
May-Sept
Apr-Oct
July-Sept
Jul-Aug
Dec-Jan
Oct-Nov

weather
in each

Changes that have
occurred in the normal
duration of each season

Changes that have occurred in the
normal weather conditions of each
season

Cold

Less winters-short

Moderate

More spring-Short
Longer
Loner summers
Very hot
Late-short

Less rains
No rains now
Dry-less rains
Longer spring
Dry
Very hot
Less rains-only 2010 floods

normal

normal

Very Hot
Very hot
Suffocation
moderate

-

-

The intensity and duration of the winters have reduced. The increase in population and pollution are two main
reasons for this change.
The frequency of winter rains has reduced.
Duration of springs has also reduced while summers have become longer and harsher. Other than monsoon rains
these have reduced in other seasons. The monsoon rains often cause flooding especially in low lying areas. The
reason for these changes is the breach in Ozone layer as the scientists say. Sometimes there are intense rains
followed by drought conditions
Winters have reduced to three months only and are less cold. With less rains in winters, the weather is not so
intense. Now we don’t need very warm clothes in winters.
Summers are hot and very long. We use lot of energy in summers to keep ourselves cool. Generators are used
extensively because of load shedding to run A/Cs and fans. The diseases are increasing in summer due to heat and
flies, mosquitoes. Due to noise pollution, the summers are even hotter. Cities are warmers than villages. People fight
with each other more in summer. Ice cream and Mangoes are eaten in summer. Spring is short now and not so cold
with les rains. Flower blossom but are covered with dust due to less rains. Autumn used to be colder but now any
more. We like walking on leaves in autumn. In rainy season, sometime we don’t get rains and once we get it are very
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Commenting on the local seasons, the respondents added:

heavy causing floods. Due to rains, houses are washed away and cause heavy damages. The livestock keepers are
affected most.

-

-

-

-

-

-

Winters are for four months and are mildly cold.
Spring is longer and extends to the May’s end with frequent dust storms and occasional rains.
Winters are of shorter duration now. The rains are less and there is no need now for people to specially care for
winters. The only difference remains in day light as days are shorter in winters.
Winters are moderately cold. We eat dry fruits and wear warm clothes and sit in front of heaters. Water is less used
and there are less flies and mosquitoes than they are in summer. But last time winters were extremely cold.
The summers are less intense this year and spring ended soon after March.
Winters are extremely cold. Cold winds blow. In summers, we get sweat and snow melts on mountains and hot
winds blow. People get sick because of hot weather. Potable water gets scarce in summers. In spring flowers
blossom and the weather gets pleasant.
Summers are hotter than past years. This is because of the pollution of environment. Load shedding is more. We
drink cold water in these days. Children and elders sit under the shades of trees during these days. Oxygen is less
and during playing games we get lot of sweating. In summers there is lot of vegetables grown. In monsoon
suffocation is there in the weather. Different types of diseases appear in monsoon including jaundice and malaria. In
autumn, trees shed leaves and cold winds blow. People wear warm clothes and eat meat and eggs.
Cold winds blow in winters and rains have reduced during winters.
Duration of springs has increased but the flowers are not blossoming as they did before. Whatever flowers are there
in spring are either plucked before their maturity or used for decoration and are thrown away after few hours.
Sometimes plants shed their flowers during strong gusty winds as witnessed in late spring.
The summers have prolonged now due to environmental pollution. The increasing population is also the reason for
increased summers. The forest cutting is another reason contributing to the intense summers.
The rainy season has changed a lot. The rainy season now brings not regular rains and when they come they bring
destruction in form of floods. Various types of insects produce during rainy season which are harmful for human life.
The fruits and vegetables got rotten and children eat them thus getting sick.
There are four seasons in a year.
The reduction in winters has also caused reduced rains. The crops are also affected due to reduced rains. The dry
winters bring lots of diseases like flu, allergies etc. the skin gets ruptured with dry and cold winds. People who work
in open air get affected.
Spring is more in duration now but the flowers are not blossoming as before. This affects the pollination of plants
and we get reduced production.

7.3.6. The Seasonal Calendar

Winter

Schools are closed in
December
Bakery
work
is
affected due to gas
load shedding
People who work in
fields and at brick kilns
are affected.
Winter crops are sown
Pleasant weather for
work-exams
of

Spring

economic

Any changes that have
occurred in these routine
economic activities due to
climate change
Holidays.
No work
Less rains affect the crop
production

Routine social activities

Any changes that have occurred
in these routine social activities
due to climate change

Short days and cold air.
No or less work

Badly affected due to untimely
rains and energy crisis.

Nil

nil

nil
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Routine
activities
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Summer

students and results
School holidays.
Bakery items are
gotten
rotten
in
summers.
Very
hot-difficult
labor,
construction
laborers get sick in hot
weather and they
have to spend more
money on health
which dents their
meager incomes.

Rainy
season

Load shedding affects learning
in schools. Longer summers
and very hot weather.
Lesser warmth allows to
harvest wheat in cold weather
Lesser warmth in May allows
to play games and harvest
wheat in cold weather

Nil

May was a bit cooler compared
to what the temperature in this
month used to be.

Floods have caused
closure of businesses.
Insecurity of assets
increased.

Nil

nil

the
has

7.3.7. Causes of Climate Change as Perceived by the Respondents

-

-

The breach in the ozone layer has caused the hotter summers.
Vehicular emissions are the reason for change in weather patterns. Brick kilns and industries are also
causing pollution. The warm weather and load shedding causes depression and frustration causing
people fight each other on meager things.
Causes are God’s wrath on people who are sinning and not abiding by His commands.
Greenhouse effect causes global warming and pollution brings changes in weather.
Causes are pollution, bomb blasts and poisonous gases in atmosphere, vehicular and industrial
pollution and smoke, huge population growth and cutting of trees.

7.3.8. Changes in the Routine Temperature as Perceived by the Respondents

Winter

-

Spring

Rainy
season

Less flower blossom now due to less rain.
Less spring time and flowers don’t give fragrance now.
Longer summers
In May we have more rains now.
Hot summers
Intermittent rains
Torrential rains

Fall

nil

Summer

Winters have reduced to two months only.
Not colder as these used to be in the past

What are the impacts of these changes in
temperature on people/children’s routine daily life,
health, social and economic activities
Pollution in air, diseases in children
No special arrangements have to be made now
for winters.
Temperature is bearable allowing people to
work and go out.
Health is affected
Social life is not disturbed much.
Less enjoyment in wearing warm clothes,
jumpers and sweaters
Less spring and flowers are becoming odorless.
Longer but less rains, dry
Hotness has increased
Duration of summers increased. And rains bring
catastrophe in shape of floods.
Floods and lightening in clouds, thunders cause fear
Insecurity in the hands of floods
Destruction of houses and property due to rains.
nil
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How people/children describe changes (if there are any, in their
view) in temperature patterns
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7.3.9. Changes in the Routine Precipitation as Perceived by the Respondents
Seasons

How people/children describe changes (if there are any, in their
view) in precipitation patterns

Winter
Spring
Summer

Less rains now
Less rains
No rains
Very hot summers
Heavy rains-flooding

Rainy
season
Fall

Nil

What are the impacts of these changes in
precipitation on people/children’s routine daily life,
health, social and economic activities
Dust and haze in air causing breathing problems
Nil
Drought and
Reduced rains affecting crops and orchards
Fear of houses’ destruction
Temporary displacement
Nil

7.3.10. Climate Induced Hazards as Identified by the Respondents
List of possible climate induced hazards and risks including*:
Droughts leading to water stress
Torrential rains or untimely rains leading to flooding
Heat waves
Cold waves
Others (lightening thunders)

Local names for these hazards
Khushk sali
Sailabi baran
Garam hawa
Yakha hawaganay
Bijli

7.3.11. Coping with Hazards
Hazards

Storms
Winds
Earthquake

Sit in homes
Sit in homes
Moving out of houses, pleading with God for His mercy

Changes that have occurred in coping
mechanisms (if any)
Pay attention to forewarnings, and people remain
prepared to move to safer places in case such a
situation emerges.
Nil
Nil
nil

Lightening

Do not sit under tree

Same practice

Floods

Traditional coping mechanism (positive as well as
negative)
There was no heavy flooding in the past except that
witnessed in 2010. Thus people were able to cope.

7.3.12. Climate Change and Development Issues
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- Forced population movement/displacement
Here are the views expressed by the respondents on the question of displacement in the hands of climate induced
events:
- The weather affects the living conditions in our area. Construction works stop in bad weather. Floods cause damage
to houses and bridges. People have to move to their relatives living in supposedly safer places.
- In case of floods we move out of our homes, leaving our assets and reach a safer location or move to relatives
houses.
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- Water Availability
Here are the views expressed by the respondents on the question of availability of water:
- Public water supply schemes are available contaminated water is being supplied. People use boring wells and hand
pumps for drinking water.
- Water quality is not good in the area. Water table has gone down below 100 ft.
- Especially after the floods 2010, the ground water at various locations has become saline.
- Water gets scarce in summers.
- In rural locations water supply has not affected much.

-

In case of floods we use traditional ways of securing ourselves by moving out to high lands. No developed methods
are known or used by people.
Temporary migration did occur during floods. Afterwards, the situation is back to normal.
In case of 2010 floods some people of our area whose house damaged migrated temporarily to other locations but
returned after the water receded from the areas. Relatives offered them shelter. The IDPs had become a huge
burden on poor host families.

-

Food security
Here are the views expressed by children and youth respondents while analyzing the linkages between climate
change and food insecurity:

-

Floods [2010] caused heavy damage to crops and caused the shortage of food and water. People dealt the bad
weather with honesty and strong will.
The fruit trees are affected badly due to wind storms, hails and dry weather. Storage of grains is also affected.
Food items are normally available throughout the year and their supply is not affected to mentionable extent.
The food items prices are extremely high but their quality has deteriorated that has affected the public health.
Droughts kill crops and fields are damaged. This situation creates a shortage of food items and food insecurity.
The field damages by floods in 2010 required farmers a lot of effort and money for their restoration. The break thus
occurred in the production and payment cycles have also affected the food production.
The food production has been badly affected due to the air and water pollution. Everywhere the water is
contaminated and the soil is full of pollution which affects the production. Adulteration of food items is also another
reason for the food insecurity.
The pollution has badly affected the crops. Food is available but it quality is compromised.

-

-

“We don’t know what to do with the food insecurity issue, but want that some steps are taken to safeguard our
future.”
A youth from Pabbi
Impacts on livelihood systems

Wood seller
Cloths store
Construction
Business
Carpenter
Blacksmith
Vegetable
seller
Milk seller
Bee keeping
Dairy farming
Pottery maker

Positive and negative impacts of climate change as described by the respondents
The climatic shocks directly affect the production and thus the livelihoods associated with sector. If climatic
conditions are favorable, farm production increases and thus the livelihoods improved.
Due to deforestation the supply of wood has been affected.
Cloth sellers incurred heavy losses during the floods in 2010
Rains affect the construction work and thus the labor opportunities for skilled as well as unskilled labor
Disrupted electricity supply has been damaging the business activities for so long.
Load shedding
In winters, hands don’t work
Vegetable get rotten due to intense heat.
Milk items like milk and yogurt get rotten due to excessive heat.
Flowers are less and population of honey bees depleting
Livestock died due to flood water and those saved from drowning got infected and later died.
Less wood for burning
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Livelihood
sources
Farming
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7.3.13. Climate Change and Health
-

Common Communicable Diseases in the Area

Communicable
Diseases
Polio
Diarrhea
Jaundice
Cough
Fever
Malaria
Typhoid
Hepatitis
Scabies
Fever
Eye infections

-

Local names for
these diseases
Shalay
Dastoona
Ziaray
Tokhay
Taba
Malaria
Miadi taba
Tor ziaray
Kharakh
Taba
Khug stargay

Symptoms

Seasonality (if any)

Walking limpness
Loose motions and vomiting
Yellow eyes
Coughing
High temperature
High fever
Pain in bones
Yellow eyes
Itchi skin
High temperature
Red eyes and itching

Nil
Increases in Summers
Nil
Nil
Nil
Increased
Nil
Nil
Summers and rains
Nil
All year

Linkages with weather
conditions
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Increased mosquitoes
Nil
Nil
Hotness
Nil
Radiation from sun

Common non-communicable Diseases in Area

Non communicable
diseases
Cancer

Local names for these
diseases
Cancer

Symptoms

Seasonality (if any).

Nil

Nil

Linkages
with
change (if any)
Nil

B.p
Gas trouble

Blood pressure
Gas

and

Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil

Heart attack
Asthma
Heat stroke

Zra dawra
Pukhalay
Loo lagna

Red face
Bad
stomach
indigestion
Pain in chest
Coughing
High
fever
unconsciousness

and

Nil
Nil
More in summer

Nil
Nil
Increases
duration.

with

climate

summer

- Child Mortality and Morbidity
Commenting on child mortality and morbidity, the respondents guessed that air pollution had had a contribution in child
mortality and morbidity. In Aza Khel, the children told that 30 babies were born in their area out which nine died. Other
respondents commented that diarrhea was the main killer of children in their area. They blamed the contaminated
drinking water as the sole reasons besides lack of awareness. Some respondents opined that cause for the birth of
babies with disability was also an outcome of pollution.
- Child Malnutrition
The children shared their dietary habits and food intake during the FGDs. They told:

“Rich people can afford all good delicious food items. Poor buy the cheapest and low quality food. Reduced crop
productions due to weather changes have impacted the food availability and variety for children and all population in
our area.”
A children group in Pir Piai
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-

Fruits, vegetables, grains, meat, rice, fish, chicken and fried dishes are eaten normally.
Tea and parathas are taken in the breakfast while lunch and dinner normally comprises of vegetables, lintels and
bread. The local term khwand denoting taste is used to describe the nutritional quality of food.
Normally people take bread, vegetable and lintel curry in routine as fruits and meat being expensive are taken only
occassionally.
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7.3.14. Climate Change and Child Rights
- [Child] Poverty
Sharing their perceptions of poverty and affluence, the respondents said:
-

-

A poor child is one whose parents are poor who depend upon alms and charity. Rich people go to Hajj (pilgrimage)
and abroad for tourism. No apparent link to Climate change (in children’s view).
The rich families take good care of their children while the poor families do not afford to provide even basic food to
their children.
The identification of poor children could be made from their living. Poor children are not looked after for their
health and educational needs. They work at auto-mechanic workshops or at tailoring shops.
Rich children are those whose parents are rich. They have servants at their home.
Whose parents are rich, the children are rich and have workers at home. Poor children do not go to school and go
beggary. [No link with Climate change in children’s view.]
“The clothes tell the background of children. Poor children have yellow faces and dirty old clothes.”
A child in Aza Khel
Farmers and laborers suffer from weather changes the most.
When the parents suffer or when they are affected the children are directly or indirectly affected too.
The land owners lost their land holdings in 2010. The prices of land in Nowshera since then have gone down like
never before. People have lost their properties and assets thus contributing to the child poverty.

- Child Protection
On the question of child protection, the respondents opined:
-

[Protection also include] protection of children from hot and cold and provision of food and education.
When children are not protected from germs and social evils, question of child protection arises. Parents normally
do not care for hygiene of their children. This situation challenges the safety of children from diseases.
The child protection is not an issue in our area.
In our areas, protection is not a problem for boys. For girls, however, there are problems like allowing girls to attend
schools especially when they are at some distance from homes and maintaining veils.
There has been an increase in abduction cases. Education especially of young girls is considered a problem by their
parents.
Child protection is known as “da waro khasmana”. The girls have problems while the boys do not have any problem
in moving around and living.

The children and other respondents however could not contextualize the child protection with the issue of climate
variability or climate shocks.

-

The earthquake and floods damaged the school building thus causing damage to education.
The school enrollment and literacy levels are on rise and not much affected by the weather conditions except that
the floods damaged the buildings of some of the schools in 2010.
Schools damaged in floods but now they are back to normal.
The education ratio has decreased from 70 to 50% due to poverty and flood losses of families still suffering.
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- Education
Analyzing the linkages between climate and education, the respondents said: Because of rains and floods, children’s
education got affected. The schools were closed for many months because of floods in year 2010.

7.4.

BETWEEN THE TWO GREAT RIVERS: MUZAFFARGARH

7.4.1. Basic information about the field research
Name of Locality

Urban or Rural
8 – 13

Seetpur
Bhutta Pur
Wasli Wala

Rural
Semi Urban
Rural

M
5
6
5
16

F
6
4
5
15

Number and age group of respondents
14 – 17
18 – 24
M
F
M
F
9
10
8
8
10
11
10
11
8
10
10
10
27
31
28
29

25 & above
M
F
10
7
10
10
9
9
29
26

7.4.2. Children and Youth’s Vocabulary and Description of Basic Terms and Concepts
S.#

Term
Climate
Weather
Season

Temperature
Precipitation
Environment

Responses/Definitions/Statements of Children and Youth
Climate mean Aab- o-hawa (Water and Air)
Climate means the changing situation of ambiance
Weather mean Mosam and it changes continuously
There is a hot weather and there is a cold one
Season mean duration of a specific weather condition like summer and winter etc
There are four seasons or mosam namely garmi (summer), sarma (winter) , bahar (spring) and khanzan
(autumn)
Temperature means Darja-e-Hararat which is continuously rising in Pakistan
Precipitation include Meneeh (rain), Ninna’waan (hailstorm)
All living and non- living things are called our environment

Our field researcher are reported to have observed that school going children; especially students of class 5-8 had better
idea of the above mentioned term as they might have studied them in their curriculum books.
7.4.3. Climate of Muzaffargarh as Perceived by Children and Youth
Commenting on the climatic conditions of their areas; children, young ones and elderly respondents said that the
climate of their areas seemed to have changed as it was not like the one they would experience in the past. To
substantiate their statement they opined that summers had become hotter while intensity of coldness during the
winters had reduced so much so that sometimes they felt as if these were summers. Where they factored changes in the
weather and seasonal patterns as the causes for this situation, they also deplored the poor state of basic services like
electricity that was marked with very long hours of outages, as the reasons for their woes which had disturbed their
social and economic lives very badly.

Local Names
Haar
Sawan
Badron
Asso’n
Kateen
Mangher
Poho
Maha
Chaiteer
Waisakh
Jaith
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Months
First month of the year
Second month
Third month
Fourth month
Fifth month
Sixth month
Seventh month
Eighth month
Ninth month
Tenth month
Eleventh month
Twelfth month
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7.4.4. Local Names of the months, as Described by the Respondents

Note: Most of the respondents did not know the local names of the months and were familiar only with Gregorian
calendar and to some extent with the Islamic one which is a lunar calendar. Even the local names mentioned above are
not in proper order.
7.4.5. Seasons as described by the respondents
Normal
Seasons

Winter

Spring
Summer

Rainy
season
Fall

Local
names for
each
season
Siayala
Pala
Sardi
Bahar
Honala

Sawan
Khezan

Normal
duration of
each season

Normal weather
conditions in each
season

Changes that have
occurred in the normal
duration of each season

Changes that have occurred in the
normal weather conditions of each
season

Dec - Apr

Cold season

No change

One month
Summers stay
for six months
Apr-Sep
May-Oct
Jul-Aug

Normal
Very hot season

No change
Winters are not as cold
as they used to be
No Change
Duration of the
summers seem to have
increased.

Rainy season

No change

November to
December

Cold season

No change

Frequency of rains seems to have
decreased.
No Change

No Change
.

7.4.6. The Seasonal Calendar
Seasons

Routine economic
activities

Winter

Spring
Summer

Less economic
activities especially of
children
Children support their
parents in the fields.
Sowing crops and
vegetables
Farming
Work in fields

Rainy
season

No economic activity.
Work in fields

Any changes that have
occurred in these routine
economic activities due to
climate change
No Change

Routine social activities

Any changes that have occurred
in these routine social activities
due to climate change

Children go to schools,
recite Holy Quran, play
cricket

No mentionable change

No change

No special activity
Children go to school, take
some rest, Play cricket and
help their parents in fields.
No specific activity

No change
No change

No change

No change

How people/children describe changes (if there are any, in
their view) in temperature patterns

Winter

Winters are getting hotter.
Winters are getting intense
Winter temperature is rising

What are the impacts of these changes in
temperature on people/children’s routine daily life,
health, social and economic activities
Crop patterns are changing. Sowing and harvesting
timings are changing.
Last winter the frost bit trees, plants and crops
causing huge losses to farmers.
The unpredictability of winter rains failed the gram
crop- which is a major source of livelihood in the
desert zone.
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7.4.7. Changes in the Routine Temperature as Perceived by the Respondents

Spring
Summer
Rainy season

It seems that winters directly transform into summer with
no spring in between
Summers are getting more intense
Frequency of rains has reduced.

Springs have added into summers’ duration making
the latter longer
Human health problems and increase in pest attack
No change

7.4.8. Changes in the Routine Precipitation as Perceived by the Respondents
Seasons

How people/children describe changes (if there are any, in their
view) in precipitation patterns

Winter

Winter rains are getting erratic
Increase in foggy days

Spring

Sometime it rains during spring

Rainy
season

Rains have become erratic

What are the impacts of these changes in
precipitation on people/children’s routine daily life,
health, social and economic activities
School off
Economic activities shrinking
Crop production is affected due to untimely rains
The unpredictability of winter rains failed the gram
crop- which is a major source of livelihood in the
desert zone.
The frost and fog also affect the crop production and
routine economic activities as well as cause traffic
accidents
The untimely rains affect especially the wheat
harvest
Flooding in 2010, badly affected Muzaffargarh which
was the most affected district of Punjab.
Less than normal rains in monsoon lead to drought
affecting crops, availability of water and also cause
health problems.

7.4.9. Climate Induced Hazards as Identified by the Respondents
List of possible climate induced
hazards and risks including*:
Torrential rains or untimely rains
leading to flooding
Hot summer winds
Cold winds
Storm

Local names for these
hazards
Tofani Barish
Sailab
Chall
Loo
Yakh Hawa
Andhi
Kali Andhari

Description (If Available)
In monsoon season heavy rain fall plays havoc to housing
structures, fields, infrastructure and people’s assets.
In hot season, Loo causes heatstroke and damage crops
Cause diseases like pneumonia and flue in children
Wind and hailstorms damage the mango orchards causing huge
losses to farmers.

Storm
Torrential rains or
untimely rains
leading to flooding
Flood

Traditional coping mechanism (positive as well as
negative)
Nothing
Nothing

Changes that have occurred in coping
mechanisms (if any)
Nothing
Nothing

Displacing to safer places
Constructing houses on raised platforms

Various NGOs have made people aware about
flood preparedness and also supported people to
adopt new techniques like early warning system,
making village committees, preparing village
contingency plans etc.
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7.4.10. Coping with Hazards

7.4.11. Climate Change and Development Issues
Water Supply
Almost all the respondents were unanimous in their view that availability of water for drinking and irrigation was not an
issue in their area. However they pointed that quality of drinking water is an issue as well high costs involved in irrigating
the fields owing to high costs of diesel as people mostly use diesel pump run tube wells.
Forced population movement/displacement:
During the flood of 2010 people had to displace from Muzaffargarh to safer places.
Food security and child malnutrition
Although most of the respondents said that food insecurity was not a major issue in their areas, they acknowledged that
during floods and in case of crop failure owing to climatic shocks, food stocks are damaged which cause the food
insecurity. They also pointed out that high food prices also affect the food intake as people resort to reducing the food
consumption during the periods of stress. Sharing their ordeals some respondents told that during floods 2010, a large
number of livestock perished which has caused household food security as people are unable to fulfill their dairy needs.
7.4.12. Climate Change and Health
Common communicable diseases in the area
Communicable
Diseases
Fever
Headache
Diarrhea
Malaria

Local names for
these diseases
Bukhar, Tupp
Sar-dard
Heza
Maror
Bukhar

Seasonality (if any)

Linkages with weather conditions

Summer
summer
Due to water
Summer
In summer season

Due to summer season
Due to hot of summer
Water problem
They think that it is due to summer.

7.4.13. Climate Change and Child Rights
[Child] Poverty and Education
Many children and young respondents shared that child labor is an issue in their area as to support their families
children have to get involved in labor/economic activities. Describing the poverty and its characteristics, the children
said that a poor child was one whose parents were not able to send him/her to school, keep him/her engaged in
economic activities like labor or doing menial labor.
However they shared that school enrollment has increased as most of the school age children are attending schools.
They also added the even parents are sensitized about the importance of education. Many girl child and young girls
shared that due to non-availability of schools for girls they were not allowed by their parents and family members to
continue their education by attending the schools if they are located at some distance from their villages.
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Many children and young respondents are reported to have been of the view that the literacy among the younger
generation was better than the older generation/their elders.
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The children shared that during the floods in 2010, their schools remained closed for many months as they were either
destroyed or damaged in the floods or were being used as camps for flood affectees. They also told that their school
furniture was damaged either by the floods or was used by the flood affectees taking shelter in the schools, as fuel
wood. They demanded that government should take measure to stop such practices and make arrangement for the
continuation of education no matter whatever the circumstances.

7.5.

CAPITAL OF THE WESTERN HIGHLANDS: QUETTA

7.5.1. Children and Youth’s Vocabulary and Description of Basic Terms and Concepts
S.#

Term
Climate change
Weather

Season

Atmosphere
Temperature (hot
and cold)
Precipitation (rain,
snow and hail etc.)
Environment

Responses/Definitions/Statements of Children and Youth
Change in the normal conditions of the weather
Routine condition of the weather are changed due to different factors
Different characteristics of climate
Different conditions of the seasons
Different sates of the seasons is called weather
Different weathers of the year
Winter, summer, spring and fall
Seasons; hotness and coldness of the season
Four season differentiated by their characteristics
Air and water distinctiveness
Wind and air of any area
Rise and decrease in hotness and coldness
Measurement of ups and downs in the temperature
Express the hotness or coldness of any thing
Rains and snows fall
It’s a mechanism through which water vaporizes and falls from the clouds
Cultural, water and air characteristics
Surrounding atmosphere of any place

7.5.2. Climate of Quetta as Perceived by Children and Youth
- The climate is dry, hot and hard. Winters are extremely cold and summers extremely hot. Strong winds and dust
storms blow.
- Dry weather, chilly, extremely polluted area with limited rains and almost no snow fall during last 10 years
- The climate of this area (Killi Sabeel) is dry and it is almost five km from the main city. In recent years due to
different disasters and high population, the pollution has increased here.
- Dry, cold and strong winds blow here. Flash floods also strike and pollution has increased in last 10 ears
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Local Names
Orambai Khor
Doyam Khor
Daraem Khor
Saloram Khor
Khuday-e-tala
Barat
Roza
Kushnai akhter
Safar
Minz myas
Loyee Akhter
Muharam/Hassan
hussain
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7.5.3. Local Names of the months, as Described by the Respondents
Months
First month of the year
Second month
Third month
Fourth month
Fifth month
Sixth month
Seventh month
Eighth month
Ninth month
Tenth month
Eleventh month
Twelfth month

7.5.4. Seasons as described by the respondents
Normal
Seasons

Winter

Local
names for
each
season
Zimai

Normal
duration of
each season

Normal weather
conditions in each
season

Changes that have
occurred in the normal
duration of each season

Changes that have occurred in the
normal weather conditions of each
season

-

Extreme Cold

-

-

Sep-Mar
Sep-Feb
Sep-Apr

-

Spring

Sparlaye

Apr-May
Mar-May

-

Summer

Dobai

May-Aug
Jun-Aug

-

Normal Weather
Good Weather
Pleasant and
moderate
weather.
Pleasant air
blows
Intense heat
Extremely hot

Rainy
season

W’sa

Unpredictable
Sep-Nov
July

Low rains
Rains and better
weather

Fall

Minai

Sep-Nov
Sep-Oct

Normal weather
Cold weather but not
as cold as it is in
winter

Duration of winters
has prolonged
This year winter
continued till May
Extreme cold

Duration has decreased

-

Summer period has
decreased
Rural areas are hot
but as compare to
the urban ones, are
colder
Rainfall has
decreased
Monsoon lasts for
40 days
Heavy rains
Cold winds with dust

Intensity has decreased
This year winter season was
intense as compared to last 810 years
Coldness has decreased
gradually since 1984
Due to dust and pollution springs
have lost what they are believed to
be- a pleasing weather.

-

Intensity has increased many
times in last 20 years
People have only four month for
agriculture.
No Change

Frequency and intensity of rains
have reduced since 1984

Sudden storms and sometimes it
drizzles

7.5.5. The Seasonal Calendar drawn by the respondents

Winter

People do their
business and Jobs
Only shopkeepers and
people on job do their
work
Some farmers grow
plants in small green
houses for spring
cultivation
Maintenance of the
gardens and the fields
Routine work like jobs
and businesses.
Majority of the people

Spring

Any changes that have
occurred in these routine
economic activities due to
climate change
For last 15 years intensity has
decreased

Routine social activities

-

No change
Due to drought, flash
floods agricultural

No Change
Prolonged winter has
affected the spring

Any changes that have occurred
in these routine social activities
due to climate change
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Routine economic
activities
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Summer

Rainy
season
Fall

Any
other

start their gardening
and work in their
fields
Cultivation starts
Routine work like job
and businesses.
Harvesting of the
crops and plucking,
packing and selling of
the fruits to the
market
Due to rains, all
activities suffer
Routine work like job
and business
Plucking of Apples and
selling in the market
Harvesting of
vegetables and their
sale
Round the year people
rear and trade
livestock which is a
major source of
livelihood in
Balochistan

season

Due to high inflation, unrest in
the province and reduced
economic opportunities
people are compelled to work
even in extreme weather.
Farm production affected due
to scarcity of water
Unpredictable rains create
problems especially for
farmers
No Change
Due to dry conditions, water
resources and production are
affected

production is affected
No bar on mobility and
work as it is in winter due
to harsh weather
People prefer to meet and
gather in the evening

Natural grass and plants are
the only food for livestock so
in the absence or decrease in
rains grasslands/pastures are
affected.

7.5.6. Causes of Climate Change as Perceived by the Respondents
Here are the highlights of what children, youth and other respondents described as the causes of changing climate:

-
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-

Population increase is the major cause of the climate change.
People’s life style is also a contributing factor as people are polluting the environment
People have no information regarding climate change and its impact on different sectors
Increase in the population and automobiles especially the three wheelers/rickshaw
Deforestation
Absence of the solid and liquid waste management
Installation of thousands of the tube wells is imposing great threat to ground water aquifers and water table. Quetta
is increasingly becoming a water scarce city/area.
Rapid increased in the population of Quetta city.
A large number of automobiles and different factories and human behavior are polluting the Quetta city.
Plastic shopping bags are the major obstacle in solid waste management and contaminated water due to old pipe
lines and poor system of sanitation are the major reasons of climate change
No arrangement for solid and liquid waste management
Tourist who do not care for environment
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7.5.7. Changes in the Routine Temperature as Perceived by the Respondents
Seasons

How people/children describe changes (if there are any, in their
view) in temperature patterns

Winter

In last 15 years winter intensity has decreased
This year the winter season was extended till May and the
intensity of the weather was also high
During last 20 years intensity of the coldness has decreased
Due to high pollution duration and natural characteristics of
springs have vanished
This year winter season prolonged that why the summer and
spring seasons were disturbed
Temperature has increased in the last 15 years
For last 8-10 years temperature has been on the rise

Spring

Summer

Rainy
season
Fall

Rains started in the month of March this years
Frequency and intensity of rains have decreased that is why
temperature has been increasing for the last 20 years
Not major change. Only dusty winds blows
For the last 3 to 4 years strong winds have been blowing during
the autumn which cause dusty atmosphere in this area

What are the impacts of these changes in
temperature on people/children’s routine daily life,
health, social and economic activities
Variation in temperature is causing many diseases
Very bad impact on the crops and gardens due to
delays in spring season
Different diseases have become very common
Agriculture and crops disturbed that affected the life
and livelihoods of the local residents.
Has changed the traditional life style while the one
being adopted is not environment or climate friendly
Agriculture and crops disturbed affecting the local
economy
There is a great impact on the farming and
horticulture
Winds and dust storms are very common
Due to dust many diseases have become common
here

7.5.8. Changes in the Routine Precipitation as Perceived by the Respondents

Winter

Frequency of rains has decreased and that of snowfall has almost
finished.
Snow fall has decreased from 1-2 feet few years back to mere 3 to
4 inches now
No Rains
This year there was unexpected rained in spring

Spring

Summer

Rainy
season

Fall

Summer rains have almost diminished
10 years ago a drought started that continued for almost seven
years and ended just 2 to 3 years back
Last year the summer rains were sufficient and people were quite
satisfied.
Unpredictable rains

No rains
Very dry season

What are the impacts of these changes in
precipitation on people/children’s routine daily life,
health, social and economic activities
Water table has fallen to 1200 to 1500 feet.
Quetta has become a water scarce place.

The unexpected rains disturbed the routine
economic and social activities
This rain affected the agricultural production
Summer temperatures has increased

Unpredictability of rains has increased the
vulnerability of area to flash floods which normally
strike during the monsoon season causing
destruction and losses.
Various diseases like throat infection, allergies etc.
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How people/children describe changes (if there are any, in their
view) in precipitation patterns
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7.5.9. Climate Induced Hazards as Identified by the Respondents
List of possible climate induced
hazards and risks including*:
Droughts leading to water stress

Local names
for these
hazards
Khushk Sali
Dokal

Torrential rains or untimely rains
leading to flooding

Baran

Tornadoes

Sarkhi bad

Hot winds

Tod Bad

Cold winds
Desertification
Extinction or endangerment of species
(flora and fauna)

Sor bad
Spera hamzak

Change in agricultural yields
Conflicts (on resources etc.)

Description (If Available)

Water level in Quetta has fallen to 1500 feet.
10 years ago a drought period started that continued for almost seven
years and ended just 2 to 3 years back. Resultantly most of agricultural
and livestock dependent livelihood systems almost vanished.
Heavy rains on hills convert into flash floods which occasionally hit the
city.
Every year specially in August rains create atleast one or two flash floods
In summers tornadoes blow dust and converted into dust storms causing
pollution
In the summer hot wind blow in the afternoon sometimes causing heat
strokes
In December and January cold winds blow
Huge tracts of land have deserted due to prolong drought
Due to drought many species of birds have either vanished or have
migrated
Different birds and mammals like pigeons, rabbits are no more seen in
the wild
Due to drought the water tables have fallen severely affecting the
agricultural production
Ethnic and sectarian conflicts have been gripping the city for long.
The other conflicts include those on lands and sometime children’s
quarrels are converted into serious family feuds.

7.5.10. Coping with Hazards
Hazards
Drought/decrease in
rains

Heavy Rains causing
flash floods
Solid and liquid
waste management
Use of
contaminated water
in agriculture
Earth Quake

Traditional coping mechanism (positive as well as
negative)
People had installed tube wells

No mentionable mechanism

Changes that have occurred in coping
mechanisms (if any)
Water tables have fallen and extraction of water
through tube wells is proving quite expansive.
People are increasingly abandoning agriculture
and resorting to other livelihood sources. Some
even ending in crimes.
Same

No Mechanism

Same

No Mechanism

Same

People would avoid to construct tall or massive buildings

No answer
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Our field researchers add that absence of solid and liquid waste management, earth quake, use of contaminated or
waste water in agriculture, congestion due to rapid increase in population and dust storms are major risks posed to
Quetta city and are among the major problems of the city.

7.5.11. Climate Change and Development Issues
Water availability
- In the urban area, water supply system has outlived its life. The underground water supply pipes have eroded
causing the mixing of drinking water with sewage.
- Due to long drought and decrease in rains; stream have run dry, water table has fallen to 1200 to 1500 feet forcing
people to resort to purchase highly contaminated water. This water takes a heavy toll on people’s incomes and
health. The agriculture has reached at the verge of extinction.
- Forced population movement/displacement
Although the respondent did not mention any incident of forced displacement of people in the hands of climatic shocks,
our field researchers have reported that many families have migrated to other areas of the province or the country due
to scarcity of water. They also add that owing to unrest in the city caused by ethnic and sectarian conflict, many families
have fled to safe places.
- Impacts on livelihood systems
Most of the respondents reported that agriculture and horticulture had most explicit relationship with climate. They
were almost unanimous in their view that droughts and flashfloods had had a cyclical movement in their area which had
severely affected the agricultural activities forcing many to completely abandon agriculture and switch to other
livelihood sources.
7.5.12. Climate Change and Health
-

Common Communicable Diseases in the Area

Communicable
Diseases
Malaria
T.B
ENT diseases
Diarrhea
Allergies
Skin diseases

-

Local names for
these diseases
Malaria
T.B
Paz/senay najori
Haiza
Allergic
Da jild na jori

Symptoms

Seasonality (if any)

Fever and shivering
Cough
Different indications
Dysentery and vomiting
Rashes, pimples and itching
Rashes, pimples and itching

Spring and summer
Round the year
Round the year
Summer
Round the year
Round the year

Linkages with weather
conditions

Common non-communicable Diseases

Non communicable
diseases
Diabetes

Local names for these
diseases
Sugar

Symptoms

Seasonality (if any).

Linkages with climate
change (if any)
Due to unhealthy life style
and contaminated diet

Weakness, loss of weight

Round the year

Hearth diseases
Stroke

Zara najori
Falij

Round the year
Round the year

-do-do-

Depression
Cancers

Fishar
Sartan

Pain in hearth mussels
Paralysis of any part of
body
Mental trauma
n/a

Round the year
Round the year

-do-do-
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[Child] Poverty
Almost all respondents were found holding the view that child poverty was high and the level of child labor in different
trades was also very high. The eroding economic conditions in the hands of drought and conflict had pushed many
families to poverty and forcing children to contribute to household incomes.
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Climate Change and Child Rights

Child Protection
Children and youth respondents told that discrimination and exploitation on the accounts of ethnicity, sect and class was
common while child abuse and violence was also a common practice. Some children also shared that various child
protection issues were also common owing to high rate of child labor.
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Education
The respondents told that government education system was ineffective and inefficient while private educational
institutions were expensive making poor parents to lose interest in sending their children to schools.

7.6.

THE MAGNIFICIENT DESERT: THARPARKER

7.6.1. Children and Youth’s Vocabulary and Description of Basic Terms and Concepts
“Phaghar Pharkaro, De Unharo, Ratiyan Siyao
Magh chora Dhagh, Hikra Randh Bhiya Sonh”
(Trees and flowers and everything become dry in winter.)
Wassy ta thar, na ta barr
(If there is rain, it is Thar, if not it is a mere desert)

Local Idioms

S.#

Term
Climate and
Climate
Change
Weather
Seasons

Atmosphere
Temperature
Precipitation
Environment

Responses/Definitions/Statements of Children and Youth
Climate means three seasons of a year.
Climate is locally called Mosam
The change in the weather is called climate.
The local term for weather is Mosam
Earth moves around the globe due to which change in seasons takes place.
There are three seasons in a year namely Siyaro ( winter), Unharo ( summer) and Waskaro (rainy
season/monsoon)
There are four seasons in a year, namely, Siyaro (winter), Unharo( summer), Sarha (autumn), Bahar
(spring)
No response
Temperature means winter and summer
Precipitation means Barish (rain) and Barsat (rainy season)
Environment is Mahol

7.6.2. Climate of Tharparker as Perceived by Children and Youth:
- In winter it is cold and in summer it is very hot. In monsoon it is also hot, it rains and sun shines more in this season.
- Because there is sand everywhere, summer season is very hot and winter is also very cold due to same reason.
- From April to June there blow dust storms and people face lot of difficulties in this season.
- Water here is scarce. The rains are thus very dear to people. If in a particular year there are no rains, people call it a
drought. Along with their livestock people move to the barrage areas (areas along the river Indus) or to other parts
of Sindh where they could find water and fodder for their animals.

Bhanbion Bheel
Chaith
Vaisaak
Jaith
Aasar
Sanwan
Badoo
Asu
Katee
Naharee

Ahmed Khan Noon
Phaghan
Chettar
Jeth
Asaar
Sirama
Asu
Badu
Katti
Nasari

Turkiya Paro
Chet
Katti
Wesakh
Asu
Nasari
Magh
Siraman
Phaghan
Jeth
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Months
First month of the year
Second month
Third month
Fourth month
Fifth month
Sixth month
Seventh month
Eighth month
Ninth month
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7.6.3. Local Names of the months, as Described by the Respondents

Tenth month
Eleventh month
Twelfth month

Pooh
Magh
Phagan

Poh
Magh
Sanwan

Badro
Poh
Magh

In Bhanbion Bheel, the female community members (25 years and above) said that there were 12 months in a local
calendar. Only one of them, however, could tell the names of the months in Dhatki dialect of Thari language.
7.6.4. Seasons as described by the respondents
Normal duration
of each season

Normal weather
conditions in each
season

Changes that have occurred in
the normal duration of each
season

-

-

-

Jan-Feb
Nov-Feb

Spring

Wan
Phoot

-

4 Months
2 Months

-

Summer

Unharo

-

5 Months
March- Jun

-

Rainy
season

Fall

Waskaro

Pan

-

Jul-Sep
Jul-Oct

Oct-Dec

-

Cold
Cold but
bearable
Normal
temperature
A bit warm
Quite a short
period
An ideal season

Changes that have occurred
in the normal weather
conditions of each season

This period has shorten
No change

Most of the respondents did
not recognize ‘spring’ as a
distinct season

Weather is
pleasing and
everything
seems
soothing, not
like the
summer
season.
Extremely hot
There blow hot
winds
If winds keep
blowing the
temperature
drops a bit
Humid and hot

The local
economy
largely
depends upon
this season as
it brings
water-the
most precious
thing in the
desert.

-

-

Length of summer has
increased compared to the
previous decade.
In some years it is hotter
and in others, it is not too
hot

Last year the rains were quite
well above the normal. The
local ponds, on which human
and animal population depends
for the whole year, were filled
to their full level.

-

-

Frequency and intensity
of rains vary from year to
year
More heat and more
sunshine
Rainfall pattern has
become erratic

Heat

While describing the characteristics of local seasons, the respondents also told:
- Summer is a season of fruits and some special vegetables also grow in this season namely Kandi and Singri. There
blow hot winds causing some people to suffer from skin infections.
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Winter

Local
names
for each
season
Siyaro
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Normal
Seasons

-

-

Winter breaks the hardships brought by the desert sun. Celebrations start. Marriage ceremonies are organized. Few
suffer from in flu and cold.
The rainy season is the most sought after season in the desert as the ‘success’ or ‘failure’ of rains determine the
rain-fed desert economy. There arrive some special desert fruits like Chibbar, watermelons and a vegetable called
Guwar.
If a season fulfills its known characteristics, it is felt, otherwise not.
Summer has become very hot in recent years. The deforestation is the real culprit. Summers are especially tough for
young children and their parents do not allow them to go outside when sun shines in summer.
The rainy season is actually the spring season in Thar.
Autumn takes with it the leaves of the trees.
There is as such no change in weather patterns. The only noticeable change is in the start of the rainy season.
Sometimes it begins in July and sometimes in August. But in some years, it never starts at all.
Last year [2011], the downpour caused flooding creating many problems including the closure of schools that
disrupted children’s education.
Autumn takes away the tree leaves. Monsoon brings them back.

7.6.5. The Seasonal Calendar prepared by the respondents
“Whether the weather is good or bad, it is summer or winter, we have to go to work to keep the wheel of life moving”
A young boy in village Ahmed Khan Noon

Winter

. People do daily-wage
jobs/menial labor,
some go to the
barrage areas for
harvesting of wheat
and some leave for
brick-kilns.
. Cultivation of wheat,
Turiyo and Ispangar.
Women make rallis (a
kind of local
handicraft used as bed
sheets and other
similar purposes).
. Women plaster outer
walls of their houses
with fresh mud and
repair their roofs.
. Women make
embroideries.
Cultivation of
vegetables, fruits and
lintels including
Bhajhri, Guar, Tir,
watermelon, melons
and Chibbar

Spring

Changes that occur in these
routine economic activities
due to changing weather
patterns (if any)
If it is colder than the normal,
it affects the routine
economic activities.

Routine social activities

Changes that have occurred in
these routine social activities
due to climate change

. Weddings, celebrations
and festivals of Deewali ,
Raadhay Shah, Mehmood
Shah, Rama Peer, Mata
Jee, Saman Saeen etc.
. One day Hindu fastShiwrat.
. Going to beds early in the
night.

No mentionable change in
routine social activities
particularly due to climate
change.

Economic activities of this
season depend upon the
timing and sufficiency of rains.
If rains are timely and
sufficient everything goes well
and vice versa.

Hindu festivals like Holi
and Akhati

If rains are above normal, the
social gathering have to be either
postponed or cancelled
altogether.
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Routine economic
activities
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Summer

Rainy
season

. Women making
embroideries and
rally.
. Harvesting of wheat
and Peelu.
. Plastering of walls
and floors, and
thatching.
. Cultivation of a local
vegetable named
Sangrella.
. Wood cutting
. Land preparation
Plowing and sowing.
People neither go for
daily-wage labor nor
go to barrage areas.

No mentionable change.
However when a summer day
is hotter than the normal,
people get exhausted and are
unable to keep intact their
routine economic activities.

Waiting for the monsoon
season.
Celebrations of Hindu
festivals like Teej, Thadri,
Janam Rashti etc.

Last year [2011] rains had
washed away the thrice
plowed fields. 0

. In the evening people
enjoy by singing and
chanting local songs.
. Kanoro (Fasting).
. Construction of idols.

No mentionable change in
routine social activities.

7.6.6. Causes of Climate Change as Perceived by the Respondents
We do not know what is climate change? But we know heat is increasing and it is unbearable.
A child in Bhanbio Bheel
Sharing their views on the causes of changes in the weather patterns, the children and youth respondents said:
-

-

-

-

-

The changes in the weather conditions are due to seasonal changes. Seasonal temperatures both in winter and
summer were not so harsh, few years back. This is not the case. Last year Thar experience the worst rainfall of its
history. We think we have invited the wrath of gods because of our bad practices.
We came to know about the climate change through the BBC (British Broadcasting Corporation) radio reports
wherein it was told that big holes had been created in the upper layer of the atmosphere due to which temperature
is increasing day by day. We have also observed a variation in seasonal temperatures. Since we have been ruthlessly
cutting trees for burning them as fuel at homes, the concentration of carbon dioxide and other harmful gases has
increased causing the change in the climate.
Last year [2011] was very unusual. Early in the year due to severe cold and frost leaves of plants and trees were
burnt. Then in the rainy season the torrential rains inundated hundreds of villages and people lost everything-from
homes to crops and the savings. Why this all happened, we simply do not know.
Why there are climatic variations is only known to Allah. We do not know the causes of these changes.
If summers are hotter, there are normally more rains. Since last few years summers are intense. Hence there are
more rains in monsoon, as well. There are many causes for this phenomenon. Cutting of trees is at the top. Had we
not cut the trees, there would not have been any unusual change in the weather patterns.
Earth moves around the sun due to which seasons change. With change in season change our routine activities.

7.6.7. Changes in the Routine Temperature as Perceived by the Respondents

Winter

. Have become colder.

What are the impacts of these changes in
temperature on people/children’s routine daily life,
health, social and economic activities
. In winters there are available more laborers due to
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How people/children describe changes (if there are any, in their
view) in temperature patterns
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Summer

. During some years, winters are colder and in others they are not
so cold.
. Winters are not as cold as they used to be.
. Due to last year [2011] rains, the winters in 2011-12 were cooler
than the normal.

which daily labor wages have come down.
. During the last winter many people/children
suffered from various ailments including skin
infections, skin dryness, and hair-fall.

. Summers are becoming more intense for human beings as well
as for crops and livestock.
. Summers have become longer.
. During some years, summer season is shorter and is not too hot
but in other it is longer and hotter.
. Heat is increasing and with it the intensity of wind storms.

. Heat strokes, gastro, dengue fever, malaria, cholera
have become more common.
. Summer days are long and there are more labor
opportunities. People are able to earn more.
. Skin ailments due to increase in mosquitoes and
other insects.
The windstorms are contributing to soil erosion.

7.6.8. Changes in the Routine Precipitation as Perceived by the Respondents
Seasons

How people/children describe changes (if there are any, in their
view) in precipitation patterns

Winter

. More rainfall during winter.
. Some years back, sometimes it would hail in the winter. For last
few years people had not witnessed this phenomenon. People
think it is due to heating up of the winters.
Springs have become shorter. There is no rainfall. Many people do
not recognize Spring as a distinct season in Thar.
Last year there was heavy rainfall.
. For last three years, there have been more rains during the rainy
season. Last year there were intense rains.
. Rainy season seems to have extended to the winter months.
. Rainfall patterns have drastically changed.

Spring
Summer
Rainy
season

The impacts of these changes in precipitation on
people/children’s routine daily life, health, social
and economic activities
Since last few years, it seems, more people suffer
from fever, cold and flu during winters.

The rains destroyed crops
. During last year floods, children could not attend
their schools as school buildings were either
damaged or had been converted into emergency
shelters for the flood affectees. There was an
outbreak of various diseases. People had a reduced
access to food and clean drinking water. Their
mobility was affected and thus affected their
economy. Thousands of houses were damaged
rendering people shelter less. Crops were destroyed
and livestock perished creating an economic as well
as food crisis.
. According to some respondents the abundance of
water also contributed to land related conflicts.

7.6.9. Climate Induced Hazards as Identified by the Respondents

Torrential rains or untimely rains
leading to flooding
Cyclonic winds
Tornadoes
Fire

Toofaan

Hot winds
Cold winds
Desertification

Lukh
Thadi Hawa
Wannwadnn

Toofaan
Wachoora
Baah Lagan

Description (If Available)
In case of drought people migrate to barrage areas along with their
livestock.
In 2011, the torrential rains had caused flooding in Thar.
1995 cyclone
Fire incident in Thari villages normally occur in the month of May due to
heat and intensity of winds.
Hot winds are quite common during summer
During winter, these winds blow from the west.
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Local names for
these hazards
Dukaar
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List of possible climate induced
hazards and risks
Droughts leading to water stress

Kalrathi
Extinction or endangerment of species
(flora and fauna)

Change in agricultural yields

Conflicts (on resources etc.)

Snakes, scorpions and insects

Jhagra
Jhera

. Some of people are engaged in bad practice like they give cut into the
stem of a local tree called Guggar and inject a chemical to extract its juice
which is used for medicine purpose. Due to this Guggar’s population is on
decline.
. The ruthless hunting of birds like pheasants, quails and pigeons has
caused an almost extinction of these birds from Thar. The peacock
population is also on decline.
The cutting of local trees like Kandi and Phoogh is going unabated on
large scales.
. During floods some birds and pet animals died due to shortage of food.
In 2011, due to floods the freshly sown fields were flooded causing the
loss of seeds.
Shortage of water affects crops. Chilies, which is a major crop in Thar is
particularly vulnerable to shortage of water.
Crops are also damaged due to attack of locust and other pests.
Territorial conflicts sometime emerge due to trespassing of livestock.
Sometimes conflicts are sparked on lands, houses and water.
Thar has huge untapped coal reserves and the government is trying to
start extraction as soon as possible. However the locals have certain
reservations and apprehensions, including:
If coal is explored earth will become hotter affecting the
groundwater aquifers. It will also cause air pollution and hence many
diseases.
Local people have been discriminated as labor engaged in the
extraction work has been imported from other areas of Pakistan.
This has deprived the local population of possible economic
wellbeing the coal extraction is expected to bring in Thar.
Local population will be evicted from their native lands making them
development refugees.
Snakes mostly appear in summer while scorpions in monsoon. There
emerge some other insects in monsoon like Makkar which affect human
as well livestock population.

7.6.10. Coping with Hazards

Snake and scorpion
biting
Earthquakes

Flooding
Drought
Desertification

Hot winds
Cold wave

Earlier people would refer to local quakes.
The local housing huts are made of mud and straw with a
conical thatched roof. These huts are quite able to
withstand the earthquake shocks.
Temporary displacement to safer places
Construction of covered water ponds to stop evaporation.
Migration to Barrage areas
Leave the lands for one year uncultivated and instead
grown are plants like Bhoh, San, Akk to make the lands
fertile.
Stay in the shadows of trees.
Stay inside homes and enhance the usage of honey,

Changes that have occurred in coping
mechanisms (if any)
The trend of helping one another in times of
emergencies is on decline.
Covering the roof with plastic sheets is still a
common practice.
With improvement in road network, people now
refer to the hospitals/formal health facilities.
Still in practice

No change in practice
No change in practice.
Same practice.
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Torrential rains

Traditional coping mechanism (positive as well as
negative)
People helped each other in getting recovered from the
losses.
Covering the roofs with plastic sheets.

Same practice.
Same practice.
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Hazards

Tornadoes

7.6.11.

chibbar, meat and eggs to stay warm.
Close the doors and window and do not move outside.

Same practice.

Climate Change and Development Issues

Water for drinking and irrigation
Here are the comments and statements of respondents on the question of availability of water for drinking, irrigation
and other purposes:

-

-

-

Forced population movement/migration/displacement
Some children were found to have no idea of displacement.
Many families who depend upon labor and livestock move to upper parts of Sindh during the harvesting season.
Drought occur every 2-3 years and this is the time when people along with livestock move to other parts of Sindh in
search of labor and water and fodder for their livestock. Mostly people move to Nawabshah, Mirpur, Sanghar,
Jhuddo, Umerkot and Ghotki.
Due to floods in 2011, people had to leave their homes and they took refuge in shelter camps and on the sand dunes
depending on relief provided by government and nongovernment agencies.
Food security and malnutrition
Here are the excerpts of discussion made with the respondents on the question of food security.
“Our agriculture produce is decreasing day by day.”
“Last year [2011], during rains we ate nothing. We had nothing at our home to give to our children. For many days
we kept on waiting for the outside aid. When it arrived from government and nongovernment organizations, it was
only for few days. Afterwards our hardships restarted and are continued till today.”
Children at Bhanbion Bheel and Ahmed Khan Noon
“We do not know what food insecurity is. We are satisfied whatever food is available to us. Two times meal a day is a
sign of prosperity for us.”
“Last month Dhanki died spitting blood. Doctor said she had TB. Dhanki’s sister is also suffering from same disease.
Doctor says her TB is the result of severe malnutrition.”
A story narrated by children of their friend Dhanki and her sister in Turkiya Paro, Mithi.
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There is an acute shortage of water in most places of Thar.
Water for drinking and other domestic purposes, has to be brought form distanced locations. Largely this job is
performed by women and young girls.
The available drinking water is mostly brackish. However people have made themselves used to its consumption.
The water table is normally at 300 ft.
Wells are the only source of water for majority of households.
Most of Thar is rain-fed and timely and sufficient rains are the most sought after things in this desert.
During winter the water table falls and many wells run dry. Sometime people entered into wells to bring the water
risking their lives.
During rainy season, people use water collected in the water ponds or depressions. At some places people have
constructed covered water tanks to stop evaporation.
In Mithi city and at some other places piped water supply is available. However the water supply is intermittent and
people have to keep relying on wells and ponds. (In Mithi city children told that they get water from government
water supply which they termed sweet water once a month and for twenty nine days they had to use well water
which they termed as bitter water.)
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We Tharis totally depend on rains. Our prosperity and poverty move with the cycle of rains. If there are rains, it
means we are rich, and if it does not, we stand poor.
An elderly woman in Bhanbion Bheel

-

Khad khorak is a local word for food shortage and Bukh or khade ji kami for malnutrition.
Children patiently eat whatever is available. People in Thar have a very simple meal. Their meal is normally
comprised of Lassi (yogurt drink) and local vegetables like Kachrion (Chibbar)
During droughts people are forced to sell or pledge their assets like jewelry to buy some food. Money is borrowed
from local money lenders called Banya.
During droughts water becomes scarce and many people are forced to consume highly contaminated water which
causes many diseases.
During last floods in 2011, prices of many food items became very high, slipping out of the reach of the many.
The children’s food is comprised of cereals, biscuits, halwa and cow milk. Drought brings the season of malnutrition
and food insecurity.
There is no special food for children. They eat what their elders do.

-

Impacts on livelihood systems
Livelihood sources
Agriculture
Livestock

Menial labor
Carpenters and
wood sellers

7.6.12.

Description
Crop yield mostly depend upon the timely and sufficient rains.
Livestock depend upon natural vegetation for its fodder needs. During drought many animals perish due to
scarcity of water and fodder.
In case of drought people take their livestock to barrage areas in search of fodder and water.
Sheep: Samaro, Bharti are the seasonal diseases and often occur in winter.
Goats: In summer goats are infected with a disease locally called Teek which cause severe pain in their
abdomen. During last floods 28 goats perished in Bhanbion Bheel alone.
Camels: During last floods many camels suffered with their mouths swollen as they ate fodder from the
inundated fields.
Donkeys: During the rainy season a kind of fly sit on the animals and suck their bloods due to which animals
get infected.
Most of the households have this as their livelihood source.
Tree population is on decline.

Climate Change and Health

On the question of human health and its linkages with climatic factors, the respondents told:
- There is no health facility due to which patients have to suffer a lot. Many patients including pregnant women with
critical condition die on their way to hospitals.
- Children often get affected with scabies and fever.
- 3 to 4 children die every year due to fever and cholera. (It was told in Bhanbion Bheel)
- Many children are reported to die every year due to measles.

Malaria
Hepatitis C
T.B
Hepatits B

Local names for
these diseases
Kalaraa
Julaab
Bukhaar

Symptoms

Seasonality (if any)

De-hydration

No

High temperature

Yes

Karee Saiee
Damm

Pain in chest
Cough

No
No
No

Linkages with weather
conditions
Contaminated drinking
water
Mostly in monsoon
season
No
No
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Communicable
Diseases
Diarrhea
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Common Communicable Diseases in the Area

Scabies

Kharish Ji
beemari
Tapp

Fever

Tracheo
Oesophageal Fistula
TB
Cholera

Feel itching and infections in their
skins
Patient losses capacity of
listening and talking. Just gazes at
one place continuously. Patient
shivers and has very high
temperature.

Sill
Severe cough

Kakra
TB

Patient suffers with cold and flu.
Discharge of blood from mouths
Skin infections

Measles
Skin infection

Achumbra/
Hasumbra
Urri
Chamri ji bemari

Skin infections
Abdominal pain

Khasro
Maror, watt

Itching in their bodies
Patient feels pain in abdomens

Chicken Pox

Headache

Mostly in winter

Due to sudden change in
weather

In all seasons

TB
Heza

TB(Tuberculosis)

In summer

Skin infections
Itching

Pain in heads

In winter
In all seasons, but
mostly in summer
In winter
It mostly happens in
winter
Mostly in winter
Mostly in summer
Specially in hot days or
rainy days
In rainy seasons
In any season and
weather.
Mostly in winter

More heat, more rain

Common non-communicable Diseases in Area
Non communicable
diseases

Local names for these
diseases

Symptoms

Seasonality (if any).

Balls in Abdomen
Cancer

Barhool
Cancer

Expansion in belly
Damage caused to certain
body parts.

No season
No season

Diabetes
Goiter
Heart diseases
Fits
Hepatitis C

Sugar
Barhool
Dil ji Bemari
Jhatko
Sai

Ball in the neck

Eyes becomes black or
green

Linkages with
climate change
(if any)

No season
No season
No season
No season
In any season

Child Mortality and Morbidity
Children are dying of so many causes; among them T.B is one.
Every year 3 or 4 children die [in Turkia Paro, Mithi].
For child mortality, the local word is Karzyo

Climate Change and Child Rights

[Child] Poverty
“Poverty is increasing”
“We are living on foreign aid”
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7.6.13.
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“Our children labor with us. They weave carpets; make bricks on brick-kilns, graze cattle and harvest crop. We know they
should instead be going to schools. But we cannot help them, for we are very poor.”
Elders in village Ahmed Khan Noon told that they had to engage all members of the family including children both boys
and girls to fetch water from the far flung areas. They said that their lives revolved around water. They said that they
wanted to send their children to schools but their landlord often kept their children engaged in Begaar (forced labor).
“Climate hits only those who are poor. If it rains heavily, the poor’s houses are destroyed and it take them very long to
get recovered. The rich people’s homes withstand the rains and if damaged they quickly get them repaired.”
Ghareeb (poor) is one who is Bheel. Sahookar (rich) is one who is Muslim. Sahookaars have big pieces of lands and huge
flocks of livestock. Ghareeb do not have these belongings.” Quote of a Bheel Child in Bhanbion Bheel
“Poverty plays with us.”
“Last year floods have completely changed our lives. We had never spread our hands for help in front of anybody. But
now we are asking everybody for help.”

Bheengio stands for poor and Ghareebat for poverty.
Describing the characteristics of rich and poor, the children and young respondents said that rich people possessed large
flocks of livestock, had good clothes, had money in their pockets, have government jobs, had few children, had big tracts
of fertile lands and had large incomes. Poor on the other hand, they continued, have more daughters, have small pieces
of land most of which are infertile, have small flocks comprising mostly of sick and weak animals, who earn through daily
wage labor. Linking poverty with the droughts, they said, ‘whenever a drought strikes, and it strikes recurrently,
livestock perish and the poverty and misery of the poor exacerbated.’
Women in Bhanbion Bheel lamented that they we have been poor since ages. The said that a failed monsoon always
followed with an increase in their hardships. They told that their men go to other districts of Sindh for labor and
sometime the whole family including the children had to move along for labor. A group of children in the same
community remarked that they played with poverty instead of sport items. ‘Our parents are poor and they do not have
money to buy us sport goods. They do not have enough to feed us twice a day, even. When we fall sick, they do not have
enough money to take us to the doctor” they deplored.

Child Protection
The local term for the protection of children is “Maetan Bhero”.
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Participants of other groups told that child protection was not an issue in their area. They said that it was natural for
parents to protect their children. They told that their local Panchayat System functioned well and thus they felt secure.
They claimed that nobody could dare to touch their children. However some participants of focus group discussions
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When women of Ahmed Khan Noon were asked of protection of their children they said that they did not have a water
pond in their community where children could sink so they did not have to worry about the protection of their children.
They said that they did not care about the protection of their children. ‘We have never bothered where do our children
go and what they do’, they added.

shared their fears that with the arrival of laborers working on Thar Coal Project, they felt insecure for their girls, children
and other belongings.
Education
Non availability of schools, absence of teachers in available educational facilities and lack of affordability of parents to
send their children to schools; are the issues echoed loudly on the question of education. However counting the impacts
of climate change or climate induced events on education the respondents shared:
- The literacy rate is very low in the village of Bhunbnion Bheel. Amongst an estimated 1000 population of the village
hardly 10 to 15 male members of the community are somewhat literate. Not a single girl in this village is literate.
- In village Ahmed Khan Noon there is only one school. It was damaged during last year’s floods. It has yet not been
repaired. The children’s education is thus stopped since last year.
- The flood affectees were shifted to schools. The people of Turkiya Paro also took refuge in a school and stayed there
for quite some time.

7.6.14.

Proactive Measures

In Turkiya Paro, Children and youth told that they were members of the Local Para development Committee and were
contributing time on voluntarily basis especially at the end of every month. However this was not found to be the case in
other two locations. The children and youth in Turkiya Paro, said that they have not been provided any support to
implement their ideas for the betterment of their community.
On the question of practical skills the children and youth at all the three locations told that they work in the field with
their parents, fetch water for drinking, take care of livestock and also help in the repair and construction of housing
structures, gather fuel wood and making embroideries etc.
On the question of becoming part of any children and youth group all children and youth enthusiastically consented to
become part of such an initiative whenever it is taken.

7.6.15.

-
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Each tree that is cut should be replaced with planting atleast two new saplings which should be protected till they
are fully grown.
Government should ensure the supply of clean drinking water as especially girls have to travel long distances to
fetch water which consume most of their time.
Government should ensure children’s access to quality education by making functional the dysfunctional facilities,
constructing new ones where these do not exits and making sure the presence of teachers.
Government should ensure people’s access to quality health facilities.
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Needs and Recommendations highlighted by the Children and Youth

7.7.

DIVERSITY IN A NUTSHELL: THATTA

7.7.1. Basic information about the field research
Name of Locality

M. Ismail Khaskheli
Karmi Samoon
Kashingar Muhallah
Total

Urban or
Rural
Rural
Rural
Urban

8 – 13
M
4
2
4
10

F
2
8
4
14

Number and age group of respondents
14 – 17
18 – 24
25 & above
M
F
M
F
M
F
6
6
6
6
16*
17*
5
5
10
5
6
8
5
5
5
5
5
6
16
16
21
16
27
31

*Two Focus Group discussion each with this age group
7.7.2. Brief Profiles of the localities
Required Information
Total Population of the area
Number of Women (Above 24 – Adult)
Number of Men (Above 24 – Adult)
Number of Children under five
Number of Children above 5 (Boys)
Number of children above 5 (Girls)
Number of Government Schools
Number of Private schools
Number of hospital (if)
Number dispensary (private and government
both)
Number of local CBOs
CBOs working on issues
Number of religious places (Muslim and nonMuslim Both)
Number of Madrasshas
Government water supply available or source
of water
Literacy Rate among women
Literacy Rate among men
Katcha pacca road (Status)
Solid waste management system
Street lights available
Paved streets
Sewerage line
Source of household energy

Jungshahi
400 (Approximate)
150
160
90
45
45
1
NILL
NILL
NILL

Karim Samoon
4000 (Approximate)
1320
1400
400
480
400
1
1
Nil
Nil

Kashingar Muhallah
5000 (Approximate)
2000
2200
400
320
80
1
Nil
Nil
Nil

NILL
NILL
1

Nil
Nil
Mosque

Nil
NIl
Mosque

NILL
NILL

Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil

1%
3%
PAKKA
NILL
NILL
NIL
NILL
Wood and coal

1%
2%
Pacca Road
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Wood and coal

4%
5%
Pacca Road
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Piped natural gas is
available but supply is
intermittent. Thus people
have to depend on wood
and coal also.

Term
Climate

Responses/Definitions/Statements of Children and Youth
Aabhawa is the word that denotes Climate.
Climate change is actually a change in climatic temperature.
Climate change is a gradual change in average weather condition such as change in temperature.
Climate is Aabhawa which is a Persian phrase- Aab is water and Hawa is air.
Climate changes from time to time.
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7.7.3. Children and Youth’s Vocabulary and Description of Basic Terms and Concepts

Weather
Season
Atmosphere
Temperature
Precipitation
Environment

Mausam is the local word for weather.
Mund is the local word for season.
There are four seasons.
Mahol is the local word for atmosphere and it denotes the air that surrounds us.
Temperature varies in each season as there is explicit change in summer and winter. Summer is hot while
winter is cold.
Precipitation is rain which falls from sky.
Environment is degrading day by day due to pollution caused by harmful gases.

7.7.4. Climate of Thatta as perceived and described by Children and Youth
- Climate is hot in summer and cold in winter.
- The hot months continue up to the end of September or sometimes extend up to the middle of October, after which
nights become cooler and the day temperature also begins to recede. There are fierce hot winds locally called
Challiho which blow continuously for about 40 days around the middle of the May every year.
7.7.5. Local Names of the months, as Described by the Respondents
Months
First month of the year
Second month
Third month
Fourth month
Fifth month
Sixth month
Seventh month
Eighth month
Ninth month
Tenth month
Eleventh month
Twelfth month

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

None of the children or youth respondent could tell the local names of the months. They were found to be familiar only
with the Gregorian calendar.
7.7.6. Seasons as described by the respondents
Normal weather
conditions in each
season

Changes that have
occurred in the normal
duration of each season

Nov-Feb
Oct- Feb

Compared to the last
year, January was colder

Spring

Bahar

March- April
March

Summer

Unharo

Rainy
season

Sanwan

Jun-Sep
Apr- Aug
Aug-Sep

Temperature falls.
January is the coldest
month.
. A wonderful season
. It is neither cold
neither hot.
. Air is filled with
chirping of birds’
sounds.
. Temperature
gradually rises.
Temperature goes up
Rains
Cool wind blows along
with rain

Changes that have occurred in the
normal weather conditions of each
season

Compared to the last year, duration
of summer has increased.
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Normal
duration of
each season

Winter

Local
names for
each
season
Siaro
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Normal
Seasons

Fall

Surae

Sep-Oct
October

Temperature fluctuates
Air becomes humid
Moderate temperature

7.7.7. The Seasonal Calendar

Winter

. Women sew clothes
. Women and men
work in the fields
. Children help their
parents. Many stay at
home.

Spring

. Children go for
fishing in nearby
ponds [in Karmi
Samoon]
. Children help their
parents in farms
. Girls make and sell
candles [in Kashingar
Muhallah] and boys
sell balloons.
. Women in Kashingar
prepare and sell
pickle.
. Fishermen in Karmi
Samoon go for fishing.

Summer

Rainy
season

. Women and men
work in fields.
. Children in Kashingar
prepare Popcorns at
bake peanuts at their
homes and sell in local
market.

Any changes that have
occurred in these routine
economic activities due to
climate change
No mentionable change.

. No mentionable change in
economic activities.
. According to children in
Karmi Samoon, fish stock has
declined due to acidity in sea.
. Shortage of water has
destroyed agricultural
activities.

During heavy rains in 2011,
mango trees were perished
severely affecting livelihoods
including that of pickle.
. Scarcity of freshwater in
Indus downstream Kotri has
caused decline in mangrove
and fishing.
During 2010 floods and later
in 2011 due to heavy rains,
the economic activities were
severely hampered.

Routine social activities

Any changes that have occurred
in these routine social activities
due to climate change

. Most of the women and
girls stay at their homes as
they are not permitted by
their guardians to perform
any social activity.
. Young boys and men sit
at teashops with their
friends.
. Children visit their
relatives or play cricket
and hide and seek.
. Women and men attend
festival of Murad Shah
Sherazi.
. Young boys enjoy bonfire
Marriage ceremonies are
organized.

Business of teashops increases as
people consume more tea during
winter.

Young boys go for
swimming near their
village ponds in Karmi
Samoon.

No mentionable change in the
social activities.

No major social activity

Disease burden has increased.
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Routine economic
activities
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Seasons

7.7.8. Causes of Climate Change as Perceived and Described by the Respondents
-

Climate is changing by the commandment of God.
Climate is being caused due to pollution.
There are more floods because ice on glaciers is melting with more speed.
Climate change is evidenced by higher temperatures, rising of sea-levels, increase of ocean acidity and melting of
ice.
The main reason for the climate change is the rising of the sun and its setting.
The causes of climate change are growing pollution and burning of plastic bags.
Change of climate is a natural phenomenon.

7.7.9. Changes in the Routine Temperature as Perceived by the Respondents
Seasons

How people/children describe changes (if there are any, in their
view) in temperature patterns

Winter

-

Spring

. Spring lasts longer compared to what it used to be.
. No change.
Summers are hotter that what these used to be.
Summers are not as severe as these used to be.

Summer

Rainy
season
Fall

Last winter was colder than the normal.

Temperature in monsoon fluctuates
-

Duration of autumn season seems to have increased.

What are the impacts of these changes in
temperature on people/children’s routine daily life,
health, social and economic activities
. Cold weather had proved beneficial for menial
laborers.
. Diseases associated with winter have increased.
. There is no visible change.
. In Kashingar respondents told that asthma patients
in their community suffered more due to severity of
winter.
. No visible change.
. With increase in summer temperature labor work
in stone cutting becomes difficult.
. Working in the fields becomes difficult.
. No visible change.
. With rise in temperature, the pickle business
improves (as shared by girls in Kashingar Muhallah.)
. Children in Kashingar Muhallah told that their
business of popcorn and peanuts is affected in
summer as the sale of these commodities go down.
Farming, mobility and business activities suffer.
No change
The dry season brings diseases like cough, cold and
flu.

7.7.10. Changes in the Routine Precipitation as Perceived by the Respondents

Winter

Winter rains have reduced
Winter rains have increased

Spring
Summer
Rainy
season

What are the impacts of these changes in
precipitation on people/children’s routine daily life,
health, social and economic activities
No major change in routine activities.

Summer rains have increased

With rain in summer temperature drops.

Length of the rainy season has increased
There are more rains in the rainy season as witnessed during 2010
and 2009

The consecutive floods in 2010 and 2009 destroyed
the local economy.
School buildings and houses destroyed.
Water tables improved but the groundwater quality
deteriorated.
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How people/children describe changes (if there are any, in their
view) in precipitation patterns
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7.7.11. Climate Induced Hazards as Identified by the Respondents
List of possible climate induced hazards and risks including*:
Droughts leading to water stress
Torrential rains or untimely rains leading to flooding
Cyclones
Heat waves
Cold waves
Coastal inundation
Sea intrusion

Local names for these hazards
Dukar
Bod
Toofan, Waachooro
Luk, Jhola or lukh
Paro
Bod
No specific name

7.7.12. Coping with Hazards
Hazards
Floods and Cyclones

Flash floods
(in the Mountainous
zone)
Flood

Heavy rain
Cyclone
Tsunami
Heat waves

Cold waves
Windstorms

Traditional coping mechanism (positive as well as
negative)
Receiving early warnings from radio and vacating to safer
places.
Praying to God to save them from the catastrophic
situation.
Preparing small boxes in which people would store dry
fruits for emergency situation.
Saving fodder for the animal.
Evacuating to the safer places

Changes that have occurred in coping
mechanisms (if any)
People use mobile phones for early warning
No major change.
Some ngos have made people aware about
the preparedness against floods and cyclones
in the coastal areas.

Strengthening bunds with stones and sand sacks.
Evacuating to the safer places.

People have somewhat ceased the practice of
strengthening the protection bunds on self help
basis.
Same practice

Covering the roofs of houses and fodder stock with plastic
sheets.
Vacating to the safer places.
Same
Wear light colored clothes and keeping the head covered
with a piece of cloth
Staying inside the houses.
Arranging bonfires outside the homes.
Those who could afford would build concrete houses.

No change in the coping mechanism

Almost the same
Same
Same

Same
Same

-

The early warning system from the government has proved to be not quite effective. People largely exchange
information on their own using various communication means (as explained by the elders in Karmi Samoon village in
Keti Bunder)
Poor people can hardly do anything against the disasters.
“We have learnt that we should keep ready a small box filled with dry fruits, medicines, clothing, and water so that if
any critical situation arises we could suddenly leave the house” (an old man in the Karmi Samoon Village)
The houses in Karmi Samoon are quite vulnerable to cyclones and floods. The housing structures are too small to
accommodate a family of 8 to 10 members.
During floods and in monsoon there is an outbreak of diarrhea and especially young children become affected.
Karmi Samoon being a coastal village has always suffered in the hands of disasters.
In Kohistan (Ismail Khaskheli Village) people are not fearful of floods as they residing well above the sea level and are
at a considerable distance from river Indus and the coast. However in rare case due to heavy rain they feel troubled
in hands of rains and flash floods.
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Furthering the discussion on the climate induced hazards the respondents also told:

-

Only the older people hold traditional knowledge of local rain corridors, color of cloud, storms followed by droughts,
thunder and lightning during first rains of a year, change in cries of birds and onset of mating periods of birds as a
sign of change in season.

7.7.13. Climate Change and Development Issues

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Forced population movement/migration
The elders in Karim Samoon shared that in 1999 due to cyclone, in 2004 due to Indian Ocean Tsunami, and in 2010
due to cyclone Phet, people from the coastal areas of Thatta were forced to evacuate their villages. They said that
this dispersion had serious consequences for children. It divided families and disrupted social networks and
interrupted children’s education.
The women told that they had always suffered a lot whenever a disaster struck. The said that especially the
pregnant women were most vulnerable who were compelled to give birth in the shelter camps. The said that they
were normally not allowed to move out of the houses but disasters shattered every traditional norms. They also
narrated the story of a fellow young woman who died during pregnancy in floods 2010.
Young respondents in Karmi Samoon told that sea intrusion had swallowed 22 villages as out of 33 Dehs only 11
Dehs in their locality are left.
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Water Supply
People in Karmi Samoon have to face great difficulty in accessing the drinking water. The water table lies at 60-70
feet and even at this depth, the water is brackish due to consistent sea intrusion. According to community elders
this was not the case at the time when Sindhu (river Indus) used to bring sufficient water to the river. The decrease
in Indus’s flow has destroyed the delta and the mangrove forest affecting the fish catch. The agricultural activity has
also been severely affected.
During foal group discussion with elders they said that they face severe shortage of drinking water. Women face a
lot of problems in this context as most of their time and energies are consumed in search of water. They also
depend on purchasing water cans at very high prices from the water vendor. Even this water is unhygienic and
results in the outbreak of many diseases especially diarrhea.
A young guy Abro in Karmi Samoon bluntly spoke on the occasion that the issue of sea intrusion and biodiversity loss
are a result of reduction in the Indus flows which is the clear violation of the Indus water treaty of 1991.
People in the Karmi Samoon village told that they were having a severe problem of drainage. 80% villagers in this
village rely on agriculture and fishing and complained that sea intrusion was the main issue being faced on their part
since no fresh water of Indus was released into the sea.
Lack of drinking water supply and sanitation in Ismail Khaskheli village has caused widespread water borne diseases
of which diarrhea happens to be the major killer. During focal group discussion it was told that last month two
children died of this disease. People have installed hand-pumps and also purchase water cans from private vendors.
Even this water is not drinkable but people have no other choice.
Similar problems were reported in Kashingar Muhallah of Thatta city.
In Ismail Khaskheil, people demanded for the provision of clean drinking water. According to the field research team
women and girls carry big pots on their heads and walk miles to bring water. The disappointment increases on
noting that Haleji Lake is just at a distance of 18 km from HQ Thatta and its water can be supplied to local population
after some purification.
There is dearth of water in Kashingar Mohalla as there is no public water supply. During an FGD, one woman stood
up and said that they were dying due to absence of water. She said that influential people used as much water as
they desired while poor had not enough even for their bare minimum needs.
According to girls of the same area diarrhea spread rapidly in their area as sanitation was poor and safe water
unavailable. The added that people already suffering from the poor diets became more vulnerable to this situation.
Another group of girls told that they did not have any time for education as their day was consumed in household
chores and mostly in fetching water.

-

-

-

In an FGD, the young women lodged a protest against the ignorance of government as they complained that
whenever any disaster struck, they were forced to migrate. One of the old women while telling the story of her
grievances said,” we were totally shaken from all ways during the cyclone of 1964,we left everything at home and
migrated to refugee camps without knowing where to go and what to do”.
Sharing their memories, the elderly men in Karmi Samoon told that in 1999 and later in 2010, they were forced to
migrate and face many problems because it was difficult for them to get their women out of houses whereas in case
of children they had to cope with the same situation.
During the flood of 2010 people of Kashingar Muhallah were forced to vacate and many of the people who migrated
have not returned.
The girls in Kashingar Muhallah told that they found it more difficult than men to escape from a catastrophic event.
They said that the warnings of super flood of 2010 created confusion among them. One of the girls desperately cried
and said, “We did not know what to do and what not to do, where to go and where to migrate. Our children were
crying helplessly and there was no one to help us”. Hundreds of women had to migrate in 2010. They even kept their
lives at stake but left no stone unturned to save their children from possible flood.

Food security
A child of 13 years at Karmi Samoon in the FGD said, “In times of flood or when the crops are not good, animals do not
have anything to eat: our crops are always bad and we do not have adequate food; There is not enough money to
purchase school supplies for me and my sister. My father is poor because of disaster.”
Women at all the locations told that food security had direct impact on women. The said that food crisis led them to
malnutrition and ultimately its impact went on the health of the children due to improper feeding of the children.
Sharing their experiences, men in Karmi Samoon told that during the cyclone of 1999 and floods of 2010 farmers faced
numerous problems with respect to the cultivation of cops. They said that their crops were totally destroyed by the
flood such as wheat, rice and other vegetables. Due to this the food security came at stake.
Being located in the coastal area, Village Karmi Samoo always has always suffered a lot at the hands of disaster. Food
security is one of the main issues that has always negatively impacted the said village. During discussion women said
that whenever disaster had occurred their agriculture lands were destroyed which led to hunger and malnutrition.

-

-

Local terms used for the food is ‘KHADHO’, nutrition,’KHORAK’ and for malnutrition is ‘KHADY JI KHOT’.
As per saying of women of the Karmi Samoo village there is direct link of climate change with malnutrition.
Whenever there is unfavarouable condition of atmosphere crops are destroyed such as during heat waves. Food
security is one of the main issues that have always negatively impacted by climate change in the said village.
In village Ismail Khaskheli the women respondents told that whenever the flash flood came, people faced difficulties
in shape of food shortage.
In Kashingar Muhallah it was reported that people here train their children for begging. There are households whose
children and girls indulge in prostitution and men in selling drugs. Poverty and hunger were reported by these
households as the causes forcing them to get involved in these activities.
Floods were reported by the girls to have ruined the lives of residents of Kashingar Muhallah. The said that floods
had derived them to the depth of poverty and they were at the verge of complete desolation. ‘We take very little
food hardly enough to keep our lives intact’ they deplored. Malnutrition was reported to have broken the backbone
of the Kashingar Muhallah community. The local residents are reported to have lost their ability to afford a balanced
food since long.
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People involved in the fuelwood business in Kashingar said that their business was also affected during floods as their
business remained suspended for many months. One of the carpenters of Kashingar Muhallah also complained of the
adverse impact of continuous rains in 2011 on his business.

-

Impacts on livelihood systems

Livelihood sources
Agriculture

Livestock

Shops
Menial labor
Water vendor
Cloth stitching
Stone cutter
Wood-cutter
Livestock
Tenant-cultivator
Primary School
Teacher
Land owner
Painters
Mechanics

Positive and negative impacts of climate change as described by the respondents
Karim Samoon: More than 80% people rely on agriculture and suffered a lot from consecutive cyclones
and floods. There is an acute shortage of irrigation water. Agricultural lands were devastated
Crop production in the coastal areas is severely constrained by cyclones, floods and ongoing march of the
sea on their lands.
Whenever a disaster strikes, livestock perish and get infected by diseases and suffer from shortage of
fodder. People are forced to sell the livestock at throw away prices. Livestock population in Keti Bunder is
reported to have declined manifold.
Shopkeepers have to shut their business whenever a disaster strikes or when population migrates.
Ismail Khaskheli, Jung Shahi: Climate is reported to have no major impact on stone workers but their work
becomes difficult during summer.
During floods business of small water vendors was reported to have suffered.
Kashingar Muhallah: During floods the stitching or tailoring material becomes expensive creating
difficulties for poor women associated with this business.
During flood no this activity is carried out. Livelihood system becomes stop and no income is found
Wood is increasingly becoming scarce due to deforestation.
Natural vegetation is on decline while fodder crops were affected during floods and monsoon.
Life becomes extremely difficult during floods as crops are destroyed and there is no farm labor for many
months.
Heavy rain causes destruction of school buildings
Teacher finds it difficult to attend the school during rains and floods.
Disaster deprive landowners of crops
Water logging, salinity and soil erosion all are the negative impact of climatic shocks.
There are no painting jobs during rain, floods and monsoon
No business during floods and other disasters.

Our field research team and respondent added:
-

More than 80% villagers in Karmi Samoon rely on agriculture. Some women help their husbands in fieldworks while
others prefer to remain under the confinement of homes.
Respondents in Kashingar Muhallah shared that there were some women in their locality who were forced to opt for
prostitution as their source of livelihood. In the same locality children shared that they sell balloons, peanuts, work
as domestic workers, collect fuel wood, transport water. There were also young girls in a focus group discussion who
reported to generate income through singing, dancing and prostitution. They said that floods had pushed many
families in their locality into their business.

7.7.14. Climate Change and Health
In all the three localities of Thatta, the respondents were unanimous in their view that poverty, poor sanitation and
unavailability of clean drinking water were the cause of many diseases. At none of the locations was available any formal
health facility due to which provision of these facilities was among the top demands of the respondents.
Common Communicable Diseases in the Area
Local names for
these diseases
Malaria

Malnutrition
Tuberculosis
Seasonal flu
Diarrhea

Kamzor
T.B
zukam
Dast

Symptoms

Seasonality (if any)

Temperature, headache etc.

During rainy season

Loss of weight, loss of energy
Temperature, Headache
Loss of glucose and water from
their body

No season
No season
Mostly in winter
Mostly in summer and
monsoon

Linkages with weather
conditions
Wet season and
contamination of water
Less crop yields.
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Communicable
Diseases
Malaria
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Common non-communicable Diseases in Area

Non communicable
diseases

Local names for these
diseases

Symptoms

Seasonality (if any).

Heat stroke
Asthma

Wao
Dam

Heart pain
Coughing, difficulty in
breathing

Extreme hot summer
During winter it increase

-

Linkages with
climate change
(if any)
Pollution

Child Mortality and Morbidity
Child mortality is locally known as ‘Maut ji Sharai’ whereas ‘Jaman ji Sharai’ denotes morbidity.
In village Karmi Samoon, three cases of child death were reported who died due to Gastro in the aftermaths of flood
2011.

7.7.15. Climate Change and Child Rights
‘Tahafaz’ and ‘Baran jo Tahafaz’ are the local terms used for the protection and child protection respectively. The Focus
Group Discussions with young women and men revealed that they were very much aware about children’s right to
protection. In a focus group discussion with girls and women in Kashingar Muhallah, one woman Naziran spoke harshly
and said that child rights were violated in her locality. She said, “our children have the fundamental right to live in a live
healthy environment that implies: attending school, enjoying good health, safety and protection. Other women in the
same group said that children should be provided education, health facilities and protection even if they are in relief
camps.

-

-

-

Child Protection
‘Lik’, ‘Bachao’ and ‘Baran Jo Bachao’ are common local terms used for protection and child protection respectively.
During the heavy rain of 2011 children suffered a lot. A boy in Karmi Samoon narrating his family’s sad story told,
“My home was destroyed one year back and my many of the toys were also present over there and still I am missing
all these toys”
Children reported that they were beaten by their parents when they were camps while some told that they were
sent for begging.
Especially in Kashingar Muhallah, children told that sell balloons, peanuts and popcorns and even work as domestic
workers. They shared that while doing their work many people misbehaved with them and they were often
harassed.
A group of young girls shared their ordeal that how their chronic poverty had forced them into singing and dancing
at private parties and into prostitutions.
Our field research team also met children who work as water vendors and transport cans of drinking water on
donkey carts. These children told that often they had to work for more than sixteen hours. Generally there is child
labor as I have depicted in pictures taken when they were carrying water in big cans in donkey-cart.
Children also shared stories of children who went missing while they were in the camps.
Children also told that while they were living out in the open during floods 2010, they were afraid of being
kidnapped while girl children shared how afraid they were when their families had to take refuge at so called relief
camps.
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[Child] Poverty
Local terms for poverty are ‘Gurbat’ and 'Gado' and for well-being it is ‘Sahangai’. ‘Shahookar’ stands for the rich.
In the surveyed communities majority of the people were poor mostly depending on the agriculture, fishing and
menial labor. The respondents reported that consecutive disasters had destroyed hundreds of acres of agricultural
lands and have ruined their businesses rendering them poorer.
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Education
The field research team for Thatta reported that there were only few children in the coastal community of Karmi
Samoon who had an access to education. These children were attending a private school established by a
nongovernment organization. Only one percent girls and women in this locality were reported to be literate.
A similar situation was reported from Ismail Khaskheli village where floods in 2010 and rains in 2011 had rendered
the school building useless. Children from this locality go to a nearby small town Gujo to attend their school. The
distance between the village and Gujo is reported to be around 9 kilometers.
In Kashingarh- the urban locality of Thatta selected for the research, the population is estimated to be around 5000
and there is one government primary school. The children told that school teachers often remained absent.

8. MAKING CHILDREN CHALLENGE CLIMATE CHAGE: A FRAMEWORK FOR ACTION

In continuation of the findings of the research and recommendations made by children and youth and the stakeholders
and using Plan’s Country Strategic Plan, Pakistan’s Draft Climate Change Policy and recommendations contained in other
documents that have been reviewed for this research; following framework is proposed for Plan to help it design new
programs as well as mainstream Climate Change Risk Reduction agenda in its ongoing and planned programs.

8.1.

Some inconvenient realities and gigantic challenges:
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a) Children and youth hold a good amount of knowledge on climate and climate change: This research has found
out that children and youth hold a lot of knowledge which, in some cases, has been found matching and even
outshining the one being held by community elders, government officials and individuals working for
nongovernment organizations. Being an insider of their situations and one who experience climate and its
vagaries in their daily lives, the vulnerabilities they suffer from and resilience they live with; call for actions that
should be capitalized upon and take what they hold as the point of departure for C4R2.
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The following realities must be kept in sight while designing any new program for a Child Centered Climate Change Risk
Reduction (C4R2):

b) One simple fact! Climate change is a complex phenomenon: Climate change is a complex phenomenon. Its
complexity increases manifold in countries like Pakistan which are already struggling with loads of social,
economic, political and environmental issues; where governance frustrates the majority and keep them at baynot allowed to participate in decisions that affect their lives, where magnet of poverty is so strong that it keeps
pulling the millions to a life of deprivation and marginalization, where policies are mere documents to decorate
the shelves, where institutions are fragile, where disaster consistently haunt the lives and livelihoods of poor and
where natural resources and ecosystems are dwindling.
c) Climate change is more than disasters and conventional environmental issues: Majority of people working for
nongovernment organizations and serving the government departments often confuse climate change with
conventional environmental issues as the responses of stakeholders recorded by this report show. Climate
change is posing new and complex challenges to almost every section of society and posing questions to every
area of public policy and programs. The mainstream definition of disasters mainly defines these events with an
element of ‘suddenness’. Climate induced hazards or disasters are only but one dimension of climate change.
Climate change’s impacts are unfolding and the period of their conversion from projections to reality is long,
sometimes spreading over many decades as IPCC’s climate projections demonstrate and summarized in this
report.
d) There are no quick fix solutions to address the risks of climate change: Efforts and programs to deal with climate
change require long term commitments and programs and an element of foresightedness. The short term
projects to deal with climate change shall be a simple drain on resources and an effort futile. The conventional
‘project based thinking’ must be surrendered to unconventional but appropriate and encompassing strategies.
e) One of the most complex challenges involved in climate change risk reduction strategies is to change human
behaviors and thoughts which have been shaped over centuries: Climate change is the bitterest fruit of the
industrial revolution and the societies and economies it has prospered over the course of last two centuries.
Much damage has already been done to earth’s life support systems-the climate. But the more frustrating fact is
that despite realizing this reality, consistent reluctance is being shown by those who have created all this messworld’s most powerful countries who have simply refused to narrow down the mouths of their carbon emitting
industrial empires and instead are resorting to throwing few pennies in the name of ‘adaptation funds’, ‘carbon
trading’ and ‘clean development mechanisms, to the poor countries for whom these pennies are just fractions to
climate induced losses they have incurred so far and more of which are in offing.
f)

The poor’s so called resilience must not be taxed further: The incredible resilience poor of the world have shown
is exhausting as the very environmental systems which had always been coming to their rescue are themselves
running out of their capacity to recover. The increase in the frequency and intensity of climate shocks or disasters
are taking a very heavy toll on poor communities and countries. In Pakistan- a country which has been making
headlines for last more than one decade due to recurrent disasters, even the most sincere efforts of the
government are falling short of fulfilling the relief and reconstruction needs of the disaster affectees.

8.2.
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a) Counting the successes: In 1992 Pakistan had developed its national conservation strategy primarily as a prerequisite
for Rio Summit of 1992 where three important international covenants were rolled out- The conventions on climate
change, biodiversity and desertification. Pakistan was among the first signatories and first to ratify these
international commitments. However it took Pakistan more than a decade to prepare its first and only
communication on climate change. It took the country another decade to draft its first climate change policy. In
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The Points of Departure
The above mentioned realities, however, must not lead to inaction or frustration. After all inaction or surrendering to
helplessness is not a sensible option. This is the message of this report.

2004 RDPI had undertaken an assessment of perceptions of government officials and nongovernment organizations
which they held towards climate change. Comparing the situation at that time and now gives an encouraging
finding. The level of awareness has above any doubt about climate change has increased during these eight years
(2004-2012) no matter it is still far from what is actually required. Likewise in 2004 the organizations having some
tangible programs on climate change and risk reduction could be counted on finger tips. During these eight years the
organizations having program on disaster risk reduction and claims of working on climate change have grown in
number. Similarly the understanding of children, youth and communities has also grown thanks to the campaigns on
media, curriculum and those launched by nongovernment organizations.
Last year a full-fledged federal ministry of Climate Change and Disaster Management was created. Earlier the
Planning Commission of Pakistan took the lead and constituted a Task Force on Climate Change that brought its
report in 2010 which led to the formulation of Pakistan’s Draft Policy on Climate Change. The National Disaster
Management Framework was drawn in 2006 couple with the National Disaster Management Ordinance through
which was created an interconnected Institutional Setup comprising National Disaster Management Authority and
National Disaster Management Commission, Provincial and Regional Disaster Management Authorities and
Commissions and District Disaster Management Authorities. Although these institution and policies owe their
creation and enactment to Kashmir Earthquake 2005 and later the Floods 2010, these are very welcome steps
indeed. During these years Pakistan also contributed in the preparation of SAARC Climate Change Framework.
Most of these initiatives, however, are in embryonic phase and need to be converted into concrete plans and
program bringing them to a level where the actually start delivering and addressing the challenges being posed by
climate change and climate induced hazards and disasters.
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a) Reflecting on its CSP 2011-2015 in the context of possible climate change actions that it can take
b) Pushing the C4R2 agenda into the draft climate change policy which uses the word ‘children’ just once in the
statement ‘Ensure that old, children, disabled and women get particular focus in evacuation strategies’.
c) Advocating C4R2 agenda with the institutions mentioned above and those mentioned in annex 2.
d) Designing multi sectoral but integrated program guided by its CSP and aligned with National Priorities enshrined
in the available policies.
e) Taking part in or helping the government take necessary actions like preparation of National Climate Change
Action Plan ensuring that it contains the C4R2 agenda
f) Advocating for the formal adoption of Draft Climate Change Policy
g) Bringing the national level policies and plans at provincial and district levels. In the post 18th Amendment
scenario it is the provinces to whom have been devolved all the social sectors including environment and
disaster risk management and who are yet to formulate policies and enact legislation on many of these newly
devolved subjects
h) Identifying the institutions that are already working on climate change mitigation and adaptation, disaster risk
reduction and especially child centered risk management or have capacities and expertise to do so.
i) Building capacities through extending financial and technical support to its existing partners on C4R2
j) Designing a full- fledged C4R2 framework with active participation of its partners and relevant nongovernment
and government institutions.
k) Building alliances with government and nongovernment organizations working on similar themes to design and
develop joint programs.
l) Identifying sources of finances available in the shape of ‘adaptation funds’ and clean development mechanism
m) Establishing a separate Climate Change and Disaster Risk Reduction Unit within Plan and mandating it with
identifying research and program development areas.
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Plan Pakistan must capitalize on these achievements and use the entry points offered by them by:

8.3.

Linking Plan’s CSP with the finding of this research

By taking stock of its incumbent CSP and linking it with the findings of this research, Plan Pakistan should:
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1. Reconsider its program and project development strategy. For this the program and project designing should be
undertaken with the participation of the children, youth, communities, civil society organizations and local
governments whom the program or projects intend to target.
2. Mainstream C4R2 agenda into all its thematic areas and program or project running under each theme. To begin
with all existing program/projects and those it is planning to initiate must be assessed for the entry points they
offer for C4R2. This exercise can be undertaken with the participation of partners who are involved or are to be
involved in their implementation. For this a simple equation can be used as the starting point: Development +
Climate Change + Disaster Risk Management. In Plan’s case this equation can be converted into: Child Centered
Development + C4R2 + CCDRM
3. Hold consultations at national, provincial and local levels to explore possibilities of evolving a broad based
partnership on C4R2
4. Develop a C4R2 toolkit for its own program staff as well as for partners for guidance.
5. Design an advocacy strategy for C4R2 coupled with a research agenda.
6. Establish a separate fund for supporting programs on the theme of C4R2
7. Become part of existing networks at International, regional and national networks on Climate Change and DRR.

Annex 1: Brief Introduction of the Districts
1. District Hunza
The Hunza-Nagar District is the seventh district of Gilgit-Baltistan of Pakistan. The district comprises Hunza and Nagar.
Before the announcement of new district, Hunza-Nagar was part of district Gilgit. This area is known as Paradise on
Earth with large number of tourist destinations and fully accessable VIA Karakorum Silk Rout "more attractive after new
upgradation of the road" famous mountains are Rakaposhi, Diran Peak, Golden Peak, Hispar Glacier, ,Hunza Peak,
Ladyfinger Peak, Ultar Sar, Shispare Peak, Passu Glacier and Passu Hunza”. The local language of the majority of the
people of this region is Burushaski. Karimabad, in Hunza Valley, is the capital of Hunza in Gilgit-Baltistan. Karimabad is
also known as Baltit. It is named after Prince Karim Aga Khan, the spiritual head of Shia Ismaili Nizari community. Nagar
Proper is the capital of Nagar Valley in Gilgit-Baltistan,. Nagar valley holds 100% Shia Muslims. Noroz is celebrated as a
socio-religious festival. The day coincides with the coming of spring season on March 21, but the celeberation continues
for weeks. The main feature of Norouz is gifting of coloured eggs to friends and playing polo, volley ball, hockey and
football, westling, tug of war alongside folk dances, songs and music and exhibition of handicraft. Hunza is most of the
beautiful places in the world. Karimabad is tourist destination Hub. Altit fort and baltit fort are here.
Source: http://www.hunzanagar.com
2. District Muzaffarabad (AJK)
Muzaffarabad is the capital of Azad Kashmir, Pakistan. It is located in Muzaffarabad District on the banks of the Jhelum
and Neelum rivers. The city is 138 kilometres from Rawalpindi and Islamabad and about 76 kilometres from
Abbottabad.The district is bounded by Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa in the west, by the Kupwara and Baramulla districts of on
the Indian side of the Line of Control in the east, and the Neelum District of Azad Kashmir in the north. According to the
1998 Census, the population of the district was 725,000, and according to a 1999 projection, the population had risen to
almost 741,000. The district comprises three tehsils, and the city of Muzaffarabad serves as the capital of Azad Kashmir.
Being the capital of the state it has all the necessary facilities of life. Cradled by lofty mountains, Muzaffarabad reflects a
blend of various cultures and languages. There are two historical forts on opposite sides of the Neelum River, known as
the Red Fort and the Black Fort. Other sites of interest: Azad Jammu and Kashmir Assembly, Azad Jammu and Kashmir
Supreme Court, Mosque Assembly Secretariat, Kh. Khurshid Tomb, Chehla Bridge, Subri (Langarpura) Lake, Valleys
Pirchinassi, Patikha, Neelum Valley, Leepa Valley, Jhelum Valley, Chickar.
Source: http://www.ajklive.com/Muzaffarabad-Azad-Kashmir
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According to the 1998 census of Pakistan the population was 874,373, a population density of 500.2 persons per km. The
annual growth rate was 2.9% and the proportion of Urban dwellers was 26%. Muslims form 99% of the population, of
the rest, Christian 0.5%; Ahmadi 0.3% and Hindu 0.1%. The main Language is Pashto (91%) followed by Punjabi (3.6%)
and Urdu (1.3%) – the literacy rate is 89%. 22.2% of the total population Main occupations: Professionals 5.5%;
Technicians 3%; Agriculture workers 21.8%; Elementary occupations 33.6%; Service and shop workers 12.9%; Armed
forces 8.5%; Craft and related trade workers 4.5%; Clerks 3.3%. Sub tribe Akorra Khattak of main Khattak tribe is the
dominant tribe in the district, divided in with almost six clans i.e Akorkhels , Khwarra khattak , Swera khattak ,
Uryakhels , Sami khel (Ismaeel Khels), and Kaka khels(Miangan). Beside these,another nation called Gumriyani is also
present, which came from Afghanistan to help the muslim(pukhtun) brothers of nowshera and settled here. Nowshera
district prides itself on being one of the most peaceful, progressive and livable districts in Northwest Province of
Pakistan. An enchanting and glorious amalgamation of the old and contemporary traditions offers more than 1.4 million
residents the opportunity to taste, touch, and experience things from diverse cultures. Locals communicate in Pashtu,
Hindku and Punjabi languages. Nowshera is not only the center and focal point for major industrial, financial and
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3. District Nowshera (KPK)

commercial activities of KPK province but also the only district in Pakistan having three cantonments, i.e.: Risalpur,
Cherat and Nowshera Cantonments. Top of the line educational institutions, like; Military College of Engineering,
Pakistan Air Force Academy, Transportation Engineering, Nisar Shaeed College, Beacon House School System, Institute
of Learning and Motivation (ILM), It is the only district in Khyber-Pakhtoonkhwa Province having Pakistan Locomotive
Factory. These are some of the reasons which attracted significant number of peoples who migrated from neighboring
districts, like; Charsadda, Mardan, Sawabi and settled here.
Source: http://nowshera.com
4. District Chakwal (Punjab)
Chakwal district was created in 1985; until the year 2000 when divisions were abolished, it was part of Rawalpindi
Division. The district of Chakwal, which covers an area of 6,524 is subdivided into 5 tehsils: Chakwal, Kallar Kahar, Choa
Saidan Shah, Talagan and Lawa. District Chakwal is a barani (rain-fed) district with mainly hilly terrain lying at the
beginning of the Potohar plateau and the Salt Range. It is covered with scrub forest in the south-west and levelled plains
interspersed with dry rocky patches in the north-east. It was raised to the administrative status of a district in
1985.Before that it was a Tehsil of district Jhelum. According to the 1998 census of Pakistan, the total population is
1,083,725 of which 12.01% only were urban making Chakwal the most rural district in Punjab. Punjabi is the native
language of majority of the people of district. Other languages spoken are Saraiki language, Potohari and Urdu. Quite a
number of historical sites lie in the undulations of Chakwal, the more important of which are Katas Raj and Dulmial.
Most people of the district prefer to join armed forces like Pakistan Army, Pakistan Navy and Pakistan Air Force. Chakwal
has the highest proportion of it population serving in the Armed forces of Pakistan. A handsome percentage of the
population is employed in the mining, industrial and trading sector with a very small fraction employed in technical fields
like health, education, banking and engineering.
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chakwal_District
5. District Muzaffargarh (Punjab)
According to the 1998 census of Pakistan the population of the district was 3,42,000 spreaded over area of 8,249 Km
covering population density of 320 per sq. km. The district comprises to four tehsils: Muzaffargarh, Alipur, Kot Adu and
Jatoi. The district is consists of 05 NA Seats, 11 Provincial Assembly Seats and area is divided into 93 Union Councils.
Khan Garh, Shaher Sultan, Seet Pur, Jatoi, Rangpur, Gujrat, Mehmood Kot,Kotla Leghari, Sanawan, Basira, Dera Din
Panah, Chowk Munda, Shah Jamal and Karam Dad Qureshi are the main towns of the district. "Saraki" is the local
language, Urdu, Punjabi & English languages are also acceptable. Wheat, Sugarcane and Cotton are main crops
cultivated in the area. Mangoes, Dates, Citrus and Pomegranate being fruits and Onion, Carrot, Cauliflower and Peas as
vegitable are grown. The major industry in the districts is named as: Cotton Ginning & Pressing, Flour Mills, Jute Textile,
Oil Mills, Paper/Paper Board Articles, Petroleum Products, Poly Propylene Bags, Power Generation, Readymade
Garments, Solvent Extraction, Sugar, Textile Composite and Textile Spinning. In the district, there are 1,178 industrial
units, 27 telephone exchanges, 11 grid stations, 1,084 Km metalled roads are available whereas 1,02,110 Acres of area is
covered through forest.
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Source: http://mgarh.com/profile.html

6. District Quetta (Balochistan)
Geographically, Quetta District is mountainous; the hill ranges are fairly uniform in character consisting of long central
ridges from which frequent spurs descend. These spurs are intersected by innumerable gorges and torrent beds with
varied ground in elevation of 1,254 - 3,500 meters.Quetta was granted the status of district in 1975. The name originates
from Pushto word Kawatta, which means a fort. Formerly, the town was situated within the walls of fort “A Miri”, which
is now used as an arsenal. Quetta is the provincial capital of Balochistan, sharing its boundaries in the east with Ziarat
and in the west with Killa Abdullah. Pishin is in the north and Mastung District lies in the south. Locally, Quetta is also
known by its ancient name of Shal or Shalkot based on its location at the north end of the Shal Valley about 1,690
meters above sea level. Although a small city, Quetta has over the years acquired the typical hustle and bustle of a
provincial metropolis. The city and cantonment continue to modernize at an equally fast pace. Quetta is attractive to
tourists for its thrilling location, full of adventure and enjoyment. Some prominent bazaars of Quetta are located on the
roads Shahrah-e-Iqbal (the Kandahari bazaar) Shahrah-e-Liaquat (the Liaquat and Suraj Gang Bazaar, and Alamdar Road
(little Tokyo)). Quetta has the fourth largest airport in Pakistan. Quetta has two towns: Chilton and Zarghoon with 67
union councils in total. The climate of Quetta District is dry, arid: hot in summers and mild to extreme cold in winter.
Snowfall season is mostly in the months of December, January and February. Quetta does not have a monsoon of
sustained and heavy rainfall as it lies outside of monsoon range. The most important archaeological site is a Quetta Miri
(a mass of indurated clay). The base of Miri is 183 meter long by 122 meter wide and rises 24.4 meter above the plain.
Quetta District is a multicultural and multi-linguist area. The principal ethnic groups in the district are Pashtoon, Baloch,
Brahvi, Hazara and Punjabi. The Kasi, Bazai, Mashwani and Syed are sub-tribes residing in the area. Urdu, Punjabi,
Pashto, Balochi, Brahvi, Sindi, ,Siraki, Hindko and Persian are the languages spoken in the district. Urdu is commonly
spoken by all ethnic groups. social structure is patriarchal. Being a male dominated society, women are given very
limited choice in family and social affairs. Quetta District is ethnically diverse. There are five principal communities:
Pushtoons, Balochs, Brahvis, Hazaras and Punjabis. Under each community, there are a large number of heterogeneous
groups. Muhajirs, Saraikis, Hindkos, Afghans and Sindis are in minority. The decision of the family head is final in all
domestic affairs. The tribal chiefs enjoy the power of decision-making at community and tribal level. The people are
predominantly dependent on trade, transport, government jobs, agriculture and mining.
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7. District Tharparker (Sindh)
District Tharparkar comprising of 4 Talukas i.e Mithi, Chachro Diplo & Nangarparkar having population of 914291 souls,
as per census 1998, is spread over an area of 4,791,024 acres (19638sq: Kms). This District with present boundary has
come into existence on 02-12-19990 as Thar. The head quarter of this District Mithi which is situated at distance of 150
Kms. South / East of Mirpurkhas. It is situated in 24-26 North latitude and 69-51 East Longitude. The boundaries of this
District are as under: North: Mirpurkhas & Umerkot Districts; East: Barmer & Jessalmer District of India; West: District
Badin; South: Runn of Kuchh. 95% of entire population depends on cultivation and cattle, while remaining in small
business. Like shopkeepers and manufacturing hand-made carpets. The entire huge area of this District is desert (expect
small portion on 65636 Acres). There is only one Crop in whole year in desert area, which also depends on rains. Rain is
expected in June, July and August when sowing season commences for maturity of crops, other 2-3 rains are needed,
else crops will dry and of no use consistently people of this area confronting menace of drought almost after every one
or two years. In event of no rains, lends are barren. People and cattle face starving situation and start migration with
their cattle to other districts, to earn their lively hood. There are 3656933 cattle heads according to census of 1996,
which no is biggest out of all districts in Sindh. In event of sufficient rains this desert depicts classic, green and beautiful
look. Then everyone is happy. People from various places come over particularly in Nagarparkar which place is worth to
stay and live. The socio-economic condition of this district solely depends on seasonal rain. The rain are expected in the
2nd week of June up to 15th August, which are a lone beneficial for sowing purpose. Further 2-3 more rains are require at
some interval which are essentially required for maturity of crops. But in absence of seasonal rains, the poverty is the
fate of the people of the area.
Source: http://www.tharparkar.gos.pk
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Source: http://balochistan.gov.pk/DistrictProfile

8. District Thatta (Sindh)
Thatta District takes its name from its headquarters town, one of the oldest towns in the land of ancient civilization.
Thatta is derived from the Persian term “Tah Tah” which literary means layer over layer. The term signifies the
settlement of various civilizations. It is situated from 23 43' to 25 26' north latitudes and 67 05' to 68' 45' east
longitudes. The district is bounded on the north by Jamshoro district on the east by Hyderabad and Badin districts and
India, on the south by Rann Kutch area and the Arabian Sea and on the west by Karachi District. The total area of the
district is 17361 square kilometers and is sub classified administratively into 09 Talukas given as: Ghorabari, Jati, Keti
Bunder, Kharo Chann, Mirpur Bathoro, Mirpur Sakro, Shah Bunder, Sujjawal and Thatta. The area of 17,355 sq. km
carries the population of 11,13,194 in district Thatta. There is no university whereas 2,498 primary/secondary schools
results to 22.1% literacy rate of male/female. Islam dominants the city, following is the demographic indicators of the
district as per the 1998 census: Islam:96.72%, Hinduism:2.89%, Christianity:0.18%, Others:0.17%. On the basis of
language, differentiation is made as 68% speak Sindhi language whereas 4% urdu; Balochi people are estimated as 1%,
however Seraiki speaking rests with 15%. The town is dominated by the Great Mosque built by the Moghul Emperor
Shah Jehan which has been carefully restored to its original condition. The bazaars of Thatta are known for hand-printed
fabrics, glass bangles and Sindhi embroidery work in laid with tinny mirrors, one of the more world known handicrafts of
Pakistan. The Makli monuments and other historic mosques, although of touristic value, are disregarded with nothing
being done to preserve them.
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Source: www.districtthatta.gos.pk/

Annex 2: Key Actors in Climate Change and Disaster Risk Reduction
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Source: Oxfam, Cited in Task Force Report on Climate Change
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